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40:
THREE QUESTIONS
AND ONE ANSWER

What do you know about the financial situation
of Rockland?
Are you satisfied with existing conditions of the
city?

Would you like to have our city run by a trained
manager?

If so—Vote for the New Charter, Sept. 11
N. B.—It should be under'tood that in conducting its campaign
for the City Manager form of government for Rockland the Forty
Chib attacks no individuals or their conduct. It merely wishes to
change an archaic and faulty system in the interest of the public
good.

This advertisement is sponsored by Rockland Merchants.

40

40
HOME COOKED

FOODS

will be on sale at

KNOX GIFT SHOP
MONTPELIER—THOMASTON

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12
Tea will be served during the afternoon

BASEBALL
ST. GEORGE VS. WATERVILLE
ST. GEORGE FIELD
SATURDAY, AUGUST 12
3.00 P. M. Daylight Time

THIS IS THE RUBBER GAME
Admission 25 Cents

TIIKEE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, August 10, 1933

Maine the index

THREE-TIMES-A-WEER
Grave Question As To Future
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
If It Fails Sept. II, Said
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
Mrs. Peabody
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ;
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab- I Mrs. Henry W. Peabody, who will j
llshed and consolidated with the Gazette conduct a fortnight’s campaign in.
In 1882 The Free Press was established Maine in her capacity as chairman of :
In 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated the National Women's Committee for :
March 17, 1897.

A BAR ON EVERY CORNER

Volume 88.....................Number 95

WE ALL LIKED AMELIA

...................................

Will Happen If Maine Goes Wet, Sept. 11, Says Wife Of The Woman Who Flew Atlantic Alone Got a Happy
Chief Justice W. R. Pattangall
Greeting In Rockland Yesterday

Amelia 'Earhart Putnam, who ts . crowd lasted only until the two planes
Thp "drys" had their say In this, the citizens of Knox County have
such a lanious flyer that the world began their descent on the Held. Then
e!tV Tuesday holding an afternoon . b»cn led to expect from It.
uses her maiden name instead of her there was the grand rush which char
*tsslon al ',Rose Cliffs.' home «f '(ielU‘of the Union Pacitlc Railroad, husband's, came down on the Rock acterizes all public occasions.
Law Enforcement told a Courier- ,
and Mrs. E M Lawrence, 112 and now summering at "Gray land Airport yesterday afternoon in
The only unexcited person on the
one of the two large tri-motored field was Amelia Earhart who emerged
H Gazette reporter that if Maine goes ®efch str^et' where a brief wet spell Rocks," Cushing, said:
threatened to suspend dry proceed"I read In the Bible that ‘the law Stinson planes sent here by Boston- from her plane, smiling In the manner
♦
We are pilgrims, not settlers; ♦ wet, Sept. 11 there is a grave quesUon lngs and ftn even‘ing ses/jon at the ls good If a man use It lawfully,’ and j Maine Airways, Inc., to blaze the trail so familiar to all who have seen her
— this earth ls our Inn, not our
as to the future.
Methodist Church.
I believe that the 18th amendment fur tll<‘ «*» airplane passenger serv- newspaper pictures, and her curly top♦ home.—J. H. Vincent.
| *• | "I have been in Washington," said
—
The attendance was not as large as j is good if It is used• •lawfully.
Do 1 ice which ls inaugurated tomorrow knot made her a charming and easily
Mrs. Peabody, "dealing with a Con could have been desired, but those you want to pay the price of a with Rockland as one of the "ports of | distinguishable figure.
entry."
Mayor Richardson made a brlel
who did attend the meetings were
gress which for the first time In his rewarded by hearing brilliant speak man’s soul to balance the budget.?
Only a day's notice had been given speech, eloquently alluding to the air
I don't think I do.
COMMUNITY CHEST
tory has nullified the Constitution ers expound the virtues of the great
"An employer of thousands of men of Amelia Earhart’s coming, but long t feats which had given her fame, tout
before she was scheduled to arrive in 1 alas for hls peroration, he forgot
Rockland's Community Chest is en and put in a beer bill which ts the i issue which Maine faces in its spe- told me that hls men had only been Rockland there was a crowd of per Amelia's last name and had to be
able to pull through the depression
election Sept. 11.
gaged in a canvass to raise $3000 for same content we had in the saloons cial
Heading the symposium was Mrs because of the savings effected by haps 2000 at the airport on Broadway reminded of It by a vast chorus of
the help ol the Home for Aged Wom before the 18th amendment was
and all of the streets leading to that
in which Amelia laughingly
en and to retain here the service of adopted. Three point two is not only Henry W. Peabody of Beverly Hills prohibition. Employers everywhere Held were congested with automobile listeners,
joined.
Mass, and Florida, who is chairman testify to the problems of drunkenthe Red Cross, which without this intoxicating; it is habit forming.
.
The famous flyer was also present
i.
of the NaUonal Women’s Law En- ■ ness. and loss of labor that liquor tiallii
immediate help must be withdrawn—
<orcement League, and who spoke j USed to bring that disappeared with
The delay In the arrival of the two ed with a bouquet by Albert C. Jones
which would be a calamity, in par in history at the present moment
planes was due to the fact that they
ticular to the less fortunate classes of It has a record ol fighting liquor for several times during the day. In the the coming of the 18th amendment, left Boston half an hour behind of the Lions Club.
Amelia Earhart responded briefly
course of her afternoon address Mrs. | Rev. F. W. Smith of the Christian
the city.
30 years and to see it yield to a na
This brought them to to the Mayor's welcome, expressing
i Civic League, whose staunch ctandin schedule
The following contributions have tional hysteria and Join forces it Peabody said:
delight over her first visit to Maine.
"Conditions are better today. Hear behalf of prohibition has earned Rockland at 12.15 p. m.
been received. Others may be sent never would hnve Joined before would
Meantime a portion of the crowd, and replying to the Mayor's desire
the testimony taken from the front j dim hatred and open hostility on
either to the Chamber of Commerce be tragic.
at least, had found Interesting diver-1 that she come again by saying: "I
page of the West Virginia Journal' the part of the wet forces, said;
or to this paper. Checks should be
"If Maine stands, as I hope a--’ June 12, 1867:
ston
In watching what appeared to be i will be here often and sell tickets to
"One
of
the
most
amusing
specmade payable to Community Chest. pray she will, it will do more to settle
“The number of aopllcants for tacles of the present day is that of a flock of wild geese flying northward all of you.”
Received to date:
the minds of the people in other admission to the Inebriate Asylum the Administration opposing na- The birds were loo far away for a
Miss Earhart was accompanied on
Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb...... $25.00 States titan anything else possibly in New York is 7145. among which tlonal prohibition because of the fact, satisfactory view but they were flying this trip toy Capt. Paul F Collins,
Leroy Chatto ............................. 1.00 could. Maine will be the index If are 30 clergymen, eight judges, 19G that it violates personal liberty, and in the familiar V formation which i president of National Airways, Inc.,
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett..... 10 00 it goes straight, I have great hopes; lawyers, 340 merchants, 556 farmers, fighting for Its repeal; and at the stems to be a copyright belonging to ! the organization which will perform
W. 8. Rounds ........................... 5.00 if it fails us the outlook will be very 240 gentlemen and 805 women. It same time trying to put over a Na- wild geese. Ernest Davis opined they the actual flying operations for the
Miss Addie Rogers ................... 1.00 bad."
ls stated that the names of 1800 rich , tlonal Recovery Act built upon the were wild geese, and few persons are j Maine Central and Boston and Maine
Anonymous ............................. 25.00
Mrs. Peabody referred to Senator men's daughters in New York are ■ same identical principle and based bold enough to take issue with Ernest aviation subsidiary.
| Miss Kate Wendell ................... 5.00 Borah as the Daniel Webster of this also on thelist of applicants.”
upon the same philosophy.
If the on anything pertaining to birds, wild ] Other officials on the two planes
i Mrs. W W. Gregory ................... 5 00 age. in fighting nullification. and de
: were Phillips M. Payson, president of
"Do we
have any conditions to NRA can be put across then the Na- or tame.
| Edna Gregory ........................... 2.00 clared that Senator Carter Glass was equal that?
A rope had been stretched the 1 the Boston-Maine Airways. Inc.; Vioe
Yet those are the con- tlonal Prohibition Ac!, can be put
Auxiliary HunUey-HUl Post,
just as strong in the fight, though ditions youwill have In Maine, if the ' across. What we need inrelation
length of the airport, and patrolled 1 President Arthur B. Nichols of the
j V. P. W..................................... 5.00 it was against his own administra 18th amendment is repealed. That to the liquor question is not so much by State Patrolman Shaw and two Boston and Maine Railroad: Laurence
Carrie E. Brainerd .................... 10.00 tion. Dtclaring that there are 27 is what you can look for with the I a new deal as a Neal Dow.”
local officers the crowd kept respect F. Whittemore, assistant to the presi
Evelyn M Hix .......................... 25.00 Congressional districts with un- return of liquor and with the return [ Mrs. William R. Pattangall of fully behind It. watching with some dent of the Boston and Maine Rail
Dr. A. W. Foss ........................... 10.00 American constituency Mrs. Peabody of the stranglehold that the brewers Augusta, wife of the chief justice of what envious eyes the reception com- road and the Maine Central Railroad;
' Mr and Mrs. Willis Ayer ......... 10.00 said that hopes were entertained for used to have on America and Amerl- Maine's Supreme Court., said:
mittee which had been assigned to a j Walter O. Wright, passenger traffic
the Capper bill which would stop can life.
manager of the Boston and Maine
| “Maine has beer, and the in- point of vantage inside the lines.
Total to date ........................$139.00 alien representation
"And all this will be to the detri- creased drunkenness, as seen for in- This committee, naturally was head- i Railroad and the Maine Central Rail
Associated with Mrs Peabody on I ment of the workingman. It is t.he stance in the Lewiston court re- ed by the city's chief magistrate.! road, and of Boston-Maine Airways.
her committee are women of such I rich who want this change most and centiy with the largest total since Mayor Richardson. With him were Inc.; Joseph J. Doane, general pasAt your convenience, drop in at prominence as President Woolley of i they want it to unload their taxes 1920, tells the story of that and Its several of the aldermen, and delega- senger agent of the Maine Central
Sim’s for a cold glass of beer on tap; Mt Holyoke. President Pendleton of upon the shoulders of t.he working- meaning as the automobile accidents tions from the Rockland Chamber of Railroad.
Park St. Rockland. Me. (NR.A.i—adv. Wellelsley, Mrs Henry Ford and men. The Association Against the are beginning to tell, too It will Commerce, the Rotary, Forty and
The planes remained In Rockland
Mrs. Cleveland Dodge.
Prohibition Amendment boasts that soon be shown that crime which has Lions Clubs, and the various women's half an hour and were then on their
way to Bangor where a formal recepit represents this wealth; it boasls been laid at the door of prohibition, organizations.
The respectful behavior of the | tion was tendered.
CARNIVAL PROGRAM that it represents 40 billions of dol-: has not come from prohibition,
lars in the hands of rich men, one ] -if Maine votes for repeal on Sep:,
The program of Rockport's Carni of whom made the claim that repeal n there will be a bar on every corner
"Already plans are being made to
val and Regatta which opens Today would relieve him of a burden of ten
million dollars in taxes a year on one get ready to repeal the 26th amend
follows:—
corporation. He has asserted that ment fa the Maine constitution If
Thursday
the workingmen would be glad to the vote goes for national repeal
PORTLAND 15’°
A NEW
1.30 Canoeing events.
pay this for him, and relieve him." ! if there were a law to make every Jim Flanagan, Youthful Golf Pro At the Country Club,
BOSTON MAINE
2
30
Swimming
events.
"WATERVILLE 19 >»
Apropos of the beautiful premises person vote Maine would go dry. So
SERVICE
Makes New Record There
6.15 Great street parade.
“Rose Cliffs" where the meeting was we have got to get out the vote and
Bffectivc Friday
7.15
Band
concert.
ROCKLAND 1?’°
August 11
being
held
Mrs.
Arthur
Warner
of
then
see
It
ls
counted
dry.
after
the
8 30-10 45 Entertainment features.
Frequent daily trips
Baltimore talked about roses. She I ballots are cast.
BANGOR" tl3
in fust tri-motored
Friday
Believing in the good old adage establish the above record and to
is a member of the Maryland Rose
-if this state goes wet and liquor
planes guided by
2.30
Pajama
parade
veteran pilots. Re
'' if TO »
Society.
comes I shall say to the wets. ‘Now that "records are made to be broken,” lower by two strokes the former rec
3 30 Mutt parade.
duced round trip
The editorial “Let Maine Stand you take care of your charitable Jim Flanagan, youthful golf pro of ord of 68. which was also held by
fares. Folder on re
700 Band concert.
BOSTON
quest. Reservations
Firm" from the current edition of i cases. You have made them. Don't the Rockland Country Club Tuesday himself, and which was made only a
9.00-10 45 Entertainment features. The Courier-Gazette was read to the expect, us to care for them'."
call Rockland 92.
afternoon shot 18 holes of magnifi few weeks ago.
Saturday
In his first year as golf pro at the
cent golf to K O ole man par" and
group
with
very
favorable
comments.
Mrs
Howard
M
Hoge
said
:
"Rc1.30 Outboard motor and Gannet and this resolution was adopted:
i pealing the 18th Amendment will shatter to bits the course record with local club Jim is certainly making a
Trophy races.
' mark for the future Bobby Jones to
Resolved. TTiat we greatly appre- mean elevating the liquor traffic and a sensational 66
7.15 Band concert.
Playing in a 'foursome which in shoot at in the year 1942 or tnereelate the editorial appearing in the giving it the protection of the Stars
8 15 Entertainment feature.
issue of The Courier-Gazette Aug 8. and Stripes Making liquor easy to cluded Ike Merrill four times State abouts.
9.15 Illuminated yacht parade.
Flanagan's record rounds—
amateur cliamp. Albert Emery and
for its clear pronouncement of its obtain will not decrease drinking,
10 00 Musical treat.
342444363
firm stand on the prohibition Issue) "Repealing the 18th amendment will Judson Flanagan, the local boy gar
10.45 World's Fair announcement now before the people, thus main- mean a great campaign for the sale nered two amazing rounds of 33 to
34334435 4—66
tainlng the high moral stand mat of liquor "
j into the color and vividness which
STEAMSHIP LINES
CURTIS CONCERT
_
’ pervade Tchaikowsky's works. This
.
gt/j
Kg j particular trio, written In memory of
Union Descendants Wanted
Opening of the Camden Me- Rubinstein, embodies many of the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
..................
mortal Series Registers An- SKI"

SMASHED “OLE MAN PAR”

B.M. AIRWAYS, INC.

“My Six Years With the Polar Eskimo”
A Lecture illuktratid wtth Motion Pictures, by

COMMANDER DONALD B. MacMILLAN
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., AUG. 11
at 8.15 o'clock
Auspices Williams-Erazier Post, American Legion
Tickets at Chisholm's in Rockland: and McDonald's in Thomaston
where seats may be checked by phone
TICKETS 10 CENTS
ALL SEATS RESERVED
92&95

BOYS AND GIRLS OF KNOX COUNTY
FROM 12 TO 1R INCLUSIVE

ENTER NOW

FOR THE B. G. TRIP TO THE W ORLD'S
FAIR—CONTEST TO START MONDAY

SPONSORED BY YOUR LOCAL MERCHANTS

EASTERN

WE WANTERKNOW!

Callings from

^ROCKLAND
Daily including Sundays

5:30 A M
10 45 A W

BANGOR
lv ROCKLAND
Due BANGOR

Due 7:30 P.M
Lv. 2:30 P.M.

8:30 PM
6:30 AM.

BOSTON
lv ROCKLAND
Due BOSTON

Due 4:30 A M
Lv. 5:30 P.M

>
BAR HARBOR LINE
Due 6:45 P.M
lv. ROCKLAND
5 30 A M
Lv. 1:30 P.M.
11:30 A.M. Due BAR HARBOR

5:30 A.M.
8:30 A M

It Cols Nothing—Just Mail or Rring Your Name To “Century of
Progress Contest." Care of Richard Reed. City, Now. You Will
Have a Chance For a Free 12 Day Trip To The World's Fair in
October. Ten Free Votes For Those Who Put Their Name In By 5
o'clock Friday.

Read Up

Read Down

BROOKLIN LINE
Due 6:30 P.M.
Lv. ROCKLAND
Lv. 3:15 P.M.
Due BROOKLIN

1 ■££££?

the
M< hitable i Nurse dr Noursei Morse
1 who had sons Joseph, Calvin and
1 Jonathan, who settled tn Union. Me .
around 1800. I understand you have
' a genealogical department in your
, paper, and if you could favor me with
the addresses of any of the present
Morse descendants, either sons or
daughters, descendants. I shall fully
: appreciate your kindness.
Charles A Towne
626 Courtland ave.. Park Ridge. Ill.
Perhaps some of our readers may
be able to supply this information,
sending to the paper or to the in! quirer's address as above.—Ed.

ROTARY-FORTY GOLF

Daylight Saving Time

The Annual Match Takes Place Sat
urday of the Present Week

FARES GREATLY REDUCED

Saturday at the Country Club will
see staged another of those matches
' between the golfers of the city's two
service clubs, the Rotarians and the
I Portyites.
The list of contestants include the
following players as they will be
matched, the first name as printed
representing Rotary, the second name
DAILY TRIPS
6.30 A. M. and 2.00 P. M. (E. S. T.) his Forty contestant:
John Lund-E. R. Veazle; A W.
$4 One Way: $7.20 Round Trip
Foss-E. L. Scarlott; A. C. McLoonBE SI RE YOU'RE SAFE
E B. Howard; H. E. Robinson-W. H.
Ride Only in Buses Operating
Under Railroad Standards of ’ Glendenning; W. S. Rounds-Everett
j Munsey; W. C. Ladd-J. H McLoon;
Safety and Responsibility.
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel, | A. C. Peterson-F H. Orne; A. L.
Chisholm Bros, and R. R. Station
1

For reservations apply

ROCKLAND WHARF

BOSTON

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE
ENROLLMENT FOR SEPTEMBER
NOW BEING MADE
Latest Equipment and Courses in Secretarial Science

Maine Central Trans. Co.
TEL. 92

94-96

Lena K. Sargent, Principal

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
Hours Daily 8.30 to 1 2 Noon

JACK GREEN’S
94-104

.

Oakland Park
TONIGHT
RAFNELL

GEORGIANS

EDDIE FERRY, Star Comedian

TUESDAY—LEO DOUCETTE and His BAND
95-lt

Wrapped Caramels, lb 15c
1 lb Box Chocolates,
25c
1 lb. Pep’mint Patties, 25c
Our Ire Cream Parlor Always Open
Comer Main and Pleasant Streets
92-105

PHILIP’S
HAT CLEANER
Opposite Strand Theatre
Don't Wear An Old Drooping Ilat
When You Can Have Yours
Panama's

Cleaned and Blocked

for 75c
90Th-tf

49-tf

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize en Chimes and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
—,
Now Located at

HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Roekland

DANCE

OUT FOR ANOTHER WAR

Miliar Training and Propaganda Point To It In Germany,

other Definite Success

Says Dr. J. Asbury Pitman
“Germany is out for another war Tyrol. The country's population is
now not much larger than that of
You can feel it everywhere."
So declared Dr. J. Asbury Pitman Massachusetts, and its territory is
__ ...
...
. _ .
., not much larger than that of New
president of the State Teachers Eng,and. An Austrjan professor
College In Salem. Mass, in a talk told me that his country realized
before the Rcckland Lions Club yes after three months of war that it was
on the wrong track and would have
terday noon.
Dr. Pitman spent last summer in
vThey f**1, °Ver
....
’ there that, the treaty was not one
Europe visiting ten eourltries knd of understanding but. of coercion.
absorbing all the information he President Wilson did not know the
could possibly obtain on matters of conditions in Europe."
social, political and educational In- ,.In
when Dr. Pitman
, i discussed the possibility of another
terest. His prominence In the edu- war he was inevitably
..Thf,re !i
cattonal world proved the open always Germany to fear." "One
sesame to a vast fund of first hand ' enjoys meeting Germans.” said Dr
knowledge, and this was greatlv Pltman' “*»ut In uniform the German
augmented by the opportunity he I *s ,o ,3e feare<l"
had of meeting men of great proml- \ Ita'y u,ldpr Mussolini ls building
nence at the 26 Rotary meetings tn a
potentlal^army;^everybody U In
uniform. Including the children
the ten countries.
"I am for Mussolini—in Italy"—
And in tile latter connection he
touched upon the exclusiveness of said Dr. Pitman. "He is certainly
Rotary membership in foreign coun giving the kind of administration
tries. He found very few members they need, expect and want. Hitler
who do not occupy highest positions hasn't the ability or sense of Mus
in their various professions and solini and his reign will be short.
"England has a more cordial at
lines of business, and the most im
portant test of all is social qualifi titude toward Oermany than tt does
toward America. It fears her po
cations.
Dr. Pitman told of the effect of litically and commercially."
Speaking of the war debts. Dr
the war upon Germany, "It is build
ing up a popular sentiment for war" Pitman said: "We’re not going to
he said, "and propagahda is as mucn collect—at least not much."
A guest at yesterday's meeting
current, as it was in war times. The
Germans profess to see danger from was William Tarbox, assistant mana
Poland but there is no possibility ger of Hotel McAlpin of New York,
that I could see of an attack through who may be one of the Lions speak
that source. The Germans feel that ers during his summer vacation.
England had no moral right, to op
A firm advertised for a stenogra
pose their passage through Belgium.
“ ‘We didn’t completely lose In the pher and next morning was over
last war.' one man told me. adding whelmed with applicants. The office
boy was told to admit no more.
'we'll do better next time.'
Shortly after this an aggressive
“I saw plenty of military training
in Germany. The world needs to lady arrived, and pushing her way
worry about it, and is worrying. As past the others, demanded to .see the
to economic conditions Germany is boas By this time the office boy had
infinitely bettor off than England. 1 grown deaf to all protestations, and
I did not once see a beggar there. | had but one answer.
“Austria was completely dlsmem- j "Not today, madam," he said,
bered and is feeling exceedingly dis- ' "But I’m his wife.”
tressed. They have an annual day
"Not today, madam." was the Inof mourning for the loss of South exorable answer.—Boston Transcript.

AT COMMUNITY HALL
SPRUCE HEAD

SILSBY’S

SAT. NIGHT, AUG. 12

SATURDAY SPECIAL

Music by RHYTHM KINGS
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard Time
Square and Round Dances
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c
62Th-tf

FANCY PLANT POTS, 95c
WITII CHINESE OR JAPANESE RUBBER PLANTS, $1.19

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP,
ROCKLAND, ME.

371 Main Street

The Curtis Memorial Concert
course opened auspiciously Tuesday
when an audience drawn from rep
resentative musicians and music de
votees of Camden and adjacent
towns, and from the summer colo
nies. gathered in (he Camden Opera
House to pay tribute to the art of
four brilliant artists Mine. Lea Luboshutz. violinist; Mme Isabelle
Vengerova and Boris Goldovsky,
pianists; and Felix Salmond, cellist.
The stage with its rich velvet
hangings, enhanced only by two bou
quets. roses and gladioli, and an
attractively shaded floor lamp,
formed an admirable setting. Mme.
Luboshutz wore ivory white, a soft
material which fell in long graceful
lines; her only Jewels were diamonds
In her ears. Mme. Vengerova's gown
was of black silk and white lace
The program, though rich and
meaty, was received by the audience
with rapt attention, the great art of
the performers convincing where
the content of the music failed, It
was;
Trio No. 4 In B-flat Major for piano,
violin and vtollncello ....................
Ludwig von Beethovan
Allegro con brio
Adagio Theme with variations
Mme Luboschutz. Mr Salmond. Mr.
Ooldovsky
Passacaglla
Haenden-Halvorson-Press
Mme Luboschutz. Mr. Salmond
Trio In A Minor Op 50.
.........................
P. I. Tschalkowsky
(In memory of a great artist)
For piano, violin and vlollncello
Pezzo etegtaco
Tenia con Varlaztonl
Varlazlone Finale « Coda
Mme. Vengerova, Mme Luboschutz.
Mr. Salmond

The Beethoven trio, splendidly per
formed, was entirely typical of the
composer—the elaboration of con
necting links, in thematic develop
ment. fertility In Incidental modula
tions and freshness of rhythms.
There was that. Intensity and fervor
of subjective emotion which pervades
his works. One critic has said:
“As specimens of what can be done
in thematic treatment, his variations
on given themes are a ne plus ultra
of musical ingenuity." Listening to
the second movement of the trio, one
could appreciate that the theme de
velopments were not mere rhapso
dies. but the spontaneous elabora
tion of a teeming invention. It
i must be remembered that Beethoven
ls still reverenced as the greatest, in
strumental composer of all times.
"Passacaglia" was given an In
spired rendition, particularly the
portion with its exquisite legato and
i rich double stopping
The Tchaikowsky trio was an ad
mirable foil for the Beethoven trio.
Here the dignity and subjective
emotion of the latter burst forth

mremdty. poignant tenderness and
ingenuousness,
melancholy.
The
three artists gave a memorable per
formance of this magnificent, com
position.
Luboschutz played with her usual
artistry—colorful tone, expert bow
ing. subtle shading and perfection of
technique. It would be difficult to
find a more graceful violinist. She
is entirely free of many of the ugly
mannerisms which some violinists
seem to regard as necessary to their
equipment. Salmond also displayed
outstanding artistry, particularly In
his handling of the more delicate
passages. Goldovsky was convincing
in his work, showing power and
understanding. Vengerova's work In
the Tchaikowsky trio was magnifi
cent—her art seems to embrace all
the attributes of planistic skill—brilj liance, technique, color, assurance.
i It might be remarked that in each
instance the trio artists displayed
subtle sympathy in ensemble.
A feature of the concert of Aug.
18 will be a group of violin solos by
Mme. Luboschutz. Arrangements for
| single tickets may be made by call
ing the Camden Drug Co.

Harold Joyce, a quartermaster on
the U.S.S. Mojave now stationed at
Boston Navy Yard, is enjoying a few
days' leave of absence, which he ls
spending with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Alden P. Joyce. 89 Union street,
and his daughter, Miss Mona Joyce
of Whitinsville. Mass Mr Joyce was
formerly a member of the Kickapoo's
crew.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week
The loss of these tastes Is a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

THE DREAMS AHEAD
What would we do In this world of ours.
Were It not for the dreams ahead?
For thorns are mixed with the bloom
ing flowers,
No matter which path we tread.

And each of us has hls golden goal.
Stretching far Into the years;
And ever he climbs with a hopeful soul,
With alternate smiles and tears.
That dream ahead ls what holds him up
Through the storms of a ceaseless
fight:
When hls lips are pressed to the worm
wood’s cup
And clouds shut out the light.

To some it’s a dream of high estate
To some It’s a dream of wealth;
To some It's a dream of truce with Fate
In a constant search for health.
To some It's a dream of home and wtfe;
To some It's a crown aoove;
The dreams ahead are what make each
life—
The dreams—and faith and love!
- Edwin Carlisle Utaey.
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

If ye low me, keep my command- t
ments.—John 14 15.

FINANCING THT HOSPITAL

THE SAME STORY

‘You’re In Tlie Army Now!’

♦

NOTICING j

VEGETABLE SALADS ...
FRUIT SALADS...
EGG SALADS^

"Finnan Haddie" is Again the
Winner In the HAJ Races

At Camden
Have any of thia paper's
readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—

The finance committee of the Knox
County General Hospital has given j
much study to Ute conditions grouped [ THAT the book you're wanting at
about the financial side of thc insti- the Public Library seems to be Ute
tutlons activities, as they present book that everybody else is wanting
themselves ln its work of relief to the ) at the same time,
community served. There are liabili- I
«♦
ties to be dealt with, against which THAT the way the Chisox go on
There stand accounts unpaid by winning games in the Big Five league
patients bills which if' liquidated
brought forward the suggestion
would meet every liability and leave that they be given a handicap, like
a handsome sum in treasury. A chief golfers at thc Country Club,
proportion of these accounts is the
outgrowth of what is loosely designate
THAT only a few know that that
ed as charity cases--that is. thc
P‘«*
WOTk above lll(‘
patients aw Uken on under condi- Snow Marine Co. store was once the
tions largely of emergency, the after figure-head of the batUeship Sabine
reading of which disclose but small «*»
ln
War
1812<9 ♦
expectation of payment frequently
THAT there is a great deal of
none at all.
,
Two phases of a plan the commitonc by motorists along
Old County road, known as The
tee has decided upon. One relates to
,
Highlands, causing much fear to!
a systematic drive for the securing i,
,
...
.___ ...
householders, as there are many
of whatever may be possible from 1
,,
_ _ small children in this section,
these frozen accounts. The second
wlll sec the field organized for the
„
5".,
.
.
. >.
THAT roller skating fans are
creation of what shall be known as
„
.
..
.. counting thc days till the reopening
a Charity Fund, county-wide in ite
’
'
,
. of the Spanish Villa rink.
application, for the meeting of
contingences arising out of such cases
wrybody u chp€r_
as above glanced at. The contribuabldJng by
tions to this fund shall be yearly and
fvervbody can defme
none will be asked to give to it an
amount greater than can be easily j raAT
u about
to hpar lf
spared from the family budget.
chariic Rlchardaon
Hobbs or
This is merely' to suggest what the comeone else is going to be the new
committee has in hand to present to y g Marshaj
the public ln full detail, in a future
.
issue of this paper—a plan, the com THAT the new tennis court on the
mittee believes, easy to make practi high school grounds has served to
cal and that will be approved and increase the popularity of that splen
supported by the community.
did outdoor game in Rockland.

“Finnie Haddie" is continuing its
winning streak ln thc Camden HAJ
races, being again the winner in
Monday's contest, Miss Henry's
craft went over the Tu-mile course
in 1 hr. 17 min. 37 sec., her closest
competitor being "Tide" which
crossed the line 40 seconds lal.rr.

THAT the road through Waldo
boro is now a fine stretch of high
One of the great figures ln Ameri way. but that eventually a cement
can newspaper history, as he is de surface will vastly improve it
scribed by his contemporaries, has
4
recently passed off the stage in the
THAT while this is not a political
death of Chester H. Lord of the New year the June primaries are only ten
York Sun. who was ite managing edi- j months away, which is close enough,
tor, in the days of Charles A. Dana THAT the construction of twentywhen the Sun was recognized as thc one new warships will mean lots of
best written newspaper in the coun- trials for the Rockland course in
try. Many stories of his life and 1934 and 1935.
achievements are being narrated.
4 <9
There Is one that may be designated THAT there now remain less than
as associa tional.
four weeks of Twilight League baseOn a summer midnight <this was ball, and fans should not miss this
some years agoi there came a thun- good sport,
dering alarum upon the street door. f
♦ <8>
the noise continuing until the night- THAT the ladies of our city for the
rcbed writer of this present narra- chief part seem shy of the game of
tive. thus violently summoned from
which is surprising, considerhis slumber, leaned out of window uig »hat a good thing it is for the
• like Barbara Frietschiei and ad figger.
♦ <9
dressed a gentleman standing upon
THAT what the people would like
the doorstep below.
"Good evening”—meaning midnight to have in the place of the diaphone
—was the cordial response. “This is a fine alarm that will announce in
is Chester H. Lord of the New York "ords the location of the blaze, inSun. just passing through your city and £ttad
making you count the blasts
temporarily in need of funds—twenty- at night and forgetting what they
five dollars, let us say—and I come 'tand for.
to you as a fellow newspaper man for
*
the trifling loon, which naturally you
THAT golden glows are now being
wlll be glad to advance me."
, addfd lo the season s attractive
Thc situation was eloquent with co'orlngs.
embarrassment. There, holding in
*
speech one somewhat diaphoncusly
™AT ,he wel1 for »**’«*’• first
clad, was one of the best known men | ’elf-service elevator is being dug in
of his craft, faultlessly dressed, of ner first fi^'^ apartment buildengaging speech, and in need of
lhe oW Courier-Gazette blew at
funds, as might occur with any New the Brook.

NEW and
imoothar mayonnaiie by CAIN . . .
lendt enchanting piquancy and flavor to
your favorite taladi... be they of chick
en, lobster, luscious fruits, or crisp, fresh
vegetables from the gardenl To know
how good salads can be ... try them
with Cain's MASTERMIXT Mayonnaise.

1 Finnan Haddie — Henry, Julia. 1
hr. 17 min. 37 sec.
2 Tide—Watson. J.. 1 hr. 18 min.
sec.
3. Katana II—Ratta. Wm. J. Jr.
hr. 18 min 33 sec.
4. Flicker II—Boss. Betsy. 1 hr.
min 5 sec.
5. Hl-E-Pus II—Chase. J.. 1 hr.
min 19 sec
6 Wildflower—Hutchins. A . 1 hr.
min 25 sec.
7 Viking—Hutchlna. J. O 4 hr.
rain 29 see
Fin—Borland. C. B.„ 1 hr. 21 min.
Bubbles III—Oood John. 1 hr. 21 min.
58 sec.
Thousand Eyes—Gribbel, W. O.. 1 hr.
22 min. 01 sec.
Vixen—Chatfield. W H.. 1 hr. 22 min.
07 sec.
Peasaza—Taylor, W. 1 hr 23 min. 8
see.
«
Twells III—Sailer. Betty. 1 hr. 23 min.
11 sec.
Time—Watson. ■ A. .. 1 hr. 23 min. 14

Crag—Osgood. A., 1 hr. 24 min. 13 sec.

/. 7’

STRAND THEATRE

V Az

Clive Brook George Raft. Alison
Skipworth and Helen Vinson are co
featured in "Midnight Club," plcturization of E. Phillips Oppenheun's
melodrama of that title showing
Friday.
The story is a breathless, rapid-fire

$

•

■

♦e

IIE WANTED A LOAN

Every-Other-Day
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tale of London society, upperworld i however, and the developments from
and underworld, and centers about that time on are highly dramatic.
With motors tuned up, lucky pieces
the efforts of an American detective 1 all polished, steel nerves prepared for
to break up a great Jewel-theft ring new teste, Hollywood's battalion of
whfch has been preying with im death, the stunt flyers, spreads its
punity on lords and commoners alike. j wings once more in "Flying Devils,"
' having ite showing on Saturday,
Much of the action of the piece takes (with Eric Linden. Arline Judge.
place ln the supper club which the | Eruce Cabot. Ralph Bellamy and
gang uses as a "front” for ite opera Cliff "Ukclele Ike" Edwards in a
tions. Raft comes here, posing as an , melodrama of the perils and loves of
American crook, and. after outwit ,-tate fair exhibition aviators—adv.
ting Brook and Miss Vinson on sev
Maid (having dropped expensive
eral attempted thefte, gets himself
accepted as a member of the ring. vase)—"Those colored bite will look
His plans go awry when he finds hun- lovely ln the rockery, ma'am. "—Lon
I self falling in love with the girl, don Opinion.

.NRA,
.*.7
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EVERYTHING TO EAT’

w *
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Courtesy New Orleans Item

A REAL LEAGUE RACE

stood firm through lt all. and his
name was Ogier. The new captain
of the Texacos made seven fine as
sists. Keirst handled first sack in

St. George, Rockland and Thomaston Are Closely Bunched flnc st>Ie
For Lead In Twilight League

Rorkland
ab r bh tb po a
Gatti. 3b
4
SAFE AT THIRD
found Its duplicate in M. Simmons', preeman rf .... 2
work.
Stewart, cf ..... 3
He’d stolen third. Jim Casey had.
The score:
*
Ogier, ss .......... 3
He'd pared hls hip extremely bad,
Thomaston
Fowler. If ......... 2
One eye had jiggled out of place.
ab r bh tb po a e Merrill, p ......... 3
The baseman's shoes had spiked his Grafton, lf ....
4 0 0 0 4 0 0 Kierst. lb ........ 3
face.
M. Sawyer, rf
4 0 12 0 0 0
And by a bunk with Shortstop Quinn Hall, lb ........
4 0 11 8 0 1
His abdomen had been stove in;
Ray. cf
2 2 0 0 1 0 0
And yet, while surgeons bathed his I Merender c
4 13 3 9 0 3
25 2 5 5 24 15 2
head
i walker, p _
3 0 11 0 6 O'
Waldoboro
"The man is safe, the umpire said
sawyer, ss
4 0 2 3 2 1 °l
ab r bh tb po a e>!
• • • •
j Felt. 2b ___
4 0 11 0 0 0
Crowell, 3b ...... 3 0 0 0 0 0 o!
Balance Of The Week
Boggs. 2b---- --- 3
—
Thursday—Camden vs. Thomaston
32 3 9 11 24 7 1! Bprns. c .........- 3
Kuhn, lb ......... 3
at Community Park.
George
Friday—St. George at Waldoboro.
Sukeforth. lf .... 3
ab r bh tb po a € Jackson, ss ....... 3
Saturday—Thomaston at Camden.
I Ricker, c .......... 3 0 11 3 1 ol Benner, cf ....... 3
_. ,
..
Davidson, lb .... 2 0 0 0 11 0 0 M. Brewer, rf .... 2
The League Standing
Archer, 2b ..... 4 0 11 0 4 o' Hilton, rf ........ I
St. George 1s leading Rockland by M Simmons, cf 4 0 0 0 4 0 01 Anderson, p .... 3
only half a game and Thomaston is Westberg. p .... 3 0 11 0 3 0
only half a game behind Rockland, so White. 3b ........ 4 0 12 1 1 o
1 4 5 21 10 3
it looks as though the second half of Monaghan, lf .... 2 0 0 0 2 0 0! Rockland ........ 1 0000 1 0 x—2 j
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0—11
the season would provide a real race, I. Simmons, rf 3 0 11 0 0 0 Waldoboro
Hopkins, ss
3 0 0 0 3 1 1
after all. The standing;
Two-base hit. Sukeforth, Base on I
- balls, off Anderson 1. 8truck out. by
W
L
PC.
St. George ........... 5
2
.714
28 0 5 6 24 10 1! Merrill 5, by Anderson 5. Sacrifice I
0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0—3 ! hits. Freeman. Flanagan. Double)
Rockland ........... 4
2
666 Thomaston
600
Two-base hits. M. Sawyer, I. play. Gatti. Chaples and Kierst. Um-1
Thomaston .......... 3
2
250 Eawyer. White. Base on balls, off plres. Williams and Frye. Scorer.
Waldoboro ............ 1
3
003 Walker 3. off Westberg 2. Struck j Winslow.
Camden ............... 0
4
• • • •
out, bv Walker 9. bv Westberg 3.
<9 ♦
Yorker on a summer trip to Maine.
Sacrifice hits. Walker. Davidson 2.
THAT some persons like to hear
The St. oeorge management anThomaston 3. SL George 0
Hit by pitcher. Monaghan. I. Sim
Over the windowsill arrangements
that 9 45 p m. locomotive whistling
these coming games
The Twilight League champions mons. Umpires, Black and Quinn nounces
were qulcklj- entered into for the
Aug. 12—Waterville at St. George
while others wonder if half of it were blanked on their own diamond Scorer. Winslow.
ensuing morning. The caller departed.
i (rubber game) 3 p. m.
wouldn't answer just as well.
Aug. 19—Togus at St. George, 3 30
Tuesday night, that rare feat being
The citizen returned to his slumbers
Rockland 2. Waldoboro 1
<9,A
'p. m.
performed by Douglas Walker, aided
When he reported at the hotel early
Muffed flies, wild heaves and fan- 1 Aug. 20—St. George at Togus.
THAT the folks In the rumble scat and abetted by a smooth-running
next day nobody to qualify as his
tastlc baserunning furnished a sug-, Aug. "Si—Augusta
___ ___________
Millionaires at
try to appear as though they were Thomaston machine which showed Res
tion of the old Aldcrbush Leagu- St. Oeorge (rubber game) 3 p. m.
midnight visitor was to be found.
enjoying it. but the public continues an enthusiasm and pep calculated to, days, but these mishaps were few
Who he was, thc real Chester H.
to be skeptical.
encourage any pitcher.
, and far between, and did not detract
In St George last night the AuLord was not able to discover. But
Walker was in top form and shot
gmta MUlionaiTes’defeated the locals
4> 4
it was no new thing, he admitted, for
i .
r
. i game, which ended entirely to the ®
THAT the fishermen angling for the ball across thc plate as if it had ^t^uon of t.he Texacos.
7 to 6. Ricker was forced from the
New York editors to have thetr names
Far a second time within a week
in thf‘ ««"*•
smelts off Glover wharf declare that been a bullet out of a gun. Hc had
thus made use of.
they're by no means so plentiful as an excellent partner on the receiving that popular Augusta hurler. Mer
STARKETT-SPEAR REUNION
end ln the person of Merender, one ! rill, had the upper hands of W«lthey used to be a few years ago.
Sukeforth. the ex-BrookAS TO THE SEAGULL
of the two recruits from the Nut- doboro.
<9 <9
lynlt.e being the only visitor to get a | Thc annual reunion of the Star------THAT citizens who give thought to meg State, who also distinguished reai honest to goodness hit off him.1 rett-Spear families will be held Aug
This arraignment of the seagull is tucjj matters continue to hope that himself at the bat by making three Praise must also be given the Wal- 17 at Reunion Grove Farm, Warren,
not without elements of gravity1 slow-down signs may be set up at singles in a row He made one of doboro pitcher. Anderson, who held ' if pleasant; if stormy at the CongrcThomaston's three scores, and the Rockland to five singles. It was cer-, gatlonal Chapel.
which it is possible to believe may end that dangerous Shcrer's Corner.
[ .. . .
J
Lr „
tainly a well pitched game.
)
Elizabeth B Robinson, Sec.
other two were made by hls fellow
A pair oj errors and Stewart's |
in thc withdrawal of that legal pro
<9 4>
95-lt
timely single gave Rockland a soore
tection which some years ago was
THAT when it comes to red bams 1 Nutmegian, Ray.
Going back to the subject of pitch- ' in the first inning, while a dropped
written into thc statute books. Previ Scuthcnd folks call attention to one
LIGHT FAMILY
ing nobody should feel offended If throw at A”1 ba~e an<? Merrill s sinous to that time the bird had been they have, on Mechanic street.
ur ,, .
, v . sle provided the other. Literally
I the wr.ter calls Walkers work abou. an(j flgUratively Merrill won his own
The annual reunion of the Light
an outlaw, with every man's gun
<9 <9
the
best
sample
that
has
been
seen game.
family will be holden at the home
against him. His picturesqueness as THAT Rear Admiral Ncrney who
in this league tne present summer.
A wild throw by Flanagan, on top of W. W. Light, Washington, Aug. 20.
a graceful creature of the air and a has Just died was originator of the Wes’herg was on the slab for St. of Sukeforth's double, furnished the Basket lunch. All descendents of thc
utilitarian value in the line of scav custom which Rockland observes Oeorge doing hls best to stop Thom- only Waldoboro score.
Light family cordially urged to be
While things were looking bad for present.
enging, made for him fr>6nds in the each Memorial Day of strewing 1 aston's onset, but he was in trouble
Lotta Jones, Sec.
i in all but two innings, and the gcod t.he home tcam last night one man ] 95-96
courts of legislation. Thereafter you flowers on the harbor waters.
work of the St. George team kept
shot him under peril of statutory law.
the score down.
But there are other sides to the sea THAT however well you know a
The shut-out was menaced in thc
gull which the poet, recording hls thing, when a question about lt ls last inning when Hall dropped Walk- ,
er’s throw and men reached second
graceful passages of the air, does not suddenly plumped at you, your mind and third. Walker hove 'em just a j
exploit. The fishermen and the registers a total blank.
bit faster after that, and Ivan Sim
Here’s sure relief!
mons fanned for the third out.
yachtsmen have views upon which
■9 <9
Thomaston's
flrst
score
came
ICED SALADA TEA, costing
they enlarge; also the farmer, whose THAT a diaphone contest, White ' about in a curious manner, Ray
fertilized lands and crops suffer from Head and Rockland, might appeal to walked. Walker bunted, and in the
three cents a quart (including
the visitation of the flocks with what the sporting population, our own peo attempt to nab him at second both
men
were
safe.
Merender
laid
down
all ingredients) cools, refreshes
thc poet Aldrich called their petulent ple being confident that Rockland's
a bunt, which three men started for.,
cry; these value the bird from other can outblart any diaphone on the and nobody got. The ball rolled
and stimulates.
provoklngly into t.he outfield and
angles. Wc should judge that Com coast.
Flay scored. The other two runs i
<«■ ❖
missioner Crie had something of a
THAT now phlox Is much ln the were made on Ray's walk, Walker's}
business in hand to effect a popular
sacrifice, Merender's single and L
conclusion of the matter. Our own Picture, Just take a run up Middle I Sawyer's double.
Eb. Grafton, one of the league's
view is that public opinion will favor, •street and
tlw* purple manifestabest batters had hard luck in this
wlthdrawal of Ihe protection now tion of 11 in tlle always attractive game, but made up for it by fou1'
(gardens of the Misses Burpee.
given the seagull by the laws.
beautiful catches; a situation which
522-A

mixNj

n< f

UDoanuKr
FANCY NATIVE

POTATOES
Peck ^1c

FOREQUARTERS

POUND

LAMB

9
21c

Pound

LAMB LEGS,

NATIVE FRYING OR ROASTING
; 25^

lb

CHICKENS,

SOUPS

FANCY FATTED FOWL, lb 20c

TOMATO OR VEGETABLE

LEAN HAMBURG

5Cans 25*

LEAN STEWING BEEF,
LEAN STEWING LAMB,

SWIFT'S
ARROW BORAX

SOAP
10
FRED'S HOME-MADE

2fc 25

ROASTING PORK,
BEST CUTS CHUCK ROAST,
BONELESS POT ROAST,

lb
lb
lb

12c
12c
18c

i

a d'

NEWLY CORNED BONELESS BRISKET,
NEWLY CORNED THICK RIB,
lb
NEWLY CORNED MIDDLE RIB,

lb

JOHNNY (TAMAN) WEISSMULLER says •—
IBOy5!6IRL5!6ETMyNEW
2

(ACTION PHOTO OF THE'CRAWL”

i FOR THE TOP OFA PACKAGE

COOKIES
SUGAR,
MOLASSES, HERMITS

Dozen

18‘

8c

6c,

OF

PKG.

WW£AT/£S,MAILED

25*

TO MANUFACTURER.

SPECIALS!!

SPECIALS!

3 for
5 for
quart
lb

LARGE RIPE CANTALOUPE,
FANCY JUICY GRAPEFRUIT,
MIRACLE WHIP,
FANCY MILD CHEESE,

29c
25c
25c
19c

B. A G.

BEANS
YELLOW EYE, PEA.
KIDNEY

JELL-0

0

3

ORan«Juvor

2Cans 25c

HOT?

CALUMET

BAKING
POWDER
Lk29
PIE PLATE FREE

FREE RUNNING SALT,
FORMOSA OOLONG TEA,
ORANGE PEKOE TEA,
SHREDDED COCOANUT,
WAX PAPER,

2 pkgs.
lb
lb
lb
2 rolls

13c
21c
29c
21c
15c

FREE 2 full size packages

ROYAL VANILLA PUDDING
•with every % lb- canister of

Chase & Sanborn’s

Tender Leaf Tea, at—

39^

Every-OtHir-Day
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An ardent baseball fan and loyal
supporter of hls home team is Pa
trolman E. U. Price, wbo as usual, ls
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
devoting his annual vacation to purAug. 10—Tenants Harbor—Sale, supper cult of thc Twilight League games.

Page Three

TALK OF THE TOWN

Men! We won’t be able to
duplicate this value again!
$

25

00

MEN’S SUITS!
1 and 2 Trouser Styles

Other Talk of the Town on Page 7.
The Oklahoma Indian team will
play at Togus Sunday and with it
will be Jim Thorpe of Olympic sports
fame.

It seems to have been a short sum
mer at Knox Trotting Park. The
shutters are up again on the grand
stand.

Mrs Alexander Browne will be in
charge of the supper at the Under
croft of St. Peter's church Saturday,
from 5 to 7.
Eminent Sir Arthur F Wisner has
been elected treasurer of Claremont
Commandery, K. T., in place ot
George W Smith, deceased.

Single and double breasted

Worsteds, serges, twists in smart new

styles.

colors and patterns!

Regular and special sizes to fit every size and

Every suit faultlessly hand-tailored.

shape.

Collars, lapels, coat fronts, trouser tops, hand
worked.

Silk-like cclanese linings.

Rich new

browns, grays, blues, and oxford-grays.

To Conform with the NRA
Beginning Monday,
Aug. 14, our store will
open at 6.30 and close
at 5.30, except Satur
days when we shall be
open till 8.30 p. m.

FANCY NATIVE FOWL,

lb

22c

FANCY LGE. ROASTING CHICKENS,

lb

28c

FANCY NATIVE BROILERS,

lb

28c

FORWARD QUARTERS BEST LAMB, lb
If Boned,
lb

10c
12c

Native Vegetables are now at their best and reason
able in price. We receive most of our v<^etables
fresh daily. Telephone Peas, Beans, Corn, Cauli
flower, Beets, Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips, Spinach-

NATIVE POTATOES,

-

peck

J. A. JAMESON CO.

The Pirate and Sniper game will
be played tomorrow night at 6 p. m.
at Community Park. The Pirates in
vade South Thomaston Sunday.
Thc Waterville ball team which de
feated St. Oeorge 2 to 0 in Water
ville .Sunday, plays a return game at
the Martinsville grounds Saturday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.
The No 1 team from Perry's Mar
ket defeated a Rockport team in
Rockport Mondav night 13 to 12. Bill
Fester, the Marketeer pitcher was
possessed of his old cunning.

Elliot Brewer has sold two lots on
South street to Mrs Pearl F < Mes
senger i Adlbahr of Malden and Mrs
Millie H. Stevens of Rockland, who
will each erect a bungalow there.

Leslie W. Burns, a former Knflx
County boy, is now located in Detroit.
Mich. "I enjoy reading your paper
very much; it reminds me of my
childhood days," he writes.

GREGORY’S

45c

WE GIVE

Sergeant Karl Black of the U. S.
Army Signal Corps, stationed in
Washington, ls home on a month’s
furlough 30 days of which will be
devoted to talking “short wave" with
Ken White.
The August meeting of the Past
Grands and Past Noble Orands As
sociation of Knox and Lincoln Coun
ties will take place Wednesday Aug.
16. at Community Sweet Shop, with
supper at 6:30.

When jurors are drawn for the No
vember term of Superior Court Clerk
Griffin will issue 20 venires Instead
of the usual 30, this being In the
interest of economy, and because re
cent sessions have been able to get
along with only one Jury.
Monday's alarm from Box 29 was
for a chimney fire at Oeorge Russell’s
house on Bellevue street. Word
r( ached Central Fire Station that
the house was ablaze, but after lay
ing 1200 feet of hose the firemen
found that somebody had been un
duly excited.

After the dance and after thc show
happy people always go to Sim's Shop,
Park St., member N.R.A.—adv.
Awnings will have to be much
higher immediately. We have sev
eral bolts of high grade cloth, bought
on the low market, wc will sell at the
old bottom prices if ordered at once.
Buy now for the hot days of August
and September and for next year.
Terms cash. Rockland Awning Co.
Phone 1262-W, 16 Willow St. 94-96

s IMONTON
DEPARTMENT STORE ’_

GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
S. & II. GREEN

and entertainment. Baptist Church
Aug. 10-11-Waldoboro—"Heads Up."
Wiley Post, aviation hero is to fly
presented by Methodist Home Makers
Society.
from Portland to Bangor one week
Aug. 10-lJ-Rockport—Carnival and
from Saturday, and it's a cinch he
Regatta.
Aug. 11—Thomaaton—Illustrated lec wlll touch at the Rockland Airport.
ture by Com. Donald B. McMillan, And here's hoping that Mayor Rich
auspices American Legion.
Aug. 12—Llmerock Valley Pomona ardson doesn't forget hls last name.
Grange holds held meeting with Penob
scot View Grange at Glencove.
"It was a great many years ago,"
Aug 18 - Martinsville — Ladles Circle raid Capt. Charles' W. Jenkins ln The
annual sale at Grange hall.
Aug. 16-17—"Breezin' Along" at Lib Courler-Oazette office the other day,
“but I can distinctly remember when
erty.
Aug 17—Concert at the Universallst James Paul of
Rockport drove
Church.
Aug. 17—Warren—Annual midsummer through that town a circus band
wagon drawn by 40 horses. Messrs.
concert at Warren Baptist Church.
Aug. 18—Camden—Concert at opera Berry ana Churchill of Rockport also
house. Curtis Memorial series.
witnessed that thrilling spectacle."
Aug. 21-24—Eastern Maine Fair, Ban
Perhaps thee werc others: lf so let's
gor.
Aug. 22-23—Tenant's Harbor. St George hear something more about it.
Lodge. I O O F . presents three act come
dy. "Aren’t We All ";
An invitation Is extended to all
Aug. 23—Thomaston—Annual fair of
American Legion and Auxiliary, on the lccal flower growers and garden de
Mall.
votees to exhibit ln the annual flower
Aug. 23—Thirteenth annual State
Held meeting of Knox Academy of Arts show of the Rockland Oarden Club,
to take place Thursday. Aug. 24. at
and Sciences at Knox Arboretum.
Aug. 24—Rockland Garden Club an the Universallst vestry. Specifica
nual flower show.
tions were shltovn In detail in Tues
Aug. 24-25—Play "Hay Fever" at high
school auditorium. Public Library bene day's Issue, and while these will be
strictly adhered to, the show will by
fit.
Aug. 28—Camden—Third osneert of no means be in a professional class.
Curtis Memorial series.
Aug. 30—Kitty McLaughlin In concert It wlll be for amateur gardeners, and
a generous response is hoped for.
at the Congregational Church
Sept. 2—Eleventh annual fair of Sim Anyone wishing special information
onton Community Association
Is asked to commurlicate with Mrs
Sept. 4—Labor Day.
Arthur P. Lamb; tel. 302..
^pt.4-9—All Maine Fair. Lewiston.
Sept. 10—Day of prayer for No-Repeal
forces.
Sept. 11—8peclal 8tate election.
GOVERNOR TO SPEAK
8ept. 26-28—North Knox Fair. Union. |
Oct. 3-5—Lincoln County Fair. Dam
ariscotta.
Gov. Louis J. Brann Is to
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair
ipeak at the Held meeting of I
COMING REUNIONS
Llmerock Valley Pomona Grange
Aug. 16—Calderwood family at William
at Penobscot View Grange hall,
Kennedy'a. Waldoboro.
Aug. 16—Slmmona family at W. J.
Glencove, Saturday. Music by
Bryant's. Union Common
thr Wessaweskeag Grange Rand.
Aug. 15—Smalley family at home of
Mrs. Amelia Taylor. Tenant's Harbor.
The meeting will commence at
Aug. 17—Starrett-Spear families at
Reunion Grove. Warren
10 a. m. Take picnic lunch and
Aug 17—Oilchrest family at St. George
coffee cups. Coffee will be
Grange hall.
Aug. 18- Norwood-Carroll families at | served free; Gov. Brann will
Jefferson Lake.
Aug 20—Light family at home of W. | i peak; also officers of Maine
W Light. Washington
State Grange.
All Grange
Aug. 24—Hoffses reunion at Faille
Farm. North Cushing
members and friends are In
Aug 30—Hills family fiftieth reunion
1KA1.
at the home of Frank Lenfest In Union.. - Vvited.

WEATHER
This early morning's story deals
briefly with amethystine skies, no
vestige of even the wispiest of clouds
and the wind so gentle ln Its mind as
scarcely to be able to show by the
Baptist vane that there is any wind
blowing at all A day, you would say
at once, to be dedicated to picnics and
every sort of excursion—and recom
mended for that purpose by the
Weatherman, who observes that
August is nearly half gone from his
calendar pad. Astronomers say that
tonight and1 nights following will
occur thc annual showers of Perseld
meteors, little fellers but worth see
ing. Early temperature 65 and ris
ing.

Newest Models.
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410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND W

STAMPS

ASK FOR
S. A II. GREEN
STAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

*
w

Week-End Specials
ONE LOT, 80 SQUARE PERCALE DRESSES,

$1.00

(The price has not been advanced on these)

ONE LOT LATEST STYLE HOUSE DRESSES,

$L59

ONE LOT NEW BROADCLOTH HOUSE DRESSES, $1.98
For that Vacation Trip or back to School

Fine Luggage at
Moderate Prices
General Purpose Trunks, Steamer Trunks,
Wardrobe Trunks, Visiting Cases, WeekEnd Cases, Wardrobe Cases, Hat Boxes
and Bags.

DOMESTIC DEPARTMENT
We suggest early purchases of all needed Dry Goods; prices now at their lowest; new taxes taking effect daily.

J. SIMONTON

CO.-fgJgJgrarareJBJHJaafgfgrarajzrafgnfgmzfafgfamam1

Officers and seamen from H.M.S.
Armour & Co., through the Insti i As Mrs. Helen Chapman, matron ■
Danae, which has been at Bar Har
tute of American Meat Packers of of Golden Rod Chapter, O. E. 8., Is
CARNIVAL OPENS TODAY
bor, have been renewing acquaint
which they are a member, have to be away from home about 10 days,
ance in this city where that ship re
signed the President’s re-employ all business pertaining to the
Rockport’s annual carnival
cently made a week's stay, Several
ment agreement and the certificate chapter should be transacted with
opens today with weather man's
of them were guests of Mr. and Mrs
Maude Blodgett, associate
cf compliance, and ln return have Mrs
auspicious promise of continued
Austin Brewer, Spring street.
been given the NR.A. insignia and j matron. Her telephone call Is 28.
sunshine. Never before has the
Rev. Dr Cornelius Greenway, who placed on the honor roll.
outlook been, so bright for a
MARRIED
ls summering in St. George, and who
The Maine Canners' Association
successful three days for talent
ANDREWS-SIMPSON— At the CongregHhas a national fame as a photograph
St oeorge folks who had tlie held a special meeting at The Thorn
of the highest order has been I tkiliwl personage, Rockland. Auk 5. by
and autograph collector, was a de privilege cf being present, are speak dike yesterday and coincident with
Rev. Walter S. Rounds, Horace An
provided for entertainment,
drew* of Baltimore and Miss Bvelyn
lighted man Tuesday when the mail ing ln happy terms of the party given that session there was a gathering of
the entries in thc regatta in
Slmpeon
of Rockland.
brought him a splendid photo of at Rev. Cornelius Greenway's sum thc blueberry packers, the total at
clude famous race drivers and
President Roo6evelt seated at his mer home at Long Cove Mont\iy tendance being around 75. Henry B.
many athletes and experts from
DIED
White House desk. In addition to night when some 40 guests were en Bird, president of the Maine Canners'
the summer camps and else
HUNT At Waldoboro, Aug. 9. Everett
autographing it President Roosevelt tertained by his illustrated story of Association, was in the chair. Upper
where are to be in the swim
Hunt, aged 66 years. 6 months. Fu
wrote the concluding words of his autograph and photograph collecting. most in the day's discussion was the
neral Friday at 1 o'clock standard at
ming and canoe contests. TTierc
Flanders funeral parlors. Interment
last radio address—"In a new spirit
matter of code procedure. A report of
will be something doing every
In
Rural cemetery.
of the American future." And it was
Charles M. Lawry writes: "Coming the committee sent to the National
minute and all Knox County
ELWELL At Rockland. Aug. 9. Amber
from the Roosevelt courage, develop | home from Westbrook via Lewiston Canners' meeting in Washington was
should be on hand. The regatta
Florlne. daughter of Mr and Mrs.
ing himself from a crippled condition and Augusta Sunday night I met 19 presented by John Baxter of Bruns
Irving I. Elwell, aged 26 years. 6
opens at 1.30 today. The eve
mouths, 7 days. Funeral Friday at 2
into a most active incumbent of thc cars oil each of which only one head wick. The Maine canners are await
ning illumination is especially
o'clock.
Presidential chair that Dr Greenway light was burning How many mo ing the action of the nntlonal organi
attractive this year.
RICHARDS—At South Warren. Aug 7.
drew the text of hls sermon at the torists have noticed how accommo zation and upon receipt of that In
Miss iArtssa Richards, aged 22 years,
Methodist Church last Sunday morn dating and polite the attendants are formation will hasten to comply with
i Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock from the
ing, advising Rockland business men at the filling stations along the road? Presdent Roosevelt's desires. It will
home In Thomaaton.
Meetings to be held at Pentecostal
to gather new courage in time of The matter of adding three feet tc fequire some time to work the matter Tabernacle, Water street, Tuesday, SMALLEY—At Rockland. Aug 9. Emma
M widow of Joshua Smalley, aged 81
depression.
either stde of the Gray road will be out. as the canners have many prob Thursday and Saturday at 8 o'clock.
years. 1 month. 18 day*. I’uneral
a great help I saw a car forced ofl lems which are not to be found in Sunday at 2.30 and 8; Bossa's hall.
at Pine Grove cemetery. Milford. Mass
the
edge
Sunday.
There
Is
a
drop
Friday
at 10 a. m.
other
industries
—
one
of
these
belnR
Friendship,
Wednesday
and
Friday
President Carl R. Gray of thc
At Tenant's Harbor. Aug. 8.
Union Pacific Railroad, who is spend ot about four Inches from the cement that the canning season of a certain at -8; Knox hall. South Thomaston. WHEELER
Nancy J, widow of Sewall A Wheeler,
ing a few days at hts summer home to the gravel and it Is very danger product would differ as to time ac Friday and Sunday at 8. daylight.
aged 88 years. 11 months. 8 days.
Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock from the
"Gray Rocks" in Cushing was a visit ous at thc rate of speed traveled on cording to the locality in which that C. B. Staples, pastor. Everybody
article Is grown.
welcome.
Tenants Harbor Baptist Church
or in the city Tuesday. He sees in this road."
current conditions an encouraging
sign of industrial and business re
covery. while admitting that the
country is passing through a great
national experiment. He expressed
interest, when Informed ln the course
jCcnri/'
of local gossip that the government
may repeal its present protection for
seagulls. ' 'Those are the chaps that
steal my blueberries," said the rail
ffcardvrtt.
road magnate smilingly. President
Gray presents hls usual picture of
vigorous health and is deriving hls
until we learned better
usual enjoyment of the Maine sea
coast despite numerous committee
Until we learned better, we used to mix wood and steel in our car
cares. He goes Sunday to New York
and is uncertain whether he will be
bodies
begt way
make bodies—then.
But the state of the art
able to resume hls Maine vacation.

I---------

r

A Northend correspondent writes:
“If one enjoys seeing fine looking
vegetable and flowt-r gardens h;
should view the premises of Mrs.
Mary E Messer. Mrs. Nellie Bird and
Chauncey Keene also have small gar
dens on thc same lot and scrupu
lously guarded against weeds. Beans,
cucumbers, lettuce, beets, carrots,
etc. are flourishing under constant
and vigilant care.
Nasturtiums,
hollyhocks, snapdragon, dahlias, etc.
are in each bed. besides marigolds
or calendulas twe like thc old-fash
ioned name, marigold of our grand
mother's garden better* and other
ilowers. The canterbury bells, iris
and other earlier flowers have disap
peared Down the street a little way
window boxes show the varicolored
velvety petunias, which attract much
attention; also Ihe tuberose begonias
in Mrs. Cora Williams' boxes, while
Mrs E. B. Richardson has ln a small
bed. some large golden yellow Fterch
or African marigolds, which reflect
the gold of the sunlight”

Tne concert at the Eastern Music
Camp, Lake Messalonskee, Sunday
afternoon at 3:30 will have Paul
White, conductor and violinist from
the Eastman School of Music,
Rochester, N. Y., conducting the
orchestra in a program of American
compositions which will include two
of his own works - Overture, "Youth",
and Three Miniatures - Waltz for
Teenle’s Doll, Hippo Dance and
Mosquito Dance.
Louis Cornell,
musical director at the Camp, and of
the faculty of the New England Con
servatory of Music, will play thc
first movement of thc brilliant
Schumann Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra. Tulsa, Oklahoma, con
tributes to the program two wellknown residents who have adopted
Maine as their summer home.
George Oscar Bowen, director of
music in Tulsa, will be guest conduc
tor of the Camp chorus, and Mr.s.
Bowen, better known to the musical
public as Dorothy Naylor Bowen,
pianist, will be featured with the
band ln Kcttelbey's novelty number.
"The Clock and the Dresden Figures".
Hello friends out of State. Don’t
forget Sim's lobster sandwiches when
in Rockland, Park St. (NR.A.)—adv.

Public supper Saturday, Aug 12,
5 to 7, Undercroft, St Peter's Church.
Baked beans, cold ments, potato and
cabbage salad, rolls, cake, etc; all
for 25 cents.—adv,

haS O^course,

it is more expensive to make an all-steel body thanto

make a wooden frame and nail steel panels on to it.
The bettor waJv ~
volves an initial expenditure of several millions of dollars for new dies,
ihich renders a change very costly. Cars, especially large expensive cars

which are produced in small volume,

cannot afford this, because the dies

cosi as much for one car as for a million. That alone explains why allctooi hodips are not used in all cars.
But our basic policy from the beginning is to make a good car better,
reEaForeexample?Sihen we discarded wood-steel body construction, it

not because we lacked wood.

We still have some thousands of acres of

best hard wood in America.
Economy would urge us to use up the wood
first Ind then adopt the better all-steel body.
But we decided that
S’Xnst, before ve .ade the eban^

Wo could see only one reason for retaining » “ixed wood-and-stool
—nailing the metal on,

strong one-piece whole.

y

instead of welding an all-steel body into a

That reason was.

it would be cheaper

for us.

Our reasons for adopting an all-steel bod, .ere these J

hndv is not much stronger structurally than its wooden frame.
In all
.
rirm climates wood construction weakens with age.
Every used car lot
Xs “idence ot\”s
Bala seeps in bet.een Joints and the .ood decays.

A car may have a metal surface, and yet not be of steel construction.
Under extreme shock or stress the steel body remains intact

dented p

haPSSteel doesCnothnled wood for strength or protection. Wood is fine for
furniture, but not for the high speed vehicles of 1933.
In the Ford body there are no joints to squeak, no seams to era

°F ^he all-steel body is more expensive—to us.

but not to you.

electrically
e?°CtriCal *

By all odds. then, steel bodies seem preferable.
Wheels also have become all-steel.
No one argues
welded one-piece steel wheel, such as the Ford wheel,

one-piece all-steZl°body is the strongest
durable body made.

August 7,

1933

needs to

safest

quietest, most

That is our only reason for making thorn.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 10, 1933
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I dren of Newton, Mass., who are
{.spending this month at a cottage at
There were 100 oresent Saturday at >Lake Megunticook, were guests Tuer.u £ p/ere 00 present Saturday at
Delia Haves and Miss
the first meeting for the season of ■ •*
Marie
Hayes.
; Knox Pomona held with Highland
Notices for the services at the BapGrange at East Warren. Several list Church will appear In Saturday Ar Moderate Cost
14
9
&
b
7
5
1
[gianges throughout the county were issue, Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
I represented, among them South
son Howard planning to spend served the families of Knox County
13
12
Hope. Hope. Penobscot of Glencove. and
11
IO
z
the
weekend
at
Brewer,
where
Mr
✓
Megunticook of Camden. Pleasant,,,,.
...
LADY ATTENDANT
Valley of Rockiand. Good Will of
’
Day
Telephone 450—781-1
17
14
lb
15
Scuth Warren. White Oak of North chu^ Sunday ™°™^d
Warren. Evening Star of Washington.
™ coXgational church for oBURPEE’S
1$
±
month, rTh. L Holt having a va18
ROCKLAND. ME.
was served by the host grange, and a
lation.
13
fine program presented in the after
ii
12
noon, Rev. H. I Holt guest speaker,
UNION
his subject, "World Conditions."
2?r
2b
17
15
Edward and Patricia Ludwig who
.
have been guests of their aunt Mrs
Mbs Janette Miller of Stoneham
Samuel E. Norwood the past few days I Mass, spent the weekend with Mr.
30
returned Tuesday to Washington and Mrs. John Cunningham
their lather Fred Ludwig having mo
Alfred, son of Mr and Mrs. Roy
^7
I
Si
3b
35
34
Luce was taken to Knox Hospital Sat
tored over for them.
33
Mrs. Carl Meisner (Hazel Cope urday to receive treatment.
land! and daughter Hope of South
Abner Griffin has a new automo
40
38
Weymouth, Mass, are guests of Mrs. bile.
B:
Elsie Copeland, mother of Mrs. Meis
Justin Ames has had a fine bath
44
41
43
ner and Mrs. Blanche McIntyre.
41
room outfit installed the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H. Adams The work was done by the Norwood
of Hartford, and Miss Evelyn Sawyer brothers of Warren.
THINK OF ITI Only $2.50
48
47
45 4b
who has been visiting her sister Mrs
a day single .... and $4.00
Mrs.
Ellie
Ingraham
of
West
Rock

Adams in that city, and Mrs I ■
53
51
double for this smart centrally
Franklin at Glastonbury, Conn , the port was calling on friends here re
$o
51
t
past two months, motored here Sat cently.
located hotel
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Norton of Man
urday to be guests of Mr and Mrs.
5b
35
54
H D. Sawyer for a few days. Mr chester were recent guests of W. J
Adams returning to Hartford Wed Bryant.
nesday, Mrs Adams to remain for a
Mrs. Mildred Brawn and daughter
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
little longer time.
but what rooms they ami
Pauline of Stoneham. Mass., were re
43-Consumes
12-Deface
1-FallnR
Gene Durgin's orchestra will play cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
45-Part of a ship (pi.) 15-Narrow twilled
4-Large monkey
fcr a dance Friday evening at Otover Cunningham.
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with
47-Appoint
fabric
7-Uncooked
hall fcr benefit of the locul ball
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Campbell who
17-Stagger
50-0rgan of hearing
10- Atmosphere
private bath, shower, radio, circu
team.
have employment in Massachusetts
20-Allude
51- Glens
11- A hymn
lating ice water and many other
23- Assault. as of
are staying for a time at their farm
53- Born
13- Epoch
Mr. and Mrs (ieorge Martin enter here and friends are delighted to see
troops
54- Girl's name
14- Olahei
features you'll be happy about
tained Sunday at a family picnic at them again. Mrs. Campbell while
24- Ritardando (abbr.)
55- Maritime distress
16-Gained
their home in West Warren. The living here was always interested in
25- Used in negation
signal
18- Walking stick
27- Tavern
guest list included . Mr. and Mrs the A. L. and Auiliary and has been
56- An insect
19- One of a tribe of
28- lt is (Contr.)
Sidney Ames of Rockland. Mr. •t"-' much missed.
Indiana
VERTICAL
32- Recent
Mrs. Ray Hoffses of White P.air
20- Material with a
Roland Sayward and family of
1- Covering
33- English title
N. Y., Mrs Olive Brasier. Mr and
corded surface
2- Be sick
34- Feelings
21- Wagon track
Mrs. Rodney Brasier. Mr. and Mrs Masachusetts are visiting his par
3- TracMb
35- Robs
22- Self
Maynard Brasier and daughter Ann ents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Sayward.
4- Affirm
36- Sciences
The annual picnic of the Methodist
24-Be indignant at
Mr. and Mis. 1-ay Spear and children
5- Father
37- Girl’s nam
26-Quiet
Jack and Jean of Thomaston. Mr Sunday school will be heldi at Sandy
51(t STREET
' 6-Chooses
42-Conjunctio
29- A supposition
and Mrs Kenneth Thompson of Shores. South Pond. Warren. Aug. 15.
7- ln cards, to fall to 44- Farm anim
AT
7th
AVENUE,
NEW YORK
30- Musical note
Transportation
will
ba
furnished
an;
Friendship, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
follow suit when
45- Ocean
31- Entices
who have no other way of getting i
ROY MOULTON
Benner
and
son
Richard
of
Waldo46- A color
able
35-Trapi
j boro, Mrc. Susie Phllbrook, Mr. and there. Sandy Shores is a delightful
Vic«*Fr«s. ond Managing Dtr.
4S-A military officer
8- A metric land
3S-Fish eggs
Mrs. Leland Phllbrook and sons place and it is earnestly hoped every
wine foi oesciiPTive bookuv
(abbr.)
measure
39- Consume
one
who
can
will
attend.
Cars
will
j
Vaughan and Warren. Mr. and Mrs.
1 9-Pad
49-A snare
40- Decay
Heibert Waltz, Mr. and Mrs Edwin leave the church grounds at 9 a. m.
52-Behold
i Tt-Enclosure
41- College official
Gammon and son Earl. Mr. and Mrs. standard.
Mrs. Mattie Campbell and Mrs
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Charles Young, Mrs. Chisie Trone
and son Charles and daughter Mary, Lora Nash and son Philip of South- !
NORTH HOPE
t inner was served under the trees oil boro, Mass., were visitors Monday atI
trie home of Mr and Mrs John How-1
the lawn.
Mrs. Percy Reynolds and daughter ard.
Word has been received of the death
Maerice of Rockland are spending
Friends of Mrs. Dorothy Howard. I
I of Leonard Hall at his summer home
this week with Mrs. Clarence Tol who recently underwent an operation
at Oorham. Mr. Hall had been in
man.
at the State Street Hospital, Portland, ’
poor health for several years. He
Mr and Mrs. John Starrett and are pleased to know that she is re-,
had many friends here (the p ace of
guest Miss Mary Gault, accompan covering rapidly and is expected home
his boyhood ( who will regret his pass
ied bv Mrs. Laura Starrett of Warren the last of the week.
ing. for he was held in esteem by
and Mrs Hattie Moody of Augusta,
Mrs Edith Overlock of Washington
everyone, both as a boy and man.
motored Sunday to Fairfield where visited her brother W. O. Howard last
Sincere sympathy is felt for the be
they visited Fred Starrett.
week.
reaved family. Mrs. Clara Hall. Mr
Dinner guests Tuesday of Mr and
Philip Creighton is a patient at
and Mrs W. E Hall and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Kenneth Thompson of Friend Knox Hospital.
Leslie Hall and other relatives at
These tiny mites nave oeen temporarily removed
E.NDB Y
ship were Mrs. Susie Phllbrook. Mrs
Miss Lena Grinnell who has teen
Ben Bernie may be the only man permitted to puft a from tneit warm "nests" to oe >ed. Considering
tended the funeral services at Goreis[s!e N
Lizzie Waltz of Warren and Mr. and closing out the furnishings at her
1 ham Tuesday Mr Hall had made his
cigai in tne NBC studios out Grace Vian Gray, tne now not these incubators must oe kept, automatic
Mrs Ray Hoffses of White Plains. mother's residence, has returned to
permanent home in Charlestown.
culinary authority ot the Paostett rad'o program, does re'rige ation plays a oig part in the life ot the
Dau'es Piesenring rood at even temperatures it es
N. Y.
Portland.
Mass., for many years.
a pit ot good old recoiling as tne Ola Maestro invades se,'tie, >r then feeding. To keep up with science
Mrs. Abbie Newbert accompanied
Mrs. Nellie Gleason died early Sun
Mr. and Mrs. William Crockett and
LIBERTY
net
model
Kitchen
with
nil
redolent
cheroot.
an Electrolux gat retrigeratot is used at tne exhibit.
by her daughter Mrs. Beryl Reever cf day morning Her aunt. Mrs. Nancy
young son have been spending the
Beverly, Mass., and Mrs. Charles Brown, widow of Oeorge Brown of
past week in Liberty.
The supper and dance given by the
Wellington and her house guest Mis. Washington, and whose home had
Visitors at J. D. Pease's Friday were
S. of U. V. and Auxiliary, Aug. 3, was Lindley Hewett and daughter of
evening of last week, lightning struck
E. W. Hayes motored Monday to been with her for several years, died
NORTH CUSHING
PLEASANT
POINT
well attended.
an ash tree in Burt Carter s dooryard.
within 24 hours of Mrs. Gleason.
Boothbay Harbor.
Oklahoma. Mrs. Oibson and grand
Callers at A. W. Ornes Sunday
Miss Hamilton of Hallowell was a daughter Helen of Missouri. J. S
Mrs. Flora McKellar has had as her Much sympathy Is extended the be
Miss Lillian Leeman is in Boston
Mrs. Olive Stone has returned home were William Seavey, Mrs. Willard
recent guest of Mrs. M E Donnell at Phi’.brick and R P Conant of Rock- from Thomaston where she has been
where she will visit her aunt Mrs guest the past few days Mrs Wil'inm reaved family.
Buena Vista cottage
Cohen of Malden. Mass.
land.
visiting her daughter Mrs. O W. Fales. Miss Alice Hall. William Larra Emily Mitten.
bee and Mr. and Mrs. Morris Perry, all
Daniel Ludwig and grandsons Earl Creamer.
At a recent meeting of the Liberty
Miss Zetta Smith has returned
ROBBINS FAMILY
of Rockland.
branch. American Bed Cross, held at and Arthur went deep sea fishing
from Farmington being unable to
Mrs. Louie Drewett. accompanied
Ivan
Young
of
Belfast
was
at
Byron
Mr
and
Mrs.
A
W
Orne.
Burt
Carthe home of Mrs James Burkill, the Wednesday of last week
finish the summer session owing to by Miss Beatrice Haskell and Mies
The annual reunion of t.he Rob
and Mrs A W. Maloney. Miss
Ruth Morton of Camden was a Coombs' Sunday.
following officers were elected:
ill health.
bins family which usually occurs
Charlotte
Armstrong,
the
latter
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Weston
Young
of
Frances
Campbell.
Miss
Oena
Truax.
Mary B. Ordway, chairman; Mrs guest at Hilltop Farm last week
Mis-s Lucille Dolliver entertained j Somerville. Mass., recently attended next to the last Tuesday in August,
Minnie Sprague, vice chairman; Mrs. | Mrs. Bert Snow and daughter of Thomaston visited her parents. Mr F S. Stone ar.d Oeorge Cazallis at several friends from Thomaston a faculty concert, the principal fea- will be postponed until a later date
tended the concert in Watts hall.
• I'”**”'4
Meda Harriman, secretary; Mrs. Bur- Milton. Mass., have been spending a and Mrs. W G. Ma oney Saturday.
and Rcckland last Thursday.
! ture of which was selections by owing to the illness of its president,
Walter Feyler of Thomaston was in Thomaston, last Friday evening.
kill, treasurer.
j fortnight with Mrs. E. O. Ludwig and
H.
L.
Robbins.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edwards
of
MassaOeorge
Brown
well
known
'cellist
who
The correspondent called on Mrs.
this place Monday with his usual
Mrs. George Sprague. Mrs. C. H. family.
May F. Robbins. Sec.
Carrie Young of North Cushing Sat chusetts are guests at Andrew Ol- has played in America and abroad, 95’It
Wellington and Mrs James Burkill
Mr an£f Mrs Bert Annis of New stock of dry goods and groceries.
■ held at the Eastern Music Camp at
AO®
Mr and Mrs. A R Carle spent the urday evening of last week. Mrs.1 son's.
attended the committee meeting of, Jersey were recent visitors at the
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Your.g had the misfortune to fall and J Mi' and Mrs Clarence Dolttam Lake Messalonskee.
weekend at their farm.
the Farm Bureau at South Montville., Ludwig farm.
Wesley Tolman is in the M C.R R.
break her hip last April and was ta and son Robert of Arlington. Mass.
STEAMBOAT CO.
u»
Julia Brown and Elizabeth Meservey
Mrs. T. E. Rowell of Thomaston was were Saturday night guests of Caro
P°n t forgt..t
n>in-k ken 10 the hom? of her son Hibbard | and Mrs. Sarah Dolham and Junior painting crew which is at present
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
•Jo’4-’
guest the past week of Mrs. George lyn Pease after attending the dance schoolhouseeach Sunday at 2 o clock young. whnre she received every care I Moore of Warren called on Mrs. L , working on the railroad bridge at
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
standard. There were 45 present last and. attention.
*
ahB
./lrn,H „
‘
Meservey.
Eastern Standard Time
She ha5
has nna
now. rreturned
P Cummings
and Mrs. P L. Bates Wiscasset.
at Hope.
Sunday,
and
Rev.
E.
H
Timb;rlake
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Maurice Orbeton of Bangor, traffic
Miss Norma Robinson of Newark.
to her own home and is being cared last Thursday.
Carolyn Pease entertained the 4-H preached an interesting sermon
Vinalhaven Line
. manager for the New England Tele
for by Mrs Nellie Benner. Mrs
N. J , is visiting her mother, Mrs. Club girls last Saturday afternoon at
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
Mrs
Harriet
Hoover
and
Miss
phone
Co
.
visited
the
Warren
office
Sunday
at
6
00 A, M and ‘2 00 P M
Young
can
now
get
about
the
house
Charles Norton.
her home. In the group were Ruth
Mr A.—‘‘Is there any truth in the
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A. M. and
Dr. and Mrs. H. A Brown are visit Demuth, Dorothy Oushee Olive Catherine Hoover of Boston and Mrs. in wheel chair and expects soon to be report that MacTavish has bought Monday.
3
20
P.
M
steamer leaver
Mr and Mrs. Charles Starrett and Vinalhaven at Returning
ing Dr. Brown's sister Mrs. Walter Gushee, Elizabeth Fish, Elizabeth Me G. C. Minard of New York, the latter able to walk. Since relng confined to the gasoline station?"
8 30 A. M and 4 30 P. M
of
whom
is
spending
the
summer
in
son
Ernest
motored
Sunday
to
Bar
her
bed
she
has
crocheted
11
baby
I
Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A. M and
servey. Arlene Bennett. Julia Brown,
Ordway at his old home.
Mr B —''Well I don't know for Harbor
Bath, were supper guests of Burt Car
5.50 P. M
Dr. Franz Leyonborg attended the with their leader Mrs. Angie Fish, all i ter last Friday, and attended the con Jackets. She 1s always cheerful, and sure, but the 'Free Air' signs have
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
Esther
Tolman.
daughter
of
Mr.
enjoys
having
company.
clinic and banquet at the recent of Appleton.
been taken down."—Streatham News. and Mrs. Clarence Tolman is visit Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cert in Tnomaston In tne evening.
Or.e
of
the
high
lights
of
thp
sum

Mr
and
Mrs.
L.
H.
Perry,
son
Alvin
;
cept
Sunday at 6 00 A M . Stonington
meeting of the Waldo County Medi
ing Ella Simmons daughter of Mr. 6 55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
mer season each year is the concert
and daughter Bernice were Monday | Carl R Gray °' O-nali*.
cal Association in Belfast.
evening callers at Willow Brook
I Joined Mrs. Gray at Grayrocks for hls given at Waits hall, Thomaston, by OUR JUNIOR PUZZ.
and Mrs. William Simmons at South Rockland about 9 00 A M Retuinng.
leaves Rockland *2.00 P. M North Haven
Mrs. William Sukeforth and young
Warren.
members of the Pleasant Point artist
Mrs. Laura Osborne ot Camden was annual vacation
3 00. Stonington 4 00; due to arrive at
son Billy and Mrs. Barassa and son all-day guest Thursday of her cousin
Miss M. Grace Walker. Mrs Laura Swan's Island about 5 00 P M.
Dr. E George Payne who came from colony Mr. and Mrs. H Wellington
of Middleboro, Mass., are guests of Mrs A. I Perry, who motored back New York to spend the weekend with Smith of New York bring with them
•On arrival of afternoon train from
Brackett and Mrs. Louie Drewett at
Mrs. Inez Harriman.
with her and spent the night and a Mrs Payne, left Sunday mglit for each year a number of artist pupils
tended the Wellington Smith con Boston.
B H STINSON
New
York
where
he
is
attending
sum

Walter Flint of Shawmut was week part of Friday at the cottage home of
cert In Thomaston Friday evening.
who generously donate their services.
73-tf
Oeneral Agent.
end guest of Mrs. Ruby Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Moody and
Mrs. Osborne at Lincolnville Beach, mer school at N Y U He will return Not only Pleasant Point but the com
to Pleasant Point Aug 17 lor the re munity at large greatly appreciates
family, Sidney Wyllie and Mrs. Addie
The S. of U. V. will put on a three returning home In the afternoon.
their generosity and that of Carl
Wyllle spent Sunday with Mr. and
act comedy Aug. 16 and 17 at Com
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fish of Bing mainder of the season.
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. Rivers and Webster of Boston, who like Mr. and
munity hall. Miss Miriam Lothrop hamton, N. Y, and children are
Mrs. Clarence Wyllie of Rockland at
will act as coach. There will be a visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. daughter Betty of Quincy, Mass., who Mrs. Smith responds to any request
1 their cottage at Spruce Head,
IN MEW YORK CITY
dance each night and a family basket George Fish at Appleton. The Fish's are spending the vacation with hts local peop'e make. The people of
j Mr. and Mrs Parker McKellar moparents
at
Broad
Cove,
were
at
their
Pleasant
Point
feel
proud
to
have
|
tored
Sunday
to
Skowhegan.
Reasonable
Rates • Prepossessing Locations
given away.
were formerly of this place and this
is Harold's first visit home in six ! cottage• Saturday. and called on Mrs. such talented artists among their
Callers Sunday on Mrs. Albert
sinoli
summer neighbors.
Maloney.
Orover and her mother Mrs. Ellen
years. A happy event sponsored in Grace
Mr and Mrs. Courtland Morris
EAST WALDOBORO
Direct I an of I.J. Carrel
Conic were Lewis Freeman, son Fair
his honor was a picnic Sunday at
and daughter Doris of Waldo
MOTU YORK - Till Ayr. and Mth St. — 1 minute Penn. Sfellon
Owl's Head. Those present were Mr. Miss Frances Morris, Mr aud Mrs j
William Jackson and Miss Evelyn NORTH WASHINGTON
Friends will be Interested to know
NOTH ORAND-Broedwey end 31 gt St.— S minutes Penn. Station
Mr. and Mrs Fern G. Winchen- and Mrs. George Fish. Mr. and Mrs. Jackson of Center Square. Pa., have
that Mrs. Phoebe Harmon is visiting
NOTH (NOICOTT-Columbus Ayr. end 81st St—Opposite Perk
baugh and family, Miss Lois Eisen- Harold Fish and children. Mr. and rented Camp Reposo and Camp
Mrs. J. M Whitney at Jonesboro.
Mr. and Mrs Richard DeGrasse and
hauer and Mrs Mary E. Winchen- Mrs. Roger Fish and children, Mr. Oneida from Capt. Oeorge W. Horton
NOTH MARTHA WASHINGTON tor Women - S9 East S9tk St.
• • • •
I son Vinal and two friends of Somerbaugh were dinner guests of Mr. and and Mrs. Guy Fish and children, for the month of August.
BOSTON
ville. Mass
IN CHICAGO
Mrs. LaForest I. Mank Sunday. The Leonard Fish, Elizabeth Fish. Rupert
Mrs Louie Drewett accompanied Hotrl Manter,IN
Miss Anabelle Williams is having a I Mrs
w , were guests
& of Mr. and
No. Station. R2.50 up.
Hotel Plaza, No Ave. & No. Clark St. 11.50 up
4aaaaAa^-\
Winchenbaughs who have been occu Fish. Eula Fish and friend of Rock piazza built to her cottage, and other ( wee^
by Miss M Grace Walker and Mrs.
pying the Jameson cottage at Davis land. Donald Perry joined them as improvements made. Burt Carter and , Mr and Mrj. R p „
Laura Brackett attended the flrrfi
Or
Point. Friendship, for two weeks, re chauffeur. Avery enjoyable time was Ansel Orne are the carpenters.
•»5
Curtis Memorial concert Tuesday
participated
in,
including
bathing
on
turned Monday to Bedford, Mass.
I evening at Camden opera house.
the fine beach and other sports.
At the mid-summer concert to be
I*.1
an error in an Item recently published, ; Elbridge Lenfest is engaged in cut
held Aug. 17 at the Baptist audi
in
which
it
was
stated
that
Ann
Allen
I
ting the hay on the Will Leighor
Here’s One Good Way To
torium. 30 voices will sing the chorus
ORFF’S CORNER
lived in a house where the town hall farm, as Mr. Leighor on account of
j»numbers, "Song of the Marching
now stands. Ann Allen was born on j poor health, is unable to harvest it j
it
Men," by Henry Hadley, “Boat Song,"
Mr. and Mrs. Cedi Ludwig and Mr Gay's Island, and lived and died in
Mr. and Mrs. Bert E. Cunningham !
Frederick Cowen, "A Dream Boat
and Mrs. Leon Achorn have returned a house situated at the extreme end and Mrs. Belle Howes of Searsmont j
Passes By," Edwin Lemare and
to their home In Belmont, Mass, of Pleasant Point on land now owned were recently callers here on Mr. Cun- !
.i
“Hallelujah
Chorus”
from
the
after spending a month with Mrs. by Leslie Your.g. Where the town hall ningham's brother.
•S» |A
Mes-iah.
Numbers will also be
in Cushing now stands, there once
Addie Achorn.
l«
.»
F.
W.
Cunningham
and
family
were
j
Newark Man Knows How
rendered by the ladies' sextette. Mrs.
Mrs. E M. Studley of Medomak was was a Baptist church.
in Waterville Saturday.
BOSTON, MASS.
and Loses 10 Pounds
BEACON Sikhh'I
Helen Wentworth of Rockland, Mrs.
Robert Patton. Mrs. Marjory Diller,
in this place Monday calling on
1.
Ruby Kalloch of Warren, Miss Evelyn
Dr Mary Patton Hitner and Miss
"Gentlemen I used Kruschen Salts i friends
A
] Berry of Haddonfield. N. J, Mrs.
HOPE
to try and get rid of Neuritis from
Mr and Mrs Henry Meyer arrived Mary Alexander of Philadelphia ar[ Helen Starrett of Providence, Mrs.
------which I had suffered for one year in Sunday to pass the month of August rived at Christmas Lodge Monday for j
JUST A GAME
’
Virginia Thompson of Medford, Mass.,
the remainder of the season.
The dance last Saturday night at
rny left shoulder and arm ... I took a with Mrs. Addie Achorn.
and Mi's. Avis Norwood of Warren
Ml Beacon
Miss Belle Orne of Portland spent True's hall conducted by members of
little of the salts in the morning,! Miss Mildred Elwell was guest last
Dora is playing a game with
Next to the
sometimes in my coffee, other tignes; Thursday of Miss Ednah Howard, in the weekend with her parents. Mr. and the Bennett family drew the largest some other children. It is some The quartet of the Universalist
> Houm
Church of Rockland will also sing,
Mrs A. W. Orne.
crowd of the season.
TnjfilhuuiWlttj ;
;
in water. I would also occasionally 1 North Waldoboro.
4,
4
A party of young folks from this thing like hide-and-go-seek, only Mrs. Katherine Veazie, soprano. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Livingston of Boston
take a dose in water at night before I Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter, Ed?
different,
as
Dora
would
say.
retiring. For 3 months I used the win Walter and Mrs. Nora Ludwig of are guests of Mrs. Russell Mann at place spent last Sunday in Old Orch She says she is supposed to run Gladys St. Clair Morgan, contralto.
Chester Wyllie, tenor, John Robinson
ard and their funny experiences are
salts and while I lost 10 pounds in Gardiner were at Sanford Walter's Mossbar.
1 away and hide and then the bass. Members of the male quartet
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney enter still being told.
weight, the pain in my shoulder HAS Sunday, Mr and Mrs. Walter re
Just a few minutes' walk to Use theatre, hnauaal,
tained Sunday Mrs. Ansel Hilt, Mrs.
MLss Esther Hawley of Waltham, others will try to find her. They are Harold Green, Chester Wyllle.
ENTIRELY DISAPPEARED During maining for a few days' visit.
and .hopping centera.
Mrs. Charles Tisdale and daughter Chester Wallace and two children of Mass., is the guest of Mrs. R. E. are the "Hounds” and she has Charles Wilson and John Robinson.
the time I was taking the salts I re"
forgotten what her name was. If The soloists will include Marshall
ceivefl no other medical treatment so Baibara have returned from a visit Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney, Brown and David Brown
Miss Enid Maloney. Mrs. Isabel Drum
Rev. and Mrs. Pliny Allen and fam you take a pencil and join all the Bradford, Mrs Katherine Veazie and
I am fullv convinced the Kruschen in Massachusetts.
New Lower Rates
Mrs. Albert Elwell and young mond. and Frank Towle of Port Clyde, ily are vacationing at Camp Norrab. numbered dots together, starting Mrs. Lydia Storer. No set admission
Salts did the trick.” C. K Murray,
fee is to be charged but a silver offer
and
Mrs.
Montgomery
of
Dedham.
Hobbs'
Pond.
daughter
visited
Mrs.
S.
C.
Walter
in
with dot number one and ending ing will be taken. Concert will start
Newark, N J.
Mass.
Mrs. Davis and daughter of Mass
Rooms without bach,
up; with bath,
up
Take one-half tcaspoonful of Krus North Waldoboro Saturday.
with dot number thirty-eight, you |at 8.15 daylight.
Miss
Eleanor
Gray
of
Boston
is
visit

achusetts
are
guests
of
Mrs.
Seth
Rev. J. B. Shaw of New Harbor oc
chen Salts in a glass of hot water ev
C
nmplere
Restaurant
and
Cafeteria
Service
will’lee a picture of thi>» animal
Frank Batchelder is visiting Mrs.
Kelley at her cottage.
ery morning—a jar lasts 4 weeks—get cupied the pulpit of the Methodist ing her grandparents at Grayrocks.
Dining the severe thunder shower
Picnic parties are an everyday af- Dora is supposed to be in the Francis Winchenbach at Waldoboro.
it at any druggist in the world—costs Church here Sunday in exchange with
Mrs. B D. Solomon and two chllwhlch passed over this place Tuesday fair now in the Ilobbs Pond il,strict. game.
the pastor, Rev. E. R. Greene.
but a trifle.
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Page Five
WALDOBORO

Members
of
the
Waldoboro
1 Woman's Club will go to Newcastle
j Saturday to assist ln the observance
I of Founder's Day at the Lincoln
bers Present
Home.
— And The —
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hammond of
The 53d annual reunion of the
Milo were recent guests of Mr. and
Ingraham family took place at Pe
Mrs. W. O. Labe.
nobscot View Orange Hall, Olencove,
Mrs Susan Benner is visiting rela
>++*+++*+4>***4++++*+4"M>* *+++4+++++++++**? last Thursday afternoon with 50
tives in Massachusetts.
terchnngeable with orenge Juice In descendants of Job, Joseph, Josiah
Agricultural
Bob Ritter of Windsor. Vt„ has
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harold
In a recent publication put out by the menu. Each is also a good source and Nancy Ingraham present.
of several minerals."
Sprague.
the Maine Department of Agriculture
After partaking of a bountiful
Eugene Munson who has been
regarding the Maine egg laying con
mt al the members renewed old
visiting Arthur Chute has returned
Meetings On Clothing
tent at Hlghmoor Farms, a barred
fi iendships, and learned Interesting
to Medfield. Mass.
In many households the amount of , ,
reck hen from the Knox-Lincoln dis money available for clothing ts small ^ac s about their forebears, among
Clifford Swanson of Waltham, |
Mass., passed the weekend with Mrs. j
trict holds one of the records made at the present time and, even by giv- whom was 8ir Ingraham who lived
Swanson at the home of her father, |
at the contest during the past three ing girls in their teens the lion's share in the latter part of the 13th century,
Fred Jackson.
of
this
money,
it
is
a
big
problem
to
I
The
family
tree,
the
work
of
John
N
years. The records as given in the
Dudley Hovey of Newton, Mass . Ls
secure a satisfactory appearance for [ Ingraham, deceased, was again the
circular are as follows:
spending a vacation of two weeks
them, lays Helen C. Spaulding, ex- center of attraction, as different ones
j at hls home here.
“A pen owned by Otorge B. Tread tension clothing specialist at the 1 traced their ancestry among its
CuucJs
Mr. and- Mrs. Frank Sheffield of,
well of Spencer, Mass, beat the University of Maine.
branches. The yellowed letter of
| Worcester are guests of Mr. and Mrs
"It is with the hope of helping to Lydia Ingraham, written in 1750 to
world's record for a pen of Rhode
Kuhn.
some of the problems involved John at Cape Ann, was handled with
tjcrurTaiti (Thomas
Island Reds in an official contest. In solve
| Mrs. A. O. Davis was given a sur
in dressing the older school girl well i much care, and the dignified coat of
fifty-one weeks this pen of ten birds on very little that meetings are to be j arms was copied by many,
prise party at the Methodist parsonage on the occasion of her birthday
laid 2832 eggs that scored 2907 points. held in a few towns in Knox-Lincoln, ’ The business meeting was called to
' anniversary. The time was pleas
I USE RINSO ON WASHDAY. TOO ,
SOUTH WARREN
"A Barred Rock pullet entered by Kennebec. Oxford and Piscataquis order by the president, Frank H NORTH LINCOLNVILLE
antly passed. Mrs. Davis was the1
Counties
late
in
August,"
she
conIngraham,
who
appointed
Chesley
'
-1 IT SAVES SCRUBBING
L. E. Carney of Sheepscott, Maine, tlnues.
Mrs. Emma Thorne of St. Albans' reclP‘ent of 8ev.e»!.
I Ingraham and Jesse A. Tolman as | Mrs. Joseohine Wall, Mr. and Mrs
laid 131 eggs in as many consecutive
'All mothers and daughters near money collectors. Silent tribute was Weston Wall and children of Rock was a caller Sunday on Miss Alcaela
days, and a Rhode Island Red pullet enough to do so are being invited to
port and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Burnham.
Cabaret Sapper a Succesa
OUR hinds will say, "Thank you!"
owned by R. E. Jones, South China, these two hour afternoon meetings. j
Thurston and daughter of Massa
when you wash dishes in creamy,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gross of Port
The cabaret supper, given under
chusetts and Lake Megunticook were land have been recent, guests of Mrs. auspices of the Woman's Club for
lively Rinso suds. Grease loosens in
Maine, laid 126 eggs in that many lhey are op®” to town and farm
I women and girls and are of equal in
a jiffy. Pots and pans come shinycallers on Mrs. Alberta Young Sat Ada Spear.
the Lincoln Home, was a success'
consecutive elays. •
rtust to both groups. The object of
bright in half the time.
urday.
financially and socially. Medomak ,
Fred
Watts
of
Warren
Village
“A Light Brahma pullet In the pen 1 the meeting is to demonstrate some (
Miss Minnie Richards of Locust
On washday Rinso mah clothes
Athletic hall with Its ceiling fes- I
called
Saturday
on
his
former
teach

owned bv Mrs. M M. Clarke of Read- I points that need to be considered in I
Lodge enjoyed a ride around Lake
whiter — saves scrubbing. Cup (ot
tooned in blue and white roses made j
er
Rose
Marshall.
Megunticook Saturday. She was accup, Rinso gives twice as much suds
field. Maine, broke the world's record f electing and making attractive garMrs. Oscar Johnson of Owl's Head an ideal setting for the tables with
as puffed-up
ccmoanied bv Mrs. Alberta Young
for a hen of this breed in an official j ments of the types best suited to the
the same color scheme carried out
'
visited
friends
in
town
Saturday.
soaps—ntn
and Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Dupre.
contest She laid 227 eggs that scored ' wes of a girl of high school age.
In decorations. The 30 tables ar- [
in barJut
Oeorge Lermond and family and tanged about the hall and the added
Eugene Dupre of Caucomgomuc
246 points in the 51 weeks."
"These points will be illustrated by
wattr. Try
Earle Miller and family accompanied seats outside the circle were all well
Lake is a visitor at Locust Lodge.
Application for the conte :t,fcr 1934 means of garments worn by school
it MUl!
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch of by Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lermond of filled. Several young women with |
together with rules mav be obtained ,glrl models, by means of exhibits of
Rockland were callers Sunday on Mr Newcastle motored Sunday to Cadil Mrs Rose Weston in charge waited j
at the Farm Bureau Office, Rockland garments made and remodeled by
and Mrs. Victor Reed. They were lac Mountain.
Tiie contest will start Oct. 1.
girls of school age, through exhibits
on the guests, Mrs. S. H Weston.,
Now is the time for everyone
accompanied home by Miss Ebba
....
| of shoes and stockings of healthful
Ray Spear and family of Brooklyn Mrs. H. R. Smith and Mrs. J T ;
Kalloch
who
has
been
visiting
Miss
and attractive types, and by mtan.s c
to stand behind the President
We do our part
Heights were recently visitors at Oay served as hostesses, Mrs. Fred j
Many Knox-Lincoln County poui- a motion picture showing how train
Vida Reed for two weeks.
Alice Spear's.
Shuman sold tickets. Mrs. Sarati
trymen are planning to attend the ing In good carriage and poise helped
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mullin were
Mr. and Mrs K C Fales and family Lash and Miss Alma Johnston tcok
poultry school at Orono, Aug. 14-15. one girl to wear her clothes to better
recent visitors at Locust Lodge.
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Carl them at the door, and Miss Orace
Among the speakers are: Dr H. D. advantage."
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Young re Fales of East Friendship, were at Yorke was cashier. Mrs. L. T.
Goodale, Mt. Hope farm, Willliamsturned home Sunday after a visit at Oay Island Sunday and enjoyed a Weston and Mrs. C. B. Stahl in
town. Mass., an outstanding breeder
Long Island. Friendship, guests of i weinie roast.
charge of the supper were ably asAPPLETON MILLS
of poultry; Prof. H. C. Ktiandei.
their daughter Mrs. Esther Towers.
Miss Barbara Jordan of Rockland sisted by members of the club.
Pennsylvania State College; Prof.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dupre, Miss has been visiting for a week with her
Mrs. John B. Nicholson was com
The 4-H Club girls with Miss
Luther Banta, Massachusetts State
Vida Reed and Miss Ebba Kalloch grandparents Mr. and Mrs. A. R mittee chairman of the program
Clarke
of
Rockland
the
club
leader
Cclltg:; Charles White, State Depart
visited Mr. and Mrs. Fernald War Jordan.
given by the Sketch Club, and also
ment of Agriculture; Dr. J. F. Witter, and Mrs. Anyie Fish, local leader
ren Saturday at Fernald's Neck.
The Copeland and Fernald fami added much to the entertainment
held
an
all-day
picnic
Thursday
at
Don’t give them a cross nagging mother
Animal Pathologist. Extension Serv
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Blanchard lies, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs by her beautiful voice. John NewFrank II. Ingraham was Again Elect
to remember. A happy home depends upon
ice, Orono; Dr. E. R Hitchener. Head Beane's Shore.
of
Camden
were
weekend
visitors
at.
Fred
Hopkins
of
Camden
picnicked
burn was master of ceremonies, also
ed President of the Famiy of That
Miss Jeanette Johnson has ar
you. If your work is a burden—if the chil
of the Department of Bacteriology,
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Thomas'.
at Morton’s Beach Sunday.
contributing pleasing solos: Ml's
Name
dren annoy you—do something aliout it
Orono; R. N. Atherton, Extension rived home after a visit, with her
Mrs. Maynard Heald. Mr. Towers
Elmer Overlock and Ralph Libby Gretchen Waltz at t.he piano and Rob
_____ friend Miss Doris Marr at their
Service. Orono, and C. N. Turner,
today. Start taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s
and daughter were weekend callers took a truckload of blueberries to bins Orchestra furnished music for
Extension Icamp ln No:th Blid8ton.
Agricultural Engineer,
at Locust Lodge
Vegetable Compound. It will steady your
New York last week.
dancing between the acts; Miss Ar
Malcolm Upton of Camden is paid to the memory of four departed
Service, Orono
Friends of Marjorie Patten are
L. R. Bucklin and family motored lene Anderson was the tap dancer,
nerves—give you that extra strength and
members,
Leland
Mortimer
Butler
cf
visiting hls uncle and aunt Mr. and
energy you need.
Warren, who brightened the 1932 re sorry for her that she has an in to Bangor Sunday and Mrs. Carrie and also sang and danced in a bril
Mrs. Malcolm Upton,
fected foot, caused by mercury Packard returned with them for a liant number with Misses Jane
By actual record, 98 out of 100 women
ceofge Chick. Bureau of Markets,
Miss Hittie Waterman of Boston union with his recital of "The awk poisoning.
visit.
Rider. Oeraldine Porter and Lucille
say, “It helps me.” Give it a fair chance to
was in the county this week with i is visi'.'ng her mother Mrs. Jennie ward untried speaker rises now;"
Mrs. Alberta Young, Miss Minnie
Those from this place attending Colwell; Miss Kathleen Higgins
Ocn. Adelbert Ames of Lowell, Mass..
help you too. Sold by all druggists.
County Agent Wentworth calling cn Waterman.
Richards and Mr. and Mrs. E R Pcmona at East Warren Saturday
pcu'.trymen. He explained the spe
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Trask of Judge Leonard R. Campbell and Wil Dupre motored Sunday to Fort were Mr. and Mrs. F. H Fernald, Mr. made a charming Japanese girl and
I
John
Holmes
gave
recitations;
cial marketing of eggs plan which is Camden were guests Sunday of Mr liam E Ingraham of Rockland. The Knox.
and Mrs O A Copeland. Anne Buck , diaries Orowell andi Howard Tis
niminating committee composed of
being tried out by many poultrymen and Mrs. Joseph Wentworth.
Mr and Mrs. John Andrews and lin. Annie Page. Bertha Storer. Mabe!
in the State. Eggs will be shipped
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Ingraham, Louise V Butler Miss Muriel Yoyng of Rockport Mills. Laura Copeland and Res? dale took part in an amusing skit.
Miss Oeraldine Porter was featured in
to certain dealers on Mondays and Iva Sherman on the birth of a and Willis Snow chose these officers visited Mrs. Alberta Young Sunday.
Marshall.
a clever song and dance act and Miss
Thursdays. The eggs will be graded daughter, Lola Joyce. Mrs. Eliza for (he coming year: President,
Sunday
callers
on
Mrs.
A.
Young
i Mona Jones contributed an Orienand candled by a representative of beth Edgecomb of Liberty is caring Fiank H. Ingraham, Rockland: vice at Locust Lodge were Mr. and Mrs.
i tai dance with the ease of a profes
presidents, Enos E. Ingraham, Rack-the Bureau of Economics. Boston. for mother and little one.
TREMONT
James Gillespie of Detroit, Mich.,
sional; Little Sonia Corner and
The poultryman will receive a slip
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Proctor have poit; and John W Ingraham, Knox; Mr and Mrs. James Campbell and .
.
~
’
....
.
Dorothy Tibbetts of Thomaston
giving the grades. The commission had a very attractive little home secretary Kathleen O'Hara, Rock daughter Margaret of Glasgow
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding had added to the program with colorful
land; treasurer. Mrs Susie T. Tol Scotland, and Mrs. Earle Young of as dinner quests Sunday night Mr.
man will pay on the basis of this j 7 ft. by 10 ft built on a trailer.
’ dance numbers; the cigarette ven
grade, a premium being paid for the
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope man, Rockland: committee chairmen, Rockport.
■ anti Mrs. Brewer of Hull's’Cove.
ders, Miss Beulah Day and Miss
highest quality. A special freight was weekend guest of her daughter airangements. Mtss Jennie E Crock
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Dupre visited I Mr and Mrs. Willis Scott and chil
ett. Chelsea. Mass: entertainment, Mr. and Mrs. John Marriner in dren returned to Somerville. Mass. Helen Oldls in pretty costumes, sang
rate for eggs is now in effect on the ! Mrs. Arthur Sprowl.
a clever duet introducing their
Maine Central Railroad. Case eggs
Mrs. Joseph Moody and Mrs. Al Mtss Alcada Ingraham. Knox; obitu Rockport Monday.
after spending two weeks with Mrs. wares. The patrons expressed pleas
may be shipped for thirty-five cents bert Perrv with their children at ary Mtss Louise V. Butler, South
Miss Agnes Young of Rockport is Scott's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jacob ure both with the entertainment and
per hundred. This means a great tended the baby clinic in Union Fri- Thomaston.
i guest of her grandmother Mrs. Al Kelley.
supper, and many enjoyed dancing
saving to shippers in Knox-Lincoln. i day.
The committee voted to hold the berta Young.
Mrs. Nora Parker of Danvers, ' during the evening.
Mrs. Emma Jones of Union, Mrs. 154th reunion on the old Ingraham
The Airline Bovs 4-H Club will I Mass., was a caller on Mrs. Julia
The Woman's Club is indebted to
Martha Keller of Portland and Mrs. homestead on Knox Ridge. Thorn picnic at Pitcher Pond Aug. 15 Al! Merriman recently.
With the Homes
i the Sketch Club players, to the
Sabra
Baker
of
Stockton
Springs
dike.
Maine,
now
occupied
by
Isaac
4-H Clubs In Waldo County are inMrs. P R. Drisco of Burlingame. little misses. Dorothy Tibbetts and
Miss Edna Cobb. Home Manage
were recent callers on Mr. and Mrs Ingraham and family.
vlt.5d, and all are asked to take their | Calif., is visiting her father Thomas I gonia corner to Fred Shuman rep
ment Specialist, will be in the coun Hary Hawkes.
Fernando S Philbrlck was the old lunch. Free coffee will be served
H,botherthe birthty Aug. 16-17 to work on the project
Mrs. Laura Fuller of Kingston. est present being 89'4 years young; and ice cream and cold drinks will n>d?e and her sister Mrs. Addle I resenUng the Central Maine Power
Norton.
1 co _ to members of the orchestra
si ays! Staying
“The Maine Tourist Home" which is N. Y.. is visiting her daughter Mrs. i and John Ingraham Jr., of Knox was be on sale. There will be a demon
Mrs. Mary Richardson. Mrs. Het-! w;lo graciously gave their services,
Joseph
Moody.
Reynold
Fuller
ot
the
youngest,
his
age
being
5
‘
,»
years.
young
is really very
stration
by
the
4-H
boys
in
swim

in the county program for another
tie Stanley and Mrs. Ida Dix and, ar.d to all who attended and conKingston and Miss Warren of Wal
Again the branch from Job was ming and life saving.
simple ... if you know
year.
daught-r
Evelyn
motored
Monday
to
.ibuted
in
any
way
towards
the
tham. Mass., were also guests Thurs hiaviest. having 21 descendants;
• • • •
your carbohydrates and
Bar Harbor.
| success of the event.
day at the Mcodv home.
while Nancy came next with two and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding were i
______________
A canning demonstration is to be
minerals, your proteins
EAST WASHINGTON
Mrs. U. S. Oushee has been visit but one each representing Joseph and
given at the Whitefield Orange hall ing her friend Mrs. Addie Hawkes Josiah.
and vitamins. These
M”
EAST friendship
at 1 30 Tuesday .Aug 15. Mrs. Hattie the past week.
are the vital elements
Acting upon the suggestion of Prof.
F. W. Sawyer and friends called
Hausen and Mrs. Harriet Libby are
'?
"
“
a.;!
»»
•»"
»'
Harold Fish and family of New Edwin B Rollins of West Somerville. on Mrs. Lotta Prescott Sunday
Nature so generously
leaders lor this meeting. So far 120 York are visiting his parents Mr and
Mass an historian was added to the afternoon.
stores in whole wheat.
here with Mrs. J. O. Sawyer and
women have attended these demon Mrs. Oeorge Fish.
Farm.
list of officers, that honor falling to
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Rokes of
And you can have them,
strations.
Mrs. Laura Fuller and Mrs. Joseph Jesse A. Tolman, who will preserve Burkettville were at the home of calling cn old friends.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Haino
who
have
Mrs. Leslie Nelson entertained the ( been at Mrs. Seppala's for the past
• • • *
every one, in delicious
Moody were recent guests of Mrs. old family sayings and anecdotes
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Will Light Bernard - McKinley bridge club
golden-brown biscuits... Shredded
A square meal for health meeting Wellman Haskell in Palermo.
.
,
, Miss Alcada Ingraham had charge Sunday.
Thursday evening. Mrs. Jay Wal-1 few weeks are now in Thomaston
where they have rented a tenement
Appleton
town
baseball
team,
O
f
the
program
W
hich
was:
Group
will be held at South Thomaston Au
Wheat.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Overlock lace held high honors.
.
In Albion j Kinging; description in detail of the were business visitors in Belfast last
gust 18 at 1.30 o'clock Miss Law playd Albion town team ln
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Kittredge 0n H
It's the very food of youth! Just
Score
8-6
in
favor
of
Al

M
E
Bradford
and
family
of
!
Al- mneral exercises of Gen. Adelbert week Thursday.
rence. home demonstration agent, Sunday.
^tX^nV^l Cove HaltowelJ wjre guests Sunday at W
whole
wheat with nothing added or
will give a demonstration on table bion.
Ames, a distinguished Ingraham de
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham of
taken away. Ready cooked, ready to
The sympathy of the community _____
__ sword and revolver Jefferson visited Mr. and Mrs. C. E John1 K?nnevky "C!ntl5r
M^andMrs. M P. Orne of South
service taking up buffet, family and
fendant. whose
eat. Yes, ready to serve in many de
kitchen types of service. A special is extended to William Currier in the rt5t ln lPe £ a r(TiallTn*Itockland Overlook Sunday.
death of his sls.er Mrs, Hicks of , aH(j u ^e prop(.rty oj Henry TilLson
lightful ways ... with milk or cream,
Mrs Hattie Murphy of Rumford, Warren were callers at Olive Orne's
menu will be prepared and served for Garland,
Mr. ami Mrs. George Ripley were
the
last
one
of
hls
family
,
Po
,
t
.
V
ocal
solo.
Elden
V(
J?
^
rn
.
dlnner. Planning efficient commun
with fresh or preserved fruit.
visitors Sunday at Earl Grinnell's at formerly of this place, ls passing a Sunday,
John Gay of Fairfield Is visiting
relatives.
ity meals will be discussed.
dike; recitation, Florence Ingraham. Stickney Comer.
few days with her sister-in-law Mrs.
Try it tomorrow, and (he next day;
his cousin R. W. Bradford.
Mr. and Mrs. James Morse and Thcrndike; vocal solo, Mr Crockett,
• • • •
Mrs. Irma Rhodes spent Saturday Vesta Oott and other relatives.
try it for at least ten pleasant meals.
Arthur
Lewis
is
driving
a
Chevro

Mr
Olencove; ’ vlollnt 'Fernando 8 Phil- at the home of Mrs. Clara Overlock.
ITS#*
ran
w«
Ninfnra
Path
an
Mrs. Clarence Smith invited neigh
Select firm, ripe tomatoes. Wash as guest.-, Thursday evening Alonzo
Perhaps you'll find, as millions have,
tba pnekntt, ran KNOW
Mrs. Nettie Linscott has returned bors and friends to her home Sun let sedan.
well and drain. Cut into sections. Hawkes and Mr. Carpenter, both of brick, accompanied at the piano by
Stanley Stone was home from Port
that it's youth ... by the bowlful!
knva SbnJJtJ Ifbanl.
home
after
a
visit
with
relatives
in
day
for
a
sing
and
20
gathered
there
Mrs
Stonie
Richardson;
recitation,
Add a small quantity of water to Boston, and Miss Adna Pitman.
Rockland.
and spent a very pleasant evening Clyde Sunday.
start cooking and simmer until
Mrs. King and daughter Barbara Mrs. Isaac Ingraham. ThorndikeMr. and Mrs. Clarence Dolham
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
K.
Walker
of
singing
the old time hymns.
vocal
solo.
Miss
Hattie
Ingraham.
softened. Stir occasionally to pre of Taunton. Mass., were recently
and son Rcbert of Arlington, Mass
Rrfckptort
were
recently
callers
on
Thorndike.
vent burning. Put through a ritve guests of her aunt Mrs Julia Morse
Mrs. Sarah Dolham and grandson
The reunion concluded with group Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Overlook.
fine enough to remove seeds. Bring a few days.
ST. GEORGE
Earle Moore, Jr., of Warren were at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Light
of
singing
of
"God
Be
With
You
Till
w<
to boiling and fill immediately into
Central Maine Power Co. certain
R. J. Marshall's Wednesday of last
Camden were guests Sunday of their
product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Unaada Bakers”
containers. Add one teaspoon sail ly answers SO.S. calls promptly. Meet Again" and good-byes were parents Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Light.
Mr. and Mrs. William Jackson week.
3. >»34.
to tach quart of juice. Process glass Recent elect.’lc storms ^ayed hSv^
The sporting public are looking and sons 'Carlton and Ralph were
Jars five minutes in the hot-water with the lights and twice in one day
forward to a big night Aug. 11, when recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. A 8
SPRUCE HEAD
bath.
they came to the rescue.
the boxing match is on at Light's Leonard.
Extolling the merits of the tomato.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Marten,
Miss Oeraldyn Porter. Miss Arline
| pavilion.
Miss Wood says: "No other vege daughter Jean and son Joseph of
Mrs. H. H Griffin of Brighton,
Ouy Hannon of Liberty has bought Anderson. Ralph Jackson and Loom
table gives quite so many kinds of Omaha. Neb., were guests Wednes Mass.. has been visiting her sister a new milch cow and calf of Perley is Young of Waldoboro recently
yalue for the money, and no other is day of their aunt Mrs. Alice Sher Mrs. Sidney Thompson.
visited Mrs. Louise Vannah
Overlock.
mote readily available, in one form man and their cousin Mrs. Inez
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Jones of Thom
Mrs. Clarence Carr has returned
Nearly 125 couples enjoyed the
or another, in all parts of the country Ames. Mr. and Mrs. Marten were to Rockport after spending the dancing at Light's last Friday eve aston were recent guests of Mr. and
at all times of the year. We have also dinner guests Tuesday of Mr weekend with Mrs. Charles E. Carr. ning.
A S. Leonard.
nothing to match the tomato in Sa and Mrs. Albert Sherman.
Lewis Robinson's horse dropped (
Mis. Maude Shea. Mrs. Eugenie
vor, in color, or in variety or possibili
dead Tuesday morning on the road '
Godfrey, Mrs. Gladys Simmons, Mrs
WEST SENNEBEC
They always taught me to save Orace York and Mrs. Lillian Rackties for the table
while hauling a load of coal.
string—
"Oranges and grqpe fruit are
Mrs. Emma Kinney's children
liff attended the movies in Rock
(A real New England caper)
recommended by nutritionists for
land Monday evening.
The Jolly Club met last week with Arthur, Louise and Lotia are in
their vitamin content. Tomatoes I But how can I run true to form
Mr, and Mrs. Leroy Oould and! Mrs. Marie Butler with more than Knox Hospital for slight opera
FULL PINTS (I6.,j
contain the same vitamins and t When stores now use gummed family have returned to Newton 50 present. Refreshments were tions. The best of luck is sent to
paper?
nowadays tomato Juice is almost in- ,
Centre, after spending a two week served and the time passed socially them all.
Mrs. Adrien Kinney is visiting her
vacation at Miss Mildred Waldron's. and pleasantly.
CoMPARE America’s
L. S. Alley and sons Harold and parents Mr. and Mrs. Ardie Thomas.
E. V. Shea made a business trip
to Portland Tuesday.
Kenneth of Camden and Charles
Mrs. Libby Barter of Wallston and
3833
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dyer are spend Moran of Rockport were visitors Mrs. Mary J. Hart of Worcester, were
fine ginger ale—now at this low price
guests of Mrs. Alfred Hocking last
ing a few davs ln the E. V. Shea Sunday in this place.
Willard Wentworth and family of Wednesday.
cottage at Shea's Cove.
—with other nationally advertised
Mrs. James Kellogg of Cambridge,
Mrs. Margaret Wot'on called on Hope visited his mother Mrs. Clara
friends and relatives ln this place Wentworth last week.
Mass arrived last Thursday.
ginger ales. Note that Clicquot's full
Mr. and Mrs. Burr Jones and fami
j Monday.
Recent callers on Mrs. Viola Hall
plus 2* DEPOSIT
Miss Emma Titus of Brookline, and Mrs. Clara Wentworth were Mrs ly of Watertown, Mass., arj! spend
pint bottles contain 16 ounces instead
PEE BOTTLE
(Mass., and Miss Nathalie Waldron Blanche Davidson ari^ Miss Adna ing a vacation here.
THIS store has been a rrlioMt place to buy Poultry Supplies for
of
Rockland
are
occupying
Miss
Mil

Pitman
of
Appleton
and
Henry
Dav

Miss
Edith
Watts
and
Miss
Cora
of
12.
You
get
the
equivalent
of
3
75 years.
dred Waldron’s house this week. idson of Belfast., also Mrs Etta Murdough of Massachusetts and Miss
THIS year's stock Ls a wonder stock—at prices that arc kind to
__of____________________
Norman Waldron and Richard Butler of Union and Mrs. Mary__
Day
Portland arrived last____
Thursextra pint bottles in every dozen—a
your pocketbook.
Oolding motored from Dexter Satur Fuller and daughter Maude of Ap- ! day and are at t.he Watts farm,
THIS itock includes every need that's needed from Chlckhood to
The same fine old
worth-while premium, don’t you think ?
day and were guests there over the pleton and Harry Butler of Upper j Mrs. Hickey and daughter Miss
the Chopping Block.
Road.
•
J Mary Hickey of Jamaica Plain.
weekend.
Be ! ure and get K. & W. prices on any Poultry item before you
GINGER ALE
Mass., called on Mrs. A. C. Hocking
buv. You'll get a good trade. If inconvenient to call—write for CataSparkling ith life . .. and so
Dose
of
His
Own
Medicine.
—
“
I
MAN'S HEART STOPPED, Tuesday.
loe_20 pagi arc devoted to Poultry Supplies. It’s free!
delightful!* Havered. You’ll
You may pay slightly more at rimes when icing,
suppose at the efficiency expert's
DAIRY and
POULTRY SUPPLIES -.jsFFDg
STOMACH GAS CAUSE ! Thp Congressman's wife sat up in
know at once why Clicquot
FARM
I wedding you didn't do anything so
delivery or other extra services are rendered.
Club has been a fatorite lor
wasteful as throwing rice."
W. L. Adams was bloated so with ■ bed, a startled look on her face
'Oh, yes we did; but as a conces gas that his heart often missed beats I "Jim," she whispered, "there’s a robover half a century.
sion to his teaching we had the rice after eating. Adlerika rid him of all ber ln the house."
done up in cotton bags, each missile gas, and now he eats anything and "Impossible," was her husband's
rtDCRAL ~tind TCMPI-F- STS.,
PORHAND -MAIMl
weighing two pounds."—Rocky Moun feels fine. C. H. Moor & Co,, Drug sleepy reply. "In the Senate, yes,
THE
AMERICAN
STANDARD
OE
GOOD
TASTE
gists.
tain News.
but ln the House, never.”—Log.

With the Extension Agents

Family Tree Again Object of

Much Study—Fifty Mem

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

crtthw l&kuc&s

never tjeTtm i|<nvrlUi,U64...7l«</er1vre

WASH DISHES THIS WAYSAVE YOUR HANDS

Y

Keep Y oung with

Your Children

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

WE WOMEN MUST KEEP OUR

OUTH
O

SHREDDED
WHEAT
A

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
in FULL PINTS (16 oz.)

POULTRY SUPPLIES
FOR 75 YEARS------

vl

lndall

& Whitney
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THOMASTON

Tips on

the Stars

John Singer who accompanied his
aunt Miss Mabel Brown to Boston
has returned home.
Miss Nanina Comstock and niece
Elaine Risteen have returned from
a visit in Boston.
Funeral services for Miss Larissa
Richards will be held at her late
BORN IN CALCUTTA. INDIA EDUCAT
home on East Main street Friday
ED IN A NEW JERSEY CONVENT-**
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Miss Hilda Oeorge who has been
WENT TO NEW YORK-OBTAINED THE
doing public health work in Hono
ONLY SOLO PART IN ‘THE MIRACLE1
lulu for three years, is at home on
SUDDENLY DESERTED A BRILLIANT
two months vacation. It will be re
STAGE CAREER FOR RADIO • • • •
membered that Miss Oeorge was an
active and efficient nurse In the
SAYS SHE LL NEVER LEAVE IT FOR
World War. being at the front with
STAGE OR MOVIES.. READS EVERY
the American troops
FAN LETTER SHE RECEIVES...
Irving Bucklin of North Waldoboro
HAS HAZEL EYES ANDGOLDEN
came to town Tuesday. Mr. Bucklin
usually spends a few days in Thom
HAIR................
aston each summer.
^^WUERIE
YOURSET USES
Mass was celebrated at the funeral
of Miss Margaret Brady Tuesday
B
atteries,seethat they
morning by Rev. Fr. Henderson of
H ABE ALWAYS UP 10THE REQUIRED
Rockland. The bearers were Charles
VOLTAGES*" WORN-OUT
C. McDonald. Hollie Harrington.
A BATTERIES, LIKE W38N-0UT TUBES
Oeorge Oillchrest and Edward Keat
ing.
CAUSE NOISE. REDUCED VOLUME
Wilbert Rice motored to Water
\ AND LACK OF SENSITIVITY—
ville this morning, where he will
" REPLACE WORN OUT TUBES
have cataracts removed from his*
WITH NEW RCA RADlOTRONS
eyes by Dr. Hill.
Frank H. Jordan and Miss Mar
garet Jordan who have been visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harriman and himself explored Greenland by air. |
ROCKPORT
daughter Jean at Belgrade Lakes, as well as by land and sea. and has |
returned home Tuesday night.
brought back many interesting pho
Mrs. Walter Campbell of South
Mrs. Austin Elwell has gone to tographs of this northern land. In
Portland who
nas been guest of Mr
Alfred. Me., to nurse a girl who is ill addition to his pictures of Grreen- 1 ~_,i
aikm*
with the mumps at a girls' camp.
land the lecture will be illustrated ™
Richard Starrett who has been by motion pictures of the life of the^J^T ^d?l_aC5T_?a?yln8 Mr
making a visit on Monhegan has re Eskimos. Those who attend are | Campbell, who Joined her here over
turned to the home of his grandpar assured of an unusually interesting the weekend.
Mrs. Mabel Withee and guests. Mrs
ents Mr and Mrs. E. P. Starrettevening.
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. Russell Cooney of Grace Hilton ahd daughter Bernice
Rev. and Mrs. Roy H. Short and Brooklyn who are spending the sum of Malden. Mass. with Mr. and Mrs
children of Millinocket who were mer at Waldoboro, were guests of Mrs Elbert Cro6by of Camden and Rev
and Mrs. O. Lou Pressey of Skowhe
overnight guests of Misses Mabel Donald George, Monday.
and Gladys Fernald Tuesday night,
The Hoffses reunion will be held gan motored* Saturday to South
left Wednesday morning for Lynn Aug. 24
Brooksville where thev remained over
field where they usually spend th?
Dunn A- Elliot are shipping 30 ton.'"**1' *>’** ??£ re.an^0" *
vacation.
of coal to Burnt Island by scow and
Mrs. Hattie Allen and daughters power boat. A Ford truck will do the , J°hn
°J,.
’n'n™ nf
Misses Ina and Lucv Allen left hoisting in the discharging.
to in town called by tne illness of
Wednesday morning for a visit with
Miss Evelyn Rowe of Manchester. ‘
.“^0 eg ,
n r
their son and brother Alden Allen Mass is the guest of Miss Nanina
Arthur Crawford of Car^"L N J
in Millinocket.
Comstock. Miss Comstock expects to 2^“?®
gu!^ tOr two
Mr. and Mrs. A J. Lineken mo- leave In two weeks for New York.
ta-'s of Miss Mary Brann. West street
tored to Cherryfleld Sunday to spend
Mrs Blanche Vose entertained at
Mrs. Annie Clark has employment
the dav with Mr. Lineken's sister cards in her home Monday evening in "Jf , e Present at, the home of
Mrs J. E. Guptill.
honor of Mrs Blanche Pease of Bath Charles Pisli In Camden.
Mrs. Marie Ingraham spent Sun Two tables of 500 were in play. HonMlS8 Dorothy Tolman of Rockville
day with hcr sisters Mrs. Pratt and ors were won by Mrs Grace Andrews 18 spending the week with Mr. and
Mrs Gtllchrest in St. Oeorge.
and Mrs Gertrude Lineken. Refresh- M{8 Russell Staples
Mr. and Mrs Nve have leased the ments were served. Other guests were
Mrs- Earl Davis and daughter
lower apartment in the Emerson Mrs Ethel Grover Mrs Mary Ahern Ear*ne are 'Wting relatives in Isle
Watts house. Mr. Nye has employ Mrs Fanny Brown. Mrs. Lilia Ames. au Haut.
ment. as electrician with the Law Mrs Inez Ames and Miss Blanche TibMr and Mrs Frank Amesbury of
rence Cement Co. Mr. and Mrs.
Gardiner were guests Sunday of Capt.
Watts will occupy the upstairs
Yacht Vagabond of Philadelphia. and ****• ® H. Wa";
apartment.
Capt S. C. Loveland, who with his 'Cary Bok has arrived from Merton,
Miss Florence Smalley arrived wife and son and father-in-law is P®- to spend two weeks with his
home Tuesday for a visit with hei aboard, is having anew mast made at mother Mrs Edward W. Bok.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot the Charles A. Morse & Son boat shop
Mr and Mrs Everett E Pales have
Smalley.
Capt. Loveland has some acquaint- returned from Bangor where Mr
MEss Martha Burkfctt. is visi'.lng ance in Thomaston, having had his
went for eye treatment,
her father William Burkett.
yacht here for a mast nine years ago
Miss Edith Riley, who is having a
Mrs. Cora Stewart of Rockland is He has purchased in past years three vacation of three weeks from her
visiting hcr mother Mrs. Guy Rob models of vessels made by Arthur W duties as student nurse at Knox Hosbins.
Hatch of this town. Capt. Loveland is P^al. Is guest of Mrs Harry Me
• • • •
in the sugar business tn Philadelphia Donald.
Eugene A Closson has been noti
The northern pier of the Wadsworth
Edw-ard Auspland has employment
fied by the Orand Lodge. Knights street bridge across the Oeorges River ®dth the Stonington Furniture Co in
of Pythias, of Portland of his ap has settled, binding the draw so that Rcckland.
pointment to the honorable office of it cannot be used. A crew of men are
Miss Marion Parsons of Lewiston is
deputy grand chancellor of this expected to be here soon to remove the visiting her cousin. Mrs. E21<n H.
district. The lodges in his district i caujg n js estimated it will require Bohndell.
are Warren. Friendship, Thomas- j five weelts- labor.
Mrs. D''3 Moon is confined to her
ton, Rockland. Camden. North
’_______
home by illness.
Haven and Stonington Mr Clossor.
The contest for a ticket to the
Mr and Mrs Albert Rhodes and
is the youngest member to receive Wor|ds Pftir by managers of A At P house guests Mr and Mrs. Walter
such an honor. His rise in the order I stores is still on. with the Thomaston Campbell of South Portland motored
to
remarkable
“ DD.O.C. has wbeen
— -------manager in the running Give him a Sunday to Bar Harbor and over the
Joining the order in 1929. he has boost this week and next.
94-95 Cadillac Mountain drive.
been through the chairs of Arcana
Miss Mary Brann is spending the
Lodge of Thomaston, getting the
week at Sebois guest of Mr. and Mrs
Jewel of past chancellor in Febru
BURKETTVILLE
Lawrence Royea
ary, 1933. He was born in 1902 and
_____
attended the public schools of Rockcallers at Linwood Mitchell's SunCLARK ISLAND
land. graduating in the class of 1920
were Gertrude Blackington of
Rodney Wakefield and Charles
an* fr°m,0o, u
„ <\mmerctal Rockland and her grandmother Mrs
Cromwell motored to Stonington for
College in 1921. He worked five years Elvjna Cunningham of Union
the weekend.
in an office in Boston For the past
Mrs 8 B M1Urr has retumed f
Mr. and Mrs. George Cook of
seven years he has been an Interior,a nsjt of several WMks with
Friendship were guests of Mrs, Jesse
decorator. In 1922 he was married |tn Waltham. Mass
to Miss Mildred Newbert of Thom- j Mrs. Ada Mitchell. Sabra Morang Williams recently.
Mr. Mass
and Mrs.
Alex
Smith of
Brainaston Thev have two children. Mr and Mrs. Geneva Luce were in Rock-,tree
wrre
.ccently
guests
of ;
Closson is devoted to his lodge work [land Monday, calling on Mrs Luce's|„„„
---and is a capable and interesting1 little son who is at Knox Hospital
[ M»s' Jes5e Williams
speaker. He is fond of all sports and
Mrs Fessenden Hannon and little ,.A teacner8 meeting was held at
is financial secretary of the Thom Doris of Union were visitors Monday ¥rs Jalpcs Harrison s residence Monaston baseball team. He is very at "ner father's Linwood Mitchell
nlgtlF, WI,h Mi5S McKn;Kht. Mrs
popular among the young people and j Mrs. Jackson and daughter who Wll!lam Cavcn, Mrs. Ernest Edwards
has their best wishes for success in have been visiting here returned the ,Charles Simpson present. Lunchhis new and honored capacity.
first of the week to Waltham. Ma" ‘ eon was 8erved and a pleaasnt eveThe regular monthly meeting of the Tfipy were accompanied by Miss Ruth i ntn« Passed
Thoniaston Board of Trade was held Mitchell for a visit of two weeks.
Charles Peterson of South Thomlast night in the selectmen’s rooms. Mr. and Mrs. C. M Payson of East | aston, employe of John Meehan &
The detail involved in getting the vll- union were callers Sunday on Clara Son, met with a serious accident last,
lage publicity folder was taken care of MacDowell, also Mrs. Susie Maddox, Friday afternoon when he fell, break-1
at this meeting and it is hoped that who brought with her a bzeautiful ing the bone of one of his legs and an
the folder will be tn the hands of the bOuquet, of gladioli which were very arm and several ribs He has mam ;
friends who feel very sorry for him
committee within ten days or two muCh appreciated.
and express best wishes for his com-1
weeks. The next regular meeting ot [
____________
plete recovery
the Board of Trade will be the sccTENANT’S HARBOR
The Sunday School here is enjoy
ond Wednesday in September
ing their five classes with teachers:
There will be a food sale on the
lawn of the Church of St John Bap- Mr. and Mrs Thomas Beals and and would be pleased to see all the
tist next Saturday, beginning at 1.30 family of New Hampshire are guests children coming to the school.
p. m.
at Wan-e-set Inn.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Smith of AuGROSS NECK
Services for the remainder of the j gusta spent the weekend guests of
Mr.
and
Mrs. L. C. Creamer of
week and Sunday at the Church of j Mrs Charles Rawley.
Waban.
Mass.,
were callers at Charles
St. John Baptist will be as follows:
Miss Marion Wallace and her
Weekday Eucharists at the usual i grandmother are guests at the Inn. A. Oeele's Sunday.
Mrs. Eldora Gross was a Rockland
hours. Friday, 7 p. m. Litany. Sat- j Ma'oel Erickson of Vlnalhaven is
urday, 7.30 p. m Preparation for the | visiting her grandparents Mr. and visitor Friday.
Mrs. Minnie French who was
Holy Communion. Sunday, Holy i Mrs. Frank Pullen.
visiting her mother Mrs. Annie
Eucharist 9 a. m. Church school 10 30 I
• • • •
a. m. Evensong and sermon 7 p. m I Musical Comedy Corning Aug. 22-23 Creamer has returned to Cambridge.
Mass.
(
Preacher, Fr. Frank Wheelock oi
Over 100 local people will be in the
Mrs. James A Stewart of Broad
Springfield. Mas.s
cast of the spectacular musical Cove recently visited her daughter
At the Finnish Congregational
Church tonight at 7 a social evening in I O.O.F. hall Aug. 22-23 under Odd
Harry Creamer was a Rockland j
will be held, with refreshments. There Fellow auspices, St. Oeorge Lodge visitor last week.
will be a picnic next Sunday at Oscar The play has a real plot with a
Mrs. Ralph Eugley who has been j
Eliassons, beginning at 11 a. m., with wealth of rollicking comedy and visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. |
program at 1 p. m.
plenty of peppy songs The dance Elbridge Stover of Boothbay reMiss Muriel Reed is at home from routines and beautiful costumes are turned home Sunday.
Bellevue Hospital. New York city.
so carefully developed as to give the
Rev. and Mrs. Hart of Kentucky are performance the verve and finish of a NORWOOD-CARROLL FAMILIES
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden.
professional production. Miss Ruth
Mr. and Mrs Wallace Smalley and Trask under whose skilled direction
The annual reunion of the Nor- [
daughter of Worcester. Mass., are the project is fast taking shape, is wood-Carroll families will be held at ]
guests of Miss Leila Clark.
delighted with ihe high quality of the Jefferson Lake, Aug. 19.
Misses Hilda and Alice Oeorge were members of the cast and predicts 95-97
Marguerite Carroll, Sec.
supper guests of Mrs. Donald George with enthusiasm a smashing success
for the enterprise
Wednesday night
GILCHRE8T FAMILY
Lawrence Carroll is spending the
The difficult role of Abner, a coun
week with his aunt Mrs. Carter in | try hotel proprietor who carries much
The Gilchrest family will hold its j
| of the burden of the plot, is taken by annual reunion in the Grange hall >
Union.
Commander
the versatile
Selectman Fred
H at. St. George. Aug. 17.
will
give his Donald
lecture BonMacMillan
"My Six I; Smalley
TheFirst
villainous™^
dicker
95-96
Marianne Gilchrest. See.
Years withbythemotion
Polar Eskimos."
his equally
villainous
lustrated
pictures, 11at and
underling
\vho harass
the’ 2* ‘F I1
Watts hall. Friday, at 8 15 p. m., for Abner are Everett TorrevanH h
the benefit of Williams-Brazier Post., ard Monaghan
Maurice Shnmnn'
A.L. This ls an unusual opportunity plays the role of the ingenious w?>?h‘
to hear Commander MacMillan. He j ful inventor whose brato chiht T^h‘
is lecturing this week for the first Ar Co. plan to stral^and summons

,
JESSICA.
I DRACONETTE

THE PLYMOUTH

time In Thomaston. His pictures of
Greenland, where Colonel and Mrs
Lindbergh are now making a survey
of the northern air route to Europe
will be of especial and timely in
termit. Commander MacMillan has

also provides the love interest through
his yen for Abner's daughter (Ada
Reidi. The other principals and de
tails of the plot, chorus and dance
routines will appear in these columns
In subsequent issues

TEA ROOM
Atlantic Highway

Warren,

Maine

FISHING IS OLDEST
AMERICAN INDUSTRY
Efficiently

Protected

by

Government Bureau.

Washington.—Although Jobs arg
scarce and wages low In many parti
of the United States, hundreds ol
Indians and other local salmon fish
ermen living along the coast ol
Alaika feel sure ot having more
work and better Incomes next sum
mer than they have had for yeare.
This bit of seeming economic
magic wlll flow from a governmenl
ruling by the United States commiagloner of fisheries, who has opened
up bays and Inlets along the Alas
kan coast for seining.
"The plan." eays a bulletin from
the National Geographic society,
"will not mean the taking of more
salmon In Alaskan waters, and
may even mean the catching- of
fewer. But It will shift to a con
siderable extent the method of
capturing the fish from the off
shore traps that require the atten
tion ot only a few skilled opera
tors, to the boat-operated seines ot
the Individual—and needy—fisher
men.
“The obvious need ot the local
fishermen for aome sort of assist
ance during the present economic
conditions was an important factor
In the lifting of seining restrictions
by the bureau of fisheries; but the
move was possible only because of
the building up of the ‘runs' ot
salmon during the past nine years
by the burean's stringent control.
“The activities of the bureau of
flahertea are many aided, for It
looks after all aorta of chores—
most of them Involving scientific In
vestigations—that have to do with
the amazingly varied life of Uncle
Sam's coastal waters and streams.
In Alaska, which ls a federal ter
ritory, the organization ls a bene
ficent dictator.
Industry Faced Collapse.
“Dictatorships are not novelties
In 1933. They were in 1924 when
congress gave the bureau dictato
rial powers In Alaskan waters as a
sort of last effort to save the $40,000.000 salmon Industry from col
lapse. The system was untried,
and furthermore It was vastly un
popular with the fishermen and
salmon packers. Packers had not
taken the trouble, as the bureau's
scientific workers had, to study the
life cycle of the salmon. They
looked on the explanations of the
peculiar scientific facts behind
salmon runs ss mere 'moonshine.'
“Figuratively, the bureau had to
hold the packers and fishermen
hack with one hand, and to coax
the salmon up the fresh-water
spawning streams with tbe other.
"The runs of the same cycles
had Been growing progressively
smaller; but there were enough big
runs from other cycles occurring
between to obscure the ominous
fact that Alaska's rich salmon re
sources were being exhausted. The
packers had literally been killing
their golden-egg laying geese by not
permitting enough fish to get to the
spawning grounds.
“By the burean's regulations
since 1924 the situation has been
reversed. More fish are getting
into the spawning streams; and the
salmon industry is again on the up
grade.
“In the eastern United States the
fishing Industry Is hoary with age.
It was America's flrst Industry,
In fact. The bureau of fisheries
has found much work to do In
keeping its finger on the pulse of
conditions that might make or
break the Industry under high-pow
ered modern methods; and In solv
ing fundamental problems that af
fect the food supplies of tens of
millions of people.
“Another piece of pioneer work
tn the government laboratories was
the demonstration that very quick
freezing of fish assured a much bet
ter product than ordinary freezing,
and one that would ship better.
“The lowly oyster of the Atlan
tic coast has had Its domestic life
thoroughly Investigated by the bu
reau of fisheries, and as a result
Its ‘bousing problems' are In a fair
way to be solved.
Saves Seal Industry.
“In bringing about a ‘come back’
for the exceedingly valuable Prlbllof island seal, the bureau hag
done Its most spectacular piece of
work, and has written one of the
most dramatic chapters In the
whole story of conservation wheth
er on land or sea. The seal herds
were fast being wiped out of ex
istence by deep sea hunters, when
In 1911, treaties with Japan and
Great Britain, made the United
States trustee for the three na
tions lu caring for the animals
which breed annually on the Prlbllof Islands. The Job was turned
over to the bureau and In 22 years
It has built the herd up from 130,000 to 1,250,000. By sale of pelts
taken under scientific management
from surplus males, It has paid $2,117,000 Into the United States treas
ury and In addition has paid more
than $750,000 each to Japan and
Canada. Close to 90 per cent of
the world’s fur seals now live un
der government protection on the
Prlbllof islands.
•Tn ’ streams scattered over the
United States the burean's work Is
helping the states to build up a
game fish supply for the 10,000,000
anglers who nnnually bait hooks
and cost files.”

Every-Other-Daf

DRIVING ON OTHER PAVEMENTS

COSTS® MORE

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In thts column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times, filx words
make a line.

MILE

Than on Concroio

IT COSTS YOU LESS
TO DRIVE ON
CONCRETE STREETS

LOST AND FOUND
FOR FURTHER INFOR
MATION WRITE ^HE
CEMENT SERVICE MAN.

CARE OF:

DRIVING ON UNPAVED STREETS

COSTS® MORE
Than on Concroio

I
I

Portland
Cement
Association
347 Modlson Avenue
New Tevfc City, N. V.

Mae Andrews.

BLACK Suit case lost Sunday on Bel
fast road
MRS
8AYWARD HALL.
Beechwood St.. Thomaston
94-96
AT Chlckawaukse Pond July 13. lost
fox fur neckpiece
Notify MRS L. M
BIRD. Gardiner. Me Reward
95*97
TAN colored top coat lost Thursday
night at Oakland dance
Gloves In
pocket Finder phone 275 or THE COURIER-G AZkM’l'E
95* It
POCKETBOOK with valuable papers
lost between Orace and Pacific streets
City.
Reward
EBEN KENNEY
40
Orace St.
94*96

In Carload Lots
Direct To You

No middlemen, no traveling repre
sentatives, no trucking expense, no
national advertising, no branches.
All these savings mean “MORE K»R
LESS” for you PLUS • LOWER PRICE
AND HIGHER QUALITY.”

Domino Fine Granulated Sugar,
$4.98 per 100 lbs. (10 lbs with other
goods, 49c); “Presto” Heavy Standard
Glass Preserve Jars, pints, 77c doz.,
quarts, 87c doz, 2 qts.. 81.23 doz.
Fancy corn, cracked corn and meal,
8145; heavy 40 lb. oats. 81.45; Ar
mour's Pure Lard. 8'.*c lb.. 20 lbs.
81.65; New Potatoes 29c peck; “More
For Less” Egg Mxsh 81 98; “More
For Less" Growing Feed, 81 98;
“More For Less" Scratch Feed 81 98:
“More For Less” 20% Dairy Feed
1.63; “More For Less” Stock Feed
81 49. 100 Per cent Pure Pennsyl
vania Motor Oil, 2 gallon cans, 81.13
per can. Dr. Hess Fh Spray, gal
lon cans, 81-23; 5 gallon lots, bulk,
(Bring your can) 81 per gallon;
Full Line of Pratt’s Poultry and Dairy
Remedies and Disinfectants.
Our broken package department
supplies everything to the small
buyer from one pound to a ton.
At the same time all markets
are advancing, so buy commodi
ties today, you can double your
money by so investing. We have the
lowest Cash and Carry Prices in New
England. Deliveries anywhere wanted.
STOVER'S CASH GRAIN STORES,
DISTRIBUTORS for S I OVER FEED
MFG. CO., on track at 86 Park St..
Rockland,
Just
below
Armour's.
Tel. 1200
95-It

«**********•***!
n miw a s-.ss
WANTED
--------- ....ij

DYER’S
Can yon realize it that In lets than a month many of our schools
will be in : ? ion again. It doesn't eeem possible, does U? Well,
we are all prepared lo outfit thr boys for school with thr goods they
need.
U5J, $10.00. $15.00
IS ... —.....
WASH SCITS
....................... .............. ..
..... 59c, SI 00. $1.50
SCHOOL PANTS .
SI 00. $1.50. $1.98
SHORT PANTS
............................... ..
. ........ 65c, TSe, 98c
SCHOOL BLOUSES OR; SHIRTS __________ ..........
65c, 75c
RAIN (OATS ............................. .
........... $1.50, $3.00
SWEATERS
.............. ........ ....... *......
$1.00. $1.25
YOUNG MEN'S SUITS ...... ..........................
$15.00
YOl NG MEN'S DK1" PANTS
...............
$2 50. $3.50
YOl'NG MEN'S SHIRTS
75c. $1.00. $1 53
ERS
........................ $2.50
YOUNG MEN'S PAJAMAS ...
............. -.......... ........... $1.50
MEN'S WORK PANTS AND OVERALLS
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50
MEN'S WORK SHUTS
................................... ..... $9c, 75c
Ako we have got to vote Sept. 11 on whether we want thr sKloon
and rum back again. Well, I've seen all of the darned stuff and the
rerultr of it I want to. It’s strange how soon we forget, Isn’t It?

WILLIS AYER

POSITION wanted by experienced
stenographer and bookkeeper Whole or
part time.
References. MISS N P. |
GREELEY. 19 Franklin 8t„ City.
92*97
MAN'S Bicycle wanted. In good con| dltlon. V. L. PACKARD. Tel 446
___________ _______________________ 95-97
I WANT to buy a good motorcycle at
once Call at 33 WINTER ST
95*97
OENERAL houseworker wanted, good
| platn cooking, no laundry. MRS L M
1 KENNEDY
Lincolnville Beach. Tel
Camden 8416
95-97
WANTED—In Rockland, small bulld. Ing. cheap, suitable tor a camp. Write
| X. care Courler-Oazette.___________ 95*97
PROBATE WORK wanted
Eleven
years' experience In Probate Office
EDNA M PAYSON. 81 Orace St
Tel
163-M.
81-tf
WANTED- Ws will pay highest prices I
for your pullets, any size or breed;
young pigs or shosts; potatoes; used
bran or feed sacks. STOVER FEED
MFO CO., on track at 88 Park St . Rocklandy Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200
___________________________________ 95-97j
POSITION ss chef or order cook wsnt1 ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY.
Orace St.. City.
*tf I
♦

Summer Cottages j !
MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO., Inc.
Rockland. Maine
DAILY PLANE SERVICE TO ISLANDS
NEW RATES AND SCHEDULE
EFFECTIVE AUGUST FIRST
LEAVE ROCKLAND 7.00 A. M.
12.00 NOON
5.00 P. M.
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
LEAVE VINALHAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
8.00 A. M.
1.00 P. M. 5.15 P. M.
RATES
One Way Round Trip Special
Rockland to Vinalhaven
$2.00
$3.00
$10.00
Rockland to North Haven
200
3.00
10.00
Rockland to Stonington
... 5.00
9.00
18.00
Rockland to Irlcsboro
5.00
9.00
15.00
Vinalhaven (o North Haven
1.50
3.00
12.00
North Haven to Vinalhaven
.... , 1.50
3.00
12.00
Vinalhaven to Stonington
... 4.00
7.00
18.00
North Haven to Stonington
.... 4.00
7.00
18.00
Round Trip Tickets Must Be Used Same Day
Other stops in conjunction with the regular run
1 pas.4.
2 pass.
3 pass.
each
each
Rockland to Matiniens ................ .......... $10.00
$5.00
$4-00
Rockland to lair au Itaut
_____
6.00
4.00
4.00
Rockland to Eagle bland
..........
4.00
4.00
3.00
Charier trips ran be arranged between regular trips to other po in La
at the rate of $45.00 per hour
87-90

'-«
TWENTY-ONE room, four tenement
house for sale, all in nice condition,
sewly shingled and painted outside,
papered, painted and whitened tnatde.
Wlll be sold at « great bargain, or wlll
exchange for other property
Call me
1 up or come and see me
FLOYD L.
I SHAW, 47 North Main St.. Rockland. Me
1 __________________________________ 90-tf
FOR SALE Pullets, all ages, some ready
to lay. Rhode Island Reds and Ply, mouth Rocks. STOVER FEED MFO.
, CO . on track at 86 Park' St Rockland.
I
Just below Armours Tel 12007
95-97
■
—
1
FARM for sale. 100 acres. 30 tillable
60 wood. 10 pasture Fronting on oceai
j
SIX ROOM second floor flat with ,h|*(. back on Friendship river, on Pleas
road
In South
bath to let. adults only. Inquire LIL- ant
“nt Point
Pn’n* rn
“rt *"
,h Cushing.
«'—•••—
Thirty apple trees.'four room bungalow,
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St.
________
93*95 garage, chicken house Apply on prem—___________________________________ ■ lses MR.- A C CAMPBELL
95*97
flush closet, gas and electricity, "with
Te^auart'^^Y'aUSTIN ° War
garage at 156 Union St. Inquire BEN- for ssl5.' 7c
RaY
WarJAMIN MILLER 26 Rankin St. Tel I
—
Inquire at the WARRE1
95*97
692-M
95-97 GROCERY COMPANY.
place In
MODERN alx room house and garage
a HE O. L, WENTWORTH pla
Two-Story
to let at 189 Broadway Inquire at 187 Bovkpori Millage for sale. Two
BROADWAY or
phone 1179-J 94*98
house, all modern, kitchen, living room
-------- five
— sleeping
,....„
room.*
hcutbw
< o—S—----------- n ““d P»>'loi' below,
moden?B--“~~
-Boc* >ntl 81 ■ al* tbove Nice
new
furnace:
Nice cellar,
cellar,
new house
furnace:Cemer
large
niodern. garage D SHAFTER. 15 Rock-. garage connected
to the
1 land St
________ 94-tf walks, buildings in fine repair
A fine
TWO furnished light —
housekeeping -------------P11" «nd_-------------------good location on Main St
-ah',
rL. W. BENNER
and nrlce
price -pa-'
reasonable.
rooms to let. bath, hot water. MRS E and
94*9«
N SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St Tel 804-J. Real Estate. Rockland._____
___________________________________ 95-tf
BOAT for sale, length 30 ft by 9 ft
SMALL apartments to let. furnished 6 In. beam. Fay A- Bowen 4 cylinder.
snd unfurnished st the FOSS HOUSE. 4 cycle. 16 h p engine. MRS EDWARD
95-97
Tel. 740.___________________________ 88-tf ROSS. Owl's Head
ONE old table, over 100 years old: on<
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
inquire 14 MASONIC ST
91-tf kitchen table with drawer: A A- B ga'
—————————— stove, one large Eddy refrigerator, om

TO LET

,Ul1 "1“‘d bcd and 'Prln«. o'1? h»l' »•«

Main St <5? 1144 V r STUDLEY- 2M bed and spring; two old fashlonec
Mam St Tel. 1154.
92-tf j stands, for sale. CALL 750-W
95-tl
furmlhS ^PtrfJirJS H.;H,VOO?lhOU*e
TULL ■urosth. pure cider Wnigar fo.
ton In^ulLdofl r1 ?
Plckllng. 20 cenu gallon. J H SIMON

SOUTH HOPE, MAINE

Hel^nq^om«ton

CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS,
LOBSTER DINNERS,
HOT CHICKEN BARBECUE,
(with potatoes and stuffing)

FOR SALE

COTTAGES and camps to let and for
: vale.
E V. SHEA. South Thomaston
Tel Rockland 354-11, ____________ 86-tf
FOR SALE at once at these prices
, Cottage at Meguntlcook Lake. 8800.
also cottage at Meguntlcook Lake 81600
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
Mtf

let^Yi? aR^nthP V F

COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP
85c
85c
25c

’’LICENSED TO SELL BEER”

SALE,

OF SUMMER

SHOES

TeL% ilBrO°M-?5 TON' Mead0W St

W“‘ Rock‘>°”

FOR SALE-Slx room house, good lo
c»“on Prlce r|Bht This property is i
Bood ‘“vestment
lu location ls on i
cement road ROBERT COLLINS. Rea
&ute Agency.
95.
----FOR
----------------SALE- Direct from the manufac
turer. a carload of
Presto’ preaerv
Jars at the lowest price ever sold fo
these extra heavy Standard Fruit Jars
Pint's lie df)/ . Quarts 87c doz . 1'w
Quart>. 81 23 doz. Only 2000 dozen
these Standard uui
Jars• wzzvznj
ottered for
IDI sale
.'HIV M
these low prices, and subject to manu
fariurer's advance In prices. Buy toda
your ’UPP1’' ,or thls V»r “nd *>«»»
You probably wlll never buy preaerv
Jars again at such low prices. Ever
Jar carries the manufacturer's nam
which Insures highest quality. Mi
and boat orders filled on receipt of chec
co PA °, or?er„!T°V?R FEED MF<
UO. On track at 86 Park St , Rockland
Ju»t below Armour's. Tel 1200
94-1
HORSE for nalc cheap, good workei
kind and clever. H. D CRIE. Tel. 74
Rockland, or 8.7 Thomaston
89*9
1930 HALF TON Ford truck In gfx>
! condition for sale. CARL E FREEMAN
Olencove. Tel. Rockland 289-J.
91t
when you are planning to sell you
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
[ wards Tel 806-J. Rockland.
91-t

ser^?
,)a,iltor
good location
afl°°,r'
MEN S SHOP Ph\ m
MEN S SHOP, Park 8t_____________90*95
heated apartments, all modern, foui
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN
BOCK
LAND WATER CO Tel 634
91-tf
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
at 22 Oak 8t.; furnished apartment
Orient 8t.. ell modern; furnished apart
ment. 556 Main St . upstairs
Inquire
ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-Cobb
Davie.
91-tf I
wai.w >
—7—'
Run*mer St * mqulri
M MARRiNr?3
TON Tel 551-W
HARRIm?;
u
w'
9,-tf
FIVE ROOM tenement to let Ground
floor. All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M M
GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean 8t.
ei-tf
TWO RENTS, upper and lower, at 34
leasant St.
st
Anniv ursq ANNE
ammw vt,,.-Pleasant
Apply'MISS
FLINT
32 School 8t.. or Tel. 1161-R
81-tf

A

CAMDEN

Mrs. Lila Pert of Stonington is
visiting her daughter Mrs. Herbert
i Butler for a few weeks
Guests this week at The Wilbur.
Sea street were E. Kent Fair, Mr. and j _JTII£® ..hard-wood and Jul’k'*
Mrs. Howard Wilkins, Howard Wil ; cord $8; fitted soft wood. $6. T. J. CAR
91-t
kins, Jr.. Suzanne Wilkins of Brook ! ROLL Tel. 263-21
line, Mass.. Robert Pouratt and Don
I «
ald Oallaghcr of Philadelphia.
Capt. and Mrs. William 3. Ann is 1 ♦
have returned to Boston after a visit ♦
6
[ in Camden.
J Rev. Gabriel Guedj. pastor of the , FOR 8ALE All on the rent plan. $61
.. . Temple Of Fall River, V.
Knox room
Hall. house
South and
Thomaston;
Baptist
Mass.,1 ^Jgbt
barn; 8425.821C
fo
'Will occupy the pulpit Of the Baptist acres of land; 81250. large double ten
J Church Sunday morning. Mr. Guedj ment house; $2000. double twmr
is spending the summer at Bayside
Sedley 283 Mam st "t“ 1154
' Letters received from the follow- j
su
ing boys who are attending the ——
— —
World's Fair in Chicago, indicate g|.«..«***«***«->■•«
they are having the time of their ♦
lives Accompanied by John Taylor, j *
I secretary of the Y M C A., Howard I
EdWYd H*”"' ^D*B-7u7l.bl.V»tr'g^>M
born, Edward Dunbar and Ollbort ■ |tnd Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orde
Richards left here by auto for a trip [ solicited. H. C. RHODW. Tel.
of ten days or two weeks
_____________________________ -—Annual meeting of the Grange ^UADDD.
F*rts
t.me
Deputies of Maine at Meguntlcook rron'P1'
9).
Grange hall Friday of this week
1 KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made

REAL ESTATE

Whites Now!

MISCELLANEOUS

APPLETON
--------

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

_

order. Keys made to fit locks whi
original keys are lost. House. Office
Car. Code books provide keys for 1
locks without bother. Scissor* al
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Re
aonable
prices.
CRIE HARDWARE
408 Mftln
st Borklaud
. Tel. 791. C(

Prof, and Mrs. M. H. Elliott have ‘
returned
from tneir
their trtn te
returned irom
trip to Cambridge and are with their aunt Mrs.!
91A. W. McCorrlson at the old home-----------------------------------------------stead on the Ridge.
A letter from Miss Sophie Perry j
tells of her safe arrival in San Fran-'
cisco on her return trip after a
I month's visit with friends here and j
Parcel Delivery
I in Cambridge. She had never wit] nessed a thunder shower and ex- I
Family Washings
pressed regret that there had been
none during her stay cast. If she i
Called For and Delivered
had only waited another week or so! i
Mr. and Mrs idney Andrews with
their youngest son John were visitors
at Abner Grant’s recently. Tlie son
has the distinction of completing the
TeL 106-R
course and being graduated from the
Northeastern University and receiv

Light Trucking

Pumps, Ties
and Straps

APPLETON

Linnlbel Grant was chauffeur for
her aunt Lizzie McOorrison to Rock
land Thursday. Bell Grant went with
them as far as West Rockport for an
afternoon visit with her niece Mrs.

For Sale
VALUES

ROCKLAND

Walter Dorgan

ing his diploma

Every-Other-Day
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Buy These This Week

Beautiful Turkish
TOWELS

BLANKETS

We advise the purchase of all staple Dry Goods

before the sharp increases bound to come from

Process Tax and Cotton Tax.

COHASSET SHEETS
pEQUQy

pEQUOy

, SHEETS

VWiWMfiy
/
PILLOW CASES

5HEETS

me ramous requots.

ANO

inerequot

PILLOW CASES

examiners are very particular,
making these real bargains.

72x99

■gStf

72x81

Pure wqol, 2 tone, satin bound, $5.95
72x90

MBsw)

82< - 81x99

90/ - 81x108

PEQUOT SHEETS
With Labels

$1.05

Sgjjsg
pEOUOT

Solid colors with black bor
Wash Cloth to match, blue,
ender, peach, green—

5HEETS

iwSmr
PILLOWCASES

Large Size

Guest Size

V

Winthrop, white (val. $5) 70x802.98

Part wool, plaids, 72x84,

2.98

Strongtex, plaids, 66x8Q,

1.98

Snowden, double,

1.00

Double, grey, 4 lb., 70x80,

1.98

Indian Blankets, new patterns,

1.19

CASES

J 42x36,
i 42x381-2,
5 45x381-2,
)

Stalwart Sheets, 81x90,
XLCR, 72x99,
XLCR, 81x108,

.27
.28
.30
<
.59
.75
.89

TUBING, ETC
40 inch,
42 inch,

Bleached Sheeting
63 inch,
.3<
72 inch,
.3!
81 inch,
.4

sizes in proportion
Part Linen Cases,
Marion Cases,
Marabelle,

.15
.15
.10

Pure Linen Crash,
.121-2
Pure Linen 16” Crash; 6 yards, 1.00
Pure Linen 17 1-2” Crash; 7 yds 1.00
Wash Cloths,
3 1 -2c to 10c

80 Square Percale, plain and fancy 15c
80 Square Percale, ABC, plain
and fancy,
17c

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
I Guests at Wessaweskcag Inn are
Mrs. Alfred Del Pietro of Manhas
THE SALE IN CAMDEN
Mrs. Edwin Carman and Mrs. John
’ Miss L. Mae Smith and Miss Rosa Pray and daughter Erlene spent set, Long Island, and Mrs. Charles
I Killer Given of Lewiston, there for
Sunday in Stonington with rela Patch of the Waldorf-Astoria, New- Disabled Ex-Service Men’s Exchange
two weeks.
York. have been the guests of Mrs.
Will Be At Whitehall Inn
tives.
Harry Wiggin in South Thomaston.
Miss Ebba Kalloch is spending a
Maine was selected by the Disabled
Mr. and Mrs John Britten of NewEverything Marked Down
Overcrowded
few days with Miss Barbara Wald Haven are visiting for two weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Wash- I ex-Service Men’s Exchange for Its |
ron at Glencove.
Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Damon at their burne and daughter Fulvia of Hart sixth week of summer sales, which are |
Must Have Room For Fall Line
Waldoboro farm
Mrs. Britten is ford, are guests of Mrs. Harry Wig j taking place at Castine. Bar Harbor, I
Never Again Such Low Prices
'Winter Haibor, North East Harbor
Miss Hilda George who has been j Mrs. Damon's aunt.
gin in South Thomaston.
In addition to personal notes regard-1 Miss Alice Whitney has as house engaged in public health work in
and Camden in each of these places
_____
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart guests Mrs. Helen E. Adams of Red Honolulu for tile past three years,
Some of Our Many Bargains as follows:
Perry Rich of Detroit who with
Miss Frances Fales of Old Town is the homes of summer visitors being
ment especially desires information of
aoclal happenings, parties, musicals, etc lands, Calif ., and Miss S. Caroline i arrived yesterday at her home in his wife and two children has spent guest, of Miss Metty McAlary, Talbot thrown epen for the purposes of the
SILK DRESSES, formerly 3.95 to 5.CO; now $2-88
sale.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be | Peabody of Waltham, Mass.
Thomaston for a vacation of two i t.he summer with his father. J. Frank avenue.
gladly received.
The closing sale of the week will toe
months. She was met in Portland by Rich on the latter's Glencove farm,
1 Rack of COATS, formerly up to 16.50 ; now $5.00
TELEPHONE _______________ 770 or 794 '
[ at Whitehall Inn. Camden, next Sat- I
The Methebesec Club is having a her sister. Miss Alice George and has started the trip back, via Bosurday,
through
the
courtesy
of
Ralph
DRESSES
in cotton, lace, voiles, piques, silk,
Miss
Clara
Spear.
| ton. New York. Chautauqua. ClevcRev. and Mrs. Howard M. Hoge | picnic tomorrow at "Shoreland," the
B Wilson, manager. Mrs. Ernest A.
' land and the Chicago Century of
summer home of Mrs. J. N. South
prints;
formerly
1.98 to 2.98; now,
$1-39
and daughter of Lincoln. Va.. and i ard. Transportation may be ar
Robbins. Jr., of Camden, president of
Mrs. Lawrence Leach was hostess Progress. Mr. Rich is in the real
J. A. Jameson Co. has adopted the the Oarden Club Federation of Maine,
Mrs. Arthur Warner of Baltimore ranged by calling Mrs. Frank Maxey. to the Tuesday Night Bridge Club I estat.i business.
Sizes up to 54
N.R.A. and under it will operate is actively interested in the success
who are guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. Take basket lunch.
at. supper, with Mrs. Harrold HorBig
Reductions
on
Jackets, Skirts, Suits and Blouses
daily
6.39
to
5.30,
Saturdays
open
M. Lawrence, were supper guests of
oi
tms
saie.
The
exhibition
at
WhiteMiss Elizabeth Lynn and Miss
rocks and Mrs. Guy Bean of Free
until 8.30.
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton.
I hall Inn will be from 9.30 a. m. to
port
as
special
guests.
Honors
were
Ann
Wescott
of
Chelsea.
Mass
.
arc
,
All
Hats
Marked Below Cost
Miss Sara Glover and Miss Belle won by Mrs. Raymond Cross, Mrs. I guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Me-1
Thomaston. Sunday. Mr. Hoge was
I 5.30 p. m.
Ward
Stowe,
of
Charlotte.
N.
C..
j
speaker at the evening service at the
The Exchange, whose shop is at 355
A sale of home cooked food will be
Innis, 46 Crescent street.
DON’T FORGET—SALE STARTS FRIDAY
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Daniel Snow and Mrs. Clifton Cross.
Baptist Church.
held Saturday at the Knox Gift Boyteton street. Boston, is attract
—
Knight, are spending the week in.
AT 9 A. M„ AT
Roger Swett who has been guest; Shop. Montpelier, Thomaston. Tea ing large numbers to its exhibitions
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby
Hon. and Mrs. William T. Cobb Boston.
and daughter Katherine, and Casper , of Mr. and Mrs. Osgood Gilbert, re will be served during the afternoon of handcraft articles made by men
disabled through service in the World
have as a guest. Mrs. E. H. Wiswell.
who have been visiting lumed to Lynn, Mass . Wednesday.
Mrs. Charles R Decker who has Daucette.
Sr., of Wellesley, Mass.
City Solicitor Herbert J. Dudley of War. The Exchange accepts work [
relatives and friends in Rockport
been a patient at Knox Hospital and vicinity returned Sunday to
Miss Eleanor Kost of Carlisle. Pa . Calais w-as in the city yesterday at from men in 28 States and hence is
Next Door to J. J. Newberry's 5c and 10c Store
Mrs. William T. Flint who was has returned to Cushing.
Manchester, N. H. They were ac i is guest for two weeks of Miss Mae tending a pauper hearing before M national in scope.
M. Griffin as auifor. It was a
at Knox Hospital lor an appendicitis
companied by Mr. Libby's father, J Johnston, Broadway.
Charles
Geddes
of
Flushing,
Long
“
HEADS
UP"
AT
WALDOBORO
pauper case, in which Rockland was
operation returned to Thomaston
Frank Libby, who has been at the
____
Mrs. Rena Johnson of Dorchester I a party.
Island, arrived yesterday to join Narrangansett Hotel while on a fur
yesterday.
There Will Be Grrat Fun Tonight and
Mrs. Geddes at their cottage at Cres lough from Sailors' Snug Harbor.
is the guest of her sister. Mrs Harrv
Fliday—I he Big Parade Made llit
Hattscom, Masonic street.
<
Miss Anna Dunn of New York, cent Beach.
The model circus built by Ray
**
who with her mother is at Tenant’sI
Mrs. Guy Bean of Freeport is the
Stewart will be on exhibition at the
FRIDAY
Harbor for tw* weeks, was a recent} Wendell Hodgkins and family ar guest of her niece. Mrs. Daniel Snow. George Ryan of the Fuller-Cobb- | Texas Company's booth, Rockport "Heads Up" which is being sponsored | MAN TO MAN
Davis force who has been receiving carnival. The circus consists of 24 by the Methodist Homemakers’ So- j . . . with a woman
guest of Miss Edna Gregory
rived from Winthrop, Mass., yes Ocean street.
treatment at the Massachusetts Oen cars, 35 wagons, 11 tent.j and 150 ciety, will be presented to the adult | caught between!
terday. Mr. Hodgkins ls having his
audiences tonight and Friday at 8 15,
Miss Lucille Rankin is the guest annual vacation, timed to attend his
Mrs. Oenclla Crossley who has been eral Hospital tn Boston is now at the hopes.
at Medomak hall, Waldoboro. Rrof her aunt. Mrs. E. M. Ayer, in class reunion < 1904) at Ash Point visiting relatives in the city has re home of his brother William, in
Brighton, Mass.
hearsals have been going on for two
Greenfield. Mass., for the remainder last evening.
turned home to Auburn.
One week from Saturday night weeks. The chorus girls have been i
of August.
Mr and Mrs. Morris Goodwin of there will be a benefit dance at the mceting dally for practice and do
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Post accom
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Larrabee had
Mrs. Laura Albee of Swampscott. ! as weekend guests at their cottage panied by their weekend guests Mr. South Weymouth, Mass., are guests Ocean View ballroom opposite Ran their difficult dances with almost pro- !
Mass., was guest yesterday of Mr. in Cushing Mrs. Charles Ocddcs of; and Mrs’ Ora! Holmes of Lewiston of Mr and Mrs. F. L Weeks, Battery kin block, all of the proceeds of fesslor.al skill.
and Mrs. R L. Jones and Mrs. W Flushing, Long Island. Miss Mina I motored to Cadillac Mountain Sun Beach. They are accompanied by which wlll go to Knox Hospital, Cnarles P Freeman and the Vet
E. Morgan, at The Highlands.
their daughter, Miss Doris Goodwin, Stanley Walsh is donating the serv eran's Fire Department in full regalia,
Sutton of Londonderry. Vt.. Mrs. day.
bright red shirts and all, will enliven 1
a
student at the Deaconess Hospital ices of his orchestra.
Amanda Choate and Miss Lucille i
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth is the guest
the show with their dashes onto the j
Miss Mabel F Lamb has been guest
Shutc.
Members of the class of 1925. stage to save the place and the pretty I
of hcr sister, Miss Corinne White,
Miss Ellen Cashman of Pittsburg,
of Miss Helen Hicks and Mrs. E. A
in Boston, for t.he week.
is the guest of her grandmother Mrs. R.H.S are asked to meet, at the home chorus girls from flames.
Nichols
(Grace
Hicks)
at
their
sum

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mason < Hazel
A distinguished jury, made up of J
mer home in Round Pond for a few Ellen Cushman, Maverick street. Her of Mrs. E. E. Knight, 17 Frederick
Mrs. E. L. Montgomery of Thom Davis) and son Wallace of Leomin days.
mother Mrs Millie Cushman, recent street tomorrow afternoon at 1.45 leading business and professional men
to
attend
in
a
bodv
the
funeral
seraston gave a “cousin" dinner Tues ster, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
ly returned to Pittsburg after a visit
of Waldoboro and vicinity, will hear .
CLIVE BROOK
ices for the late Miss Amber Elwell, the case of a negro couple who bring ;
day, her guests being Mrs. William Mason's mother, Mrs. Frank S.
Dr. Leland Gilchrest and sisters of in Rockland and vicinity.
... a figure of the Shadow
GEORGE
RAFT
which
take
place
at
the
family
resi

Hoffses of Quincy, Mass.. Mrs. Laura Sherman.
their domestic difficulties to court.
Montclair. N. J., arc at Owl's Head
world . . .• Hiking nerks for
Albee and Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Rev. Pliny A. Allen and family of dence, 14 Spruce street, at 2 o’clock. The decision the Jury brings in is an I
ALLISON
on
their
annual
summer
visit.
The It.ooevik Club had a delight
loot .., liver for love.
Bucklin.
North Adams, Mass., have, taken a
astounding
one.
ful outing Monday at the Cobb
SK1PWORTH
Forrest Bancroft of Tenants Har
The whole village turned out Satur- |
Mrs. Maynard Greenlaw of North cottage at Hobbs Pond, Hope, for the
Mrs S. Leroy Putnam was guest Farm. South Hope, with Mrs. A. S Haven was in the city Monday enroute month and Mr Allen will occupy the bor was before Judge Dwinal yester day night to see the old fashioned pa
IN
of her aunU Miss Alice Whitney. Peterson as hostess. After picnic for Bath to visit her parents Mr and pulpit at the Hope Corner Church day on two charges of assault and bat rade, heralding the big show. An- j
dinner
the
Christmas
Red
Cross
Mondav, on hcr way to Baldwin
tery, the complainants tn which were c.ent fire engines, carriages, buggies,;
each Sunday during his stay.
bags were made, and a few outdoor Mrs. Asa Smith of Squirrel Point
Park. Calif.
Helen Fish and Mary Taylor. He wagons, raw-boned horses and mules
sports indulged in. The next meet Light
Mrs. T. 3. Jolly who has been the pleaded guilty on one charge and was conveyed the gaily caparisoned cast, j
Miss Ruth Cobb of St. Louis is at ing will be Aug. 22. at the home of
A Parairnunt Picture
Mrs. George Ring of Short Falls. guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Eaton re sentenced to 60 days in jail, the sen the Waldoboro Band led the proces
Mrs.
H.
P.
Blodgett.
The
Christmas
her cottage at Coopers Beach for the
N. H. and Miss Ruth Sanderson of turned to West New Brighton. Staten tence being suspended upon payment sion and a truck load of singing
bags
will
be
filled
a.t
this
time,
pre

month of August.
Island, yesterday.
of costs and with the respondent's chorus girls, In costume, brought up
SATURDAY
paratory to sending them on Sept 1. Granville, Mass., are guests of Mr.
•
-------promise to quit town. The other case the rear.
and
Mrs.
G.
A.
Lawrence
at
Crescent
Alan L. Bird is in New York on
was
continued.
60,000 PEOPLE
ANDREWS-SIMPSON
Twenty-eight, members of th? Beach.
business.
Sunshine Society met Monday at the
THOUGHT IT WAS
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Ray Eaton entertained two
Finger print evidence developed
Miss Evelyn Simpson, daughter of
Miss Alice Sonntag is visiting rela home of Mrs. Minnie Miles. A social
JUST A SHOW ,
tives in Cleveland and Sandusky, hour was enjoyed after the disposal tables of contract Tuesday evening Mr. and Mrs. Herman Simpson of by Deputy Sheriff Ludwick soon es
Mrs. Alton Brown and son Nell
in
honor
of
her
sister-in-law.
Mrs.
T
tablished
Clarence
H.
Bowser
as
the
Berkeley
street,
was
united
In
marof business matters, after which
but she fcnew it uas
Ohio.
have returned from Portland where
Mrs. Miles served a bountiful sup S Jolly of West New Brighton. Staten ‘ riage to Horace Andrews of Balti person who stole money from the they spent a week with Mr Brown
murder in the sky!
Island.
Favors
went
to
Mrs.
B.
B.
Chinese
laundry
Monday
night.
He
more.
Saturday
evening
at
the
Con

Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Wiswell and per, featuring fish chowder and
who Ls employed there.
children. Martha and William, who raspberry shortcake, augmented by Smith, Mrs. H. D. Falcs and Mrs. A. gregational parsonage, Rev. Walter 1 pleaded guilty and restored $625.
Prof, and Mrs. C. R. FreLsner of,
BRUCE CABOT
R.
Batchelder.
Bowser
was
sentenced
to
South
S. Rounds performing the ceremony, i
have been guests of Hon. and Mrs. sandwiches and other tidbits from
The bride wore white crepe The | Windam reformatory but was placed Butler University, Indianapolis. Ind .
W. T. Cobb have returned to Welles the lunch baskets.
ARLINE
JUDGE
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Tolman and | eouple were attended by Mr. and Mrs. on probation. By edict of Judge are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert |
ley Hills, Mass.
j
Rhodes
for
the
remainder
of
the
'
sons
Lawrence
and
Raymond
of
Dwinal
he
must
report
to
Deputy
[ John Kelley of White Head. Mrs.
Mrs. Albert T. Oould of Thomas
Among the local attendants at the ton recently gave a picnic supper Worcester, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Kelley being a sister of the groom. Sheriff Ludwick every week for one 1 month
Clara
Maker,
North
Main
street.
flower show of the Old Bristol Gar for her guest, Miss Mary Champlin
Mr. and Mrs. Andrews will spend two year; must keep out of pool rooms j Capt. and Mrs. Oeorge Lane, who
den Club at Damariscotta Tuesday i of Boston. Other guests were Mr.
weeks with relatives in Hartford, and not associate with anybody of ‘have been occupying on Marshall's'
Mrs.
Dexter
Simmons
and
Mrs.
j Conn., and will then be Ut home in questionable character; and must be Island for several days have returned
were Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin. Mrs. E. ' and Mrs. Ensign Otis of Rockland,
Stewart
Orbeton.
Mrs. Hervey j Mr. and Mrs. Ray Piercy of Noble- Ernest Maxfield gave a party Tues Baltimore, where Mr. Andrews has in t.he house each night at 9.30. ' home.
Judge Dwinal instructed the officers J Mrs. Effie Salisbury was hostess to J
Allen, Mrs. E. M. O'Neil. Mrs. E. W boro. Miss Grace Green of New day for little Priscilla Anderson, employment.
to “pick him up" if they found him ihe Trytohelp Club Monday evening'
Berry, Mrs. Walter Newbert of ! York, Nathan A. Farwell of Orff’s daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. An
NOW SHOWING
out after that hour.
Waban, Mass., Miss Edith Bicknell, Corner, Mrs. James Creighton of derson. Warren street. Children of
with a large .number of- members J
'ROME EXPRESS"
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
Mrs. E. F. Glover. Mrs. O B. Love Hamburg, N. Y„ Miss Margaret the immediate neighborhood were
NU-VI-TA HERB & IRON TONIC
present.
Next Monday evening,
with
Matlneei 2 p m. Ev'g, 6.45-8.45
joy. Miss Harriet Bird, and Mrs. Ade Copeland of Newton Centre. Mass.. guests. Outdoor games were played j I. It cleanses the system.
SMALLEY FAMILY
weather permitting, the club will hold
SSTIIER RALSTON
Continuous
Saturday
laide Fields and Mrs. Mildred Beass | Edward Alridge of Boston. Mr. and and an abundance of refreshments 2 It purines thr hlnod.
a picnic at Small’s Beach. This,
It Improves the appetite.
Z*
2 Oil P. M. TO 10.30 P. M.
of Boston and Crescent Beach.
eg Mrs. Rafael Brunetto and their guest, served from a prettily decorated ,I 3.
The annual reunion of the Smalley gathering will alno be a benefit party
4. It aids Dtfestlon.
Miss Winifred Douglass of Dorches table. Mrs. Simmons who is confined 5. It tones up the system.
family will be held at the home of and each member or peraon interest
Out of town visitors will find cour ter, Misses Clara Spear and Cather- to her home by ill health, was placed 6. It regulates the bowrls, and helps to Mrs. Amelia Taylor in Tenant's Har ed Ls asked to donate groeerien, pro
correct Constipation.
teous help, good food and a pleasant j ine Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Graf- by the window to enjoy seeing the
bor Tuesday, Aug. 15. If stormy, visions or money. Should the night j
It ts guaranteed sale and reliable.
environment at Sim’s, Park St. Mem i ton. Henry E. McDonald and Myles , young folks at their play, and the oc 7.
be stormy, the meeting will be held [
Freedman .Medicine Co., Stonington. Me next fair day.
casion was a very happy one for her.
j Weston of Thomaston.
ber (N R.A.).—adv.
F. H. Pierson, Sec.
61-T-94 95-lt
at the home of Mrs. Lena Toniinski !

j Summer Clearance Sale

OCl ETY.

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Bon Ton Dress Shoppe

“MIDNIGHT CLUB”

‘FLYING DEVILS

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Every-Other-Day
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PHIL JONES' BOYS

BOV 10 MAKE FOOD
MOKE ATTRACTIVE
&_______________ --_______________ __________________ !1

THE REALM OF MESIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

B> ANNA ROOSEVELT DALE

Despite the showers Sunday aft- | Fame if you ’ocate even one piece
erncon, Esther Rogers and I Jour Here is the list:
Bending, Edwin—In a Gondola;
neyed to the Eastern Music Camp
for the concert and it was well worth The Bov and the Angel.
Bickford—I Find Earth Not Gray
the trip How those youngsters—
nearly all of whom are of high school i But Rosy,
age -can play and, sing. It is a
Brugniere—Live in a Love,
never-to-bc-iorgotten experience to Fuller, C. M —Three Songs,
hear them. We were much interest- Gabert, Abel—How Do I Love
ed in seeing Adolf Schmid, cdnductor Thee?
of the National Broadcasting ComGordon. Cyril—The Pied Piper
tany. as gutst conductor. A note at
Oreenhill. J—A Lover s Quairel
the bottom of the program-stated j (Written for the London Browning
that Mr. Schmid was formerly con- Society).
ductor of the British Symphony Or- Gracey—Sleep On. Baby On the
chestra and musical director at His Floor.
Majesty's Theatre <London), and
Harraden, Ethel—The lost Leader,
somehow he is rather British in his j Hattersley. F. K —You'll love Me
appearance. Although his conducting [ Yet; One Way of Love; All June I
was dignified for the greater part. Bound the Rose in Sheaves; Nay.
at times he struck strange attitudes. But You Who Do Not Love Her (all
particularly when building tone for 1 written for the London Browning Soa climax or a finale—then he would ciety)
*
bring his entire body into play in his
Mazials. Theo —Pippa Passes; Olve
endeavor to get the idea across, and Her But a Least Excuse
when the climax arrived he would ! Matthews. R. H —The Pied Piper
crouch down as if he were going to , Philip. Elizabeth—Inclusions
White—Earth Fades; In Memoriam
jump right out of his skin! Les
G. W —The Moth's Kiss; First.
Preludes by Liszt was the high light
A Supplication for Love—Old Britunder his baton—beautifully done
with wonderful string work. The ish Hymnal; “II I Stood—Some Day'
pupil occupying the concert-master's from Paracelsus.
at was such a little chap—he did
Hagerman, Richard-Caponsacchi
rot lock more than 12 or 13 years o’d i Tragedy in Arezzo 1
and small at that. But it was thrill(Signed) A. J. Armstrong
ing to watch him play. He had a Better get out some of your old
marvelous wrist anH played with music and make a hunt. Who know.*
mere authority than all the other J —perhaps some of you have one oi
violinists put together. Would like mere of these songs,
to know more about him.
• • • •
The high light in the band selecThe Bayreuth Festival, marking
tions was Serenade Rococo by Meyer- the MJth anniversary of Richard
Heimund. This was indescribably Wagner's death, opened July 21 with
lovely—the pianissimo work so finely a gala performance of Die Meisterdone that it seemed like muted singer. The atmosphere of this year's
strings. In the choral numbers the festival reflects the political changes
Gounod number—"Chorus of Eac- in Germany since the last Wagnerian
chantes from Philemon and Baucis" gathering, so a special cable to Musif feed out. both in tonal quality and cal Courier states. At the opening
because of the exquisite accompani- performance
Chancellor
Hitler.
DM nt. The a capella numbers were Joseph Gotbbels. Wilhelm Frick and
beautifully done, too.
ether high Nazi officials were guests
• • • •
of honor ln the Wagner family box;
Cf course we were interested ln a flag bearing the swastika emblem
.-c.irg Margaret McMillan of this city floated from the Festival Theatre,
in the orchestra and chorus. 8inc? and brown-shirted guards stood at
going to camp she has been studying attention The audience faced Hit
solo work and first and second violin ler's box as he entered and applauded
ln orchestra, in addition to other or made the Fascist salute, but the
phases of violin training and chorus. ovation was quickly hushed, as the
had
It is gratifying to learn that Mar- ,.Chancellor
. .
. . ..caused printed
__ slips
garet's teacher found nothing in her
* **ued stal‘n« ^at
« n
previous

training

to

uado - Just

an,h«»s°r

demonstrations

simply a case of going ahead with wera 10
TJ
,
J
more advanced study. Her Rockland
of
m“ter„ PaJ?‘ T
teacher has been Albert R. Marsh, 1 names in the cast were Maria Muller
whose pupils always reflect his in and Alexander Kipnis.
••Great interest," continued the
telligent training, particularly in
good tone and smoothness of produc cable, "centered in the return of
Richard Strauss to Bayreuth after
tion.
many years' estrangement from the
• • • •
Wagner family, to conduct Parsifal
The
seventh
public
concert
at
the
_
. . b
on July 22. A feature was the artistic
Camp takes* place Sunday afternoon si ln> of
Ui<,er as Kundry.
fit
o o
*
at 33 Rft
30. Tntf-rnatinnul
International affaire
affairs mincrlsv
mingle which
was one of the more notable
in this concert, as England sends one Clemente"" of a performance that
of her most prominent musicians as ' showed a certain lack of smoothness.'
guest conductor of the orchestra in
the person of Stanley Chappie, a
KNIT AND CROCHET
young man who has aroused wide
spread interest in Europe for his sen-

Borneo Folk, Learning All

ERE you ever homesick for a lenge the most jaded and blasd palate.
food? Did you ever, in your mind s For the quickly prepared hot snack
seems to be the most popular
filing system, try to "look up” a frawhich

grant flavor memory'? Even when finale to late parties, try serving tha
miles away from the Old Dominion, scrambled eggs on hot toast spread
the faint whifl of a smoke house with the deviled ham.
The bland bread crumb or rice fill
haunts the air and the mouth waters
for some of those mahogany crusted, ings used for stuffing baked green
deeply pink slices of Virginia ham so peppers or fresh tomatoes are tremen
dearly prized by those who know it dously more interesting for a suspi
and it's so difficult to describe to any cion of deviled ham in their interiors.
Mixed with the cream sauce used for
one inclined to scoff at food raptures
Very probably, like ripe olives and scalloped eggs or potatoes, the deviled
shad roe and dozens of other good ham flavor is as different from plain
things, the taste is acquired, but once ham as day from night.
Making summer foods attractive ia
eaten you are forever enthusiastic.
The famous Smithfield section of Vir- a matter of constantly looking out for

W

2

Entertain Inmates of State
Prison,

Are

Enter

tained In Turn
Since my ornithological fellow
scribe who pens the Tenant’s Hnrbor
The inmates of the State Prison
[ items in this estimable Journal, has were delightfully entertained by the
. seen fit to cast aspersions upon our older boys of Hatchet Mountain
i Boston gulls. I take thb opportunity, «2anip pmi Jones, director. Saturday
of stating, that the above-named afternoon The first pert of the
; birds of the genus Larus are birds of program was opened with a campfire
! refinement and good table manners, I ,.ccne featuring group singing of I
i and know their place in the social J camp jopgs under the leadership of
j order. The gulls I wrote about Joined Mr jone4. vocai solos by Gordon
i ;he steamer Belfast nt Rcckland. pro- chapnian of Belfast, Bill Martin and
ceeded with her to Bangor, and then j^n-don Freese of Bangor; cheers
returned to Rockland. I submit a |cd & Jimmy Doughty of Bar Har{picture taken from the above-named bcr;
by garry Saunders of New
•tamers deck, showing gu.ls (lying Ycrg accordion, Edward and Robert
, that have Just pur olned a pasenger s g,,^^ oj Newport, clarinet and
lunch from hls .lngers, wliile said cornet; tap dancing by Jack (Joss of I
j passenger was standmg on the main Qar Harbor
| deck just off the dining room. which
The ftcond half of the program
room was not open at the time. The was devoled
u,e presentation of a 1
, picture was taken off Sandy Point, pu-ate play "Under the Skull and
which I believe is in the County of gonps •• which was coached by Ethel
i Waldo
Thomas Sezak, assisted by her husNow. unless my fellow scribe sub- band
ca.t;
mils to the editor a picture of his own
„,.rt #nd
desperate encounter with the two Pettrson 0{ Rockland, John Watson
wild and ferocious birds of the genus 0{ Btn(.or
TrochUus. which flew- into his store
c (ain' Cutlass. Webb Potts et
and endeavored to hold him up. he Philadelphia
rapturing one of them single handed
Slit-Gizzard Bill. Horace Stewart,
while the other grabbed a broom and ! Bal,„or
*'-caped<o
‘air to the crabapple
Barrows Newport.
ree.1 shall be under the painful necRamrod
Northeast
' usity of re-affirming my previous Har|,0I.
{ tatement. namely tliat what our
Blacksmith, Jim Watson. Bangor
fellow scribe knows about gulls is nix.
Slimy, Jack Goss. Bar Haibor.
! nil. nothing
Base
Blue-Nosed Pete. Potter Traii.or.
j Wareham. Mass
RAIN THAT WAS RAIN
Other Pirates: Stetson Hills of Bel
la..'.. Horace Savaee of Northeast
Letter From Florida Says It

was So
CANAPES ouy be nutde quickly and at the same time attractively appetizing

ginia is noted for a particularly fine
ham flavor and to make this delicacy
readily obtainable, without purchas
ing a whole ham, when the flavor
homesickness is upon you, the ham.
ready chopped and deviled for extra
flavor may be purchased in glass jars.
Ham flavor just seems to belong in
al fresco meals. The ham sandwich
has become the classic of the lunch
box, the picnic basket, the camper's
kit and the effete motor hamper.
Chopped and deviled ham is always
easier to eat and certainly goes far
ther in sandwiches than sliced ham.
Deviled Smithfield ham is rich enough
in its own sweet delicious fat to make
butter unnecessary It is piquante
enough to use slone or sufficiently fla
vorful to be mixed with other mate
rials, crunchy crisp celery or cucum
ber, minced sweet pickles, chopped
watercress and, of course, mayon
naise, for example.
Deviled Virginia ham can&pds or
tiny open sandwiches passed before
dinner as for a flrst course will chal-

and

Heavy It

Was

Hard To Breathe

as many new and interesting and
easy-to-use foods as one can have in
the pantry or refrigerator. These ad
ditional suggestions will keep your
summer guests Impressed with your
talents as a hostess:
Blend deviled ham paste with
enough mayonnaise to easily spread.
Spread on canapd biscuits or crisp
crackers. Dot with a bit of mayon
naise.
Place thin slices of crisp, cold cu
cumber or tomato on toast rounds.
Garnish with mayonnaise and slices
of stuffed olives.
Roll stuffed olives ln deviled ham
paste blended with enough mayon
naise to make it stick Place each
rolled olive on a crisp biscuit, spread
lightly with mayonnaise.
Then, of course, a bit of caviar or a
few plain olives, or some stuffed cel
ery add to the zest of the food and ths
pep of the party.
For stuffing celery, blend mayon
naise with equal quantities of cream
cheese and Roquefort cheese.*

Harbor

Policeman, Cobb Peters >n Rock
land.
At the close of the play the boys
were taken on a tour of inspection
through the prison by Warden
Thurston, and given an opportunity
tc see the baseball team in a practice
game, its work winning expressions
of praise from the lads A vote of
appreciation was extended Warden
Thurston for the many courtesies ex
tended them.

Stuart. Fla.. Aug. 1
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
The storm that did great damage
I in Maine, may not have passed down
to Florida, but a private letter de
scribes bad weather there later the
same day.
"And you have had the same serv
I got Into the storm, that crossed
ant for two years?"
;he State near Stuart, early in the . “Yes." replied Mr Cross lots. "She
-vening, and was out all night, and fays sjle doesn't believe in changing
had some experiences that I shall alter she has gone to the trouble of
not easily forget. It blew only about teaching a family her ways.”—Wash
j0 miles an hour, but that was quite ington Star.
enough to bring down trees as if they
No. 13734
were being mowed down. While the
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
wind was at ite height it couldn't rain
much. Just a hard white mist that Office of Comptroller of the Currency
Washington. D C . July 19 1933
cut your face like sand. When it
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
dropped to 50 miles the rain began to presented to the undrralgned lt has been
fall.
made to appear that
I have been out in a lot of these
"THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
ROCKLAND”
i storms, but never saw rain come
MY AMBITION
In
the CITY of ROCKLAND In the
1 down in such a solid mass. At times
VINALHAVEN
of KNOX and State of MAINE
(For The Courler-Oazette,
i you had to stoop over and hold your County
has compiled with all the provisions of
I would live my life ln such s way
Rev. Albert G. Henderson of the Bap- hands over your face to breathe. It the Statutes of the United States, re
That a little good I may do each day
itist church in Farmington and lor- would pour for an hour steady, slack quired to be compiled with before an
a-soclatlon shall be authorized to com
When the night ia dark and the way
__
seems long
mer P-^tor of Union Church, will fer five minutes, then come down mence the business of Banking:
heavier
than
before.
I
do
not
know
NOW Therefore I. J. F T O'CONNOR
Let me cheer my friend with a word or occupy the pulpit Sunday morning
of the Currency, do hereoy
son«
and Mrs. Henderson will be soloist. what the government figures are. but Comptroller
w
W°U{he‘’°
,We °‘ 11 “ SUt >'rarS since the famUy wen' I heard that we got 20 inches in 12 certify that
"THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
That I may help my neighbor carry hls from this place to Farmington, and hours. I would believe almost any
ROCKLAND"
load.
they are being warmly welcomed statement.
the CITY of ROCKLAND ln the
I got on the job at 4 p m. and by 11 in
And when he has traveled a weary mile A, ',he evening service. Rev. Mr AtCounty
of
KNOX
and State of MAINE Is
Let me help him along with a cheery
.
..
smile.
.
wood will speak on "Making a Life. p. m. we had covered 25 miles through authorized to commence the business1
of Banking aa provided ln Section Fifty
And let my light shine out so br'ight
Union Church circle will hold ite the storm and had our wires work- one
hundred and sixty nine of the Re
.ng. That was Sunday night. I was
' "“right"1' h“ f”‘ *“ th‘ P“h “Luiual supper Thursday at 5.30.
of the United States.
certainly glad to get. into dry clothes vised Statutes
Testimony Whereof, witness
I Mrs. Btrtha Raymond and Miss again We do not appreciate just |Sea! | In
my
hand
and Seal of Office this
Let me smooth the pillow of pain or. Sara gmith of
park
t
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933.
the ordinary comforts of life until
J. F. T. O'Connor.
Let me do some deed to bring relief
1are expected this week at Set-O- something calls lt to our attention
Comptroller of the Currency.
To those that mourn for loved ones Sun cottage. Shore Acres.
A Reader
88-114
I
I woulddasp their hand and share their 1 Mrs Carroll Oregory entertained at
tears.
bridge Friday night at her home.
And help them along through the weary ptrst honors went to Mrs. Langtry

phony Orchestra. Preceding the or
About This Art At Senter
chestra both band and chorus will,
Crane Store
in turn, display their wares of har
mony, rhythm, and melody.
• • • •
Members of the fair sex who find
A short article in the Christian the art of knitting and crocheting a
«cond 10 Miss Beulah °“Science Monitor tells us that: "Song fascinating one will consider it Let me'help the dlacouraged hls burden
tiaveled in a cart-rut at the time worth while to visit the store of
to bear.
Christ.
when Harry S. Dale, the tenor, was a Senter Crane Co. and become ac To
-Vith a cheering word, a smile and a nod , \frs Fnnk Mullen was hotter ; to
renew hls courage and faith In Ood ,.M”' ,\r
u.
o?, u
i
mt mber of the Bloodgood Minstrels, qualnted with the Bear Brand and
the Mother and Daughter Club WedBuqilla
yams
and
crochet
cottons
filling the Jobs, according to his
t crave no reward of wealth or fame.
nesday evening. Honors at bridge
record, or legend, of stagedriver, which are being demonstrated there Or my name written ln letters of flame; went to Miss Muriel Chilles and Mrs
Miss
Ethel
Pearson.
representativi
I
only
want
a
memory
sweet
blacksmith. wagoner and balladtn the hearts of those I chance to meet: W. H Ingerson.
r.nger.' Mr. Dale's passing recently from the home office is being suc And when my life has passed away
Mark Amiro was in Rockland Tues
ceeded
this
week
by
a
local
demon
And my eyes are dull and my lips are
af the age of 80 is a reminder of his
day to visit Mrs. Amiro. who is a paexperiences on the prairie and in the strator
., and
_ . teacher
. . who .„is . very That clay
some friend I have helped wlll tient at Knox Hospital.
mountains asi a member of one of the caPabe Such a teacher willbe a
only say.
Mrs. H. W Fifield is guest of hei
early minstrel troupes.
, the store for at least five weeks O' "There was a friend who passed my
.son Walker Fifield ln Portland
way '
“It was in the days we read about. (m®re
Among the articles being showr
E. M.
Ecn't forget the public bridge and
when theatrical companies Journeyed
Spruce Head. Aug 8
through certain parts of the West an? U,ug
are, uhooked ru«s anc
63 at the (i A.R rooms tonight, under
under the direction of a teamster in- Colonial nigs of heavy yarns; rugs
the auspices of Lafayette Carvel
stead of a transportation agent, and resembling Orient type made from
Corps.
when skirmishes with Indians were a lustre yam; knitted suits from silk
Miss Bernice Vinal of Boston k>
For A Garden Party
among the hazards of the road. bouclette; sweaters and other gar
vieitlng her aunt Mrs E. L. Glhden
ments
from
the
new
wool
bouche
They were tbe days when raw, native
Edward Lindsey is the guest ol
metal was currency, and when a (yarn which is particularly smart;
friends in Portland.
Colorado miner coming from camp to bedspreads, chair sets, etc., from
Mrs. E. E. Merrill, daughter Mrs
town to attend the show, could pay crochet cottons, and afghans from
Ellen Wiseman and her sen ticodwin
knitted worsteds of wide variety
i for his admission with gold dust.
j of Bangor were recent guests of Dr
"In his youth, Mr. Dale could no All the standard yams are being
and Mrs. Ralph Thompson.
shown,
together
with
suggestions
fol
doubt hold the reins over a four
Miss Dora Wadsworth has returned
hoise team, strike a sledgehammer th*ir
use*
In the Bear Brand-Bucilla afghan
Irom Rockland.
upon the anvil or shrink an iron tire
Thelma Johnson of Rockland is
on a wooden wheel better than he booklet No. 61 are found full instruc
visiting her giandparents Mr. and
could interpret a ballad. But later tions for many new patterns. Of
I Mrs. Parker Wadsworth.
he developed into an artist, and when particular note is the Granny Af
theatrical people were travelling ghan No. 151, a gorgeous thing, which
Mrs Fred K. Coombs entertained
the Bridge Eight Wednesday at Camp
everywhere in railroad trains, he be is very popular Others of Interest
are
the
Mille-Fleurs
No.
431;
Slum

came a singer of importance.
■ Lookout, Bhore Acres.
"Duly, then, he got into the or ber Robe No. 389 of Ombree yam in
Frederick Jones of Belfast was in
ganization for giving light opera exquisite shaded effects; Windmll
i town Tuesday.
known as the Bostonians. He is No, 377 for a den or living room
Mrs. L. W. Lane entertained at
credited with being one of the origi Florentine robe No. 380 the answer
bridge Tuesday evening in honor of
to
that
"something
different;
”
bou
nal members In his last years he
Mrs. Helen Wanser of Delaware who
liked to talk with his friends, who in- doir robe No. 410 in old rose, an en
J is guest of Mr and Mrs. Joseph
eluded many of the most eminent on trancingly lovely thing, Aurora No
; Headley.
the stage, and tell about the rigors of 412- m
«“nbow colorings
Recent arrivals at Bridgeside are
primitive minstrel acting and about which lend a vivid charm to a room,
Miss Cora Duffy of Germantown. Pa..
the pleasures of operetta singing in and Basque stripe No 388 in keeping
| and Miss Annie Porter of Philawith the vogue for Basque creations
the eighties and nineties.
In booklet No. 63 are found Instruc
i delphia.
Mtss Margaret Libby and sister
tions for hand knit sweaters, suite.
Courfezy .Vile. Marte, Park Ava. Miss Louise Libby accompanied their
Nathalie Hall, known to many in i blouses, dresses, hats and purses
“
pHIS
garden
party
frock
is
of
this locality through her visits in cape dress No. 491 is a striking model
brother Vivian Monday on his return
Camden when coaching with Frank Others of unusual interest are tweed
handblocked English muslin tn j to Wollaston. Mass.
Bibb, is to star in "Ball at the blouse No. 490 and a two piece dress white with lovely big roses tied
Mrs Oscar Lane entertained her
Savoy,” which is to follow “Wild Vio No 482.
like a bouquet down the front of piano pupils at Camp Alyosca, Shore
lets" at the Drury Lane in London. | In book No. 66 are given instruc- lhe dress The design of the frock j Acres Tuesday, with 15 present.
This ts the operetta of which Oscar \ tions for hand crocheted creations te Empire with a 10-lnch pleated i Edward Greenleaf Jr. cejlehrated
Hmiwh rstein 2d is making an adap- 1 for the home—bedspreads, luncheon
band at the bottom and tbe small i hls sixth birthday anniversary Sat
tation in England.
•
'sets scarfs, chair sets, etc. The bed cap sleeves bordered with Inch urday at his home. Games were
-spread patterns are particularly, in- pleating. The only trimmings are ! played, and refreshments included
Shortly after reading last week triguing. The filet square No. 556 is narrow bands on each side to ac two large decorated birthday cakes,
ice cream, fruit punch and assorted
David Loth's fascinating book "The altogether-too lovely, and others a centuate the tight waist fine
cake. The young host received many
Brownings: A Victorian Idyll,” I close second are No. 552 “popcorn
With this stunning out-dooi cos gifts. In the company were: Jane
came across this clipping, which may square," No. 554 "pastel" and No. 550
intrigue devotees of the Brownings: |“popcorn diamond." A table cover tume Is worn a large cartwheel j Libby, Irene and Mary Helen Ames,
hat Cellophane, woven like straw, , prancls Bums, Herbert Conway,
Written from Waco, Texas, the letter ' No. 562 is exquisite *
was addressed to the Musical Courier. I All these booklets not only give 1s the material used and a branch Philip Dyer, Bobbie Dalzell, Ruth
and reads:
] full Instructions but show lllustra- of flowers Is cut out and appliquOd ' skoog, Marilyn Greenlaw, Dottle
Johnson, Kenneth Hopkins, Gardiner
“Last September I began a search tions. The afghan book is beautiful- an crown and brim.
1 Williams, Albert Carver Jr., Gertrude
for 32 pieces of music, settings for ly illustrated ln colors.
poems of Robert and Elizabeth Bar- (------------------------------------------------- g**»»********«*l| Hanley, Albert Ames. Clarence
Thompson, Hazel Thompson. Corinne
rett Browning. I secured all but one
"
! Greenleaf. Miriam Greenleaf, Edsuffer tortures from Rheuma
—and I got 10 more of which I had Why
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
"Jones expects 100 percent dlsabil- 1 ward Greenleaf Jr., The mothers
never heal'd Now I have a further Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
lty on hls accident-insurance policy, present were Mrs. Vaughn Johnson,
METHYL BAl.M
list of 28. I am anxious to get ln
He says he is completely incapacitat- Mrs. Lawrence Ames, Mrs. Luther
bring almost instant relief?
Utouch with the authors of these or , wlll JOHNSTON
’S DRUG STORE
cu oy ine loss oi a thumb,"
j Burns, Mrs. Madeline Hanley, Mrs.
(heir heirs, or anyone who has copies 73 PARK 8T,
ROCKLAND
"What’s his vocation?"
Everett Libby. Mrs. Parker Williams,
I' can -secure. I will be willing to j Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
50 cents
18 -Th“- He
tf ’s a professional hitch-hiker.” Mrs. Ralph Thompson.
I nominate your paper for the Hall of

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE AT

CUTLER’S
ONLY

2 MORE

DAYS
After today... in which to take advantage
of the super values offered in Cutler’s—

ANNUAL

SUMMER

CiEd/MNCE

SALE

Regular Prices Will Go Into Effect Again
Ai the Close of Business, Saturday, the 12th.
We Strongly Urge You To Shop Now!
Certainly Prices Will Never Again Be So
Low—You Can Bet On That!

SO-COME-BUY-SAVE

Distinctiue Stationery
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

PROTECTED BT U.S. PATENT PENDING
When people tell you, “all motor
fuels are alike,” remember this:
The composition of Essolene is
protected by U. S. Patent Pend
ing.
And remember this: Squarely
behind Essolene ... as a guarantee
... is the Colonial Beacon Oil Co.,
fully aware of its responsibility to
the public.
Essolene contains a special sol

vent oil which cleans, keeps clean
and in proper working condition
valve stems, piston rings, piston
ring grooves. It contains no ordi
nary lubricating oil. Its anti-knock
value is unsurpassed hy any regular-priced gasoline, and it is nongas-loeking.
These are guaranteed facts.
Prove them! Try Essolene today
in a tank cleared of other fuels.

Prtxliirrfl and niinruntecl by (hr

COLONIAL

BEACON

1

Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly the same.
Printed in black or blue ink Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size 5%x8tt, ’50 sheets and 100
envelopes to match, $1.00.
Monarch size, a man's size tor personal or business use, 150 sheets
7'4XlO'j and 100 envelopes 374x7*4 plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.

THE COMPOSITION OF ESSOLENE IS

Write or rail at Colonial
Emo Touring Service, 28
Broadway9New Yorke before
atartinga motor trip, for beat
route and other touring in
formation. Individual atten
tion, by return mail, free,
•

$

GASOLINE

PRICE

OIL CO., INC.

Smoother Performance
Cok. 193.1, Emo, loo.

